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Abstract 

The national Investors in People (liP) standard seeks to set a level of what it regards as good 

practice for aligning staff development and management with an organization's goals. This 

dissertation questions why some English universities adopt Investors. Whilst many other 

education institutions have adopted the Standard since its launch in 1991, universities' adoption 

of Investors has been patchy. 

Throughout the 1990s, the UK public sector has been urged by successive governments 

towards what is perceived as a new managerialism. As public service organizations, 

universities (which I have conceptualized in the dissertation as "ivory cages") have been subject 

to radical reforms that have in turn created new internal rationalities of purpose, work and 

performance in higher education institutions (HEls) as they seek to manage external ly-im posed 

changes. Sectoral reports have encouraged HEls to adopt Investors in People as part of wider 

change strategies, yet whole institution accreditation in England is largely limited to post-1 992 

universities, with departmental accreditations greater amongst service or para-professional 

departments. 

Three key questions underpin this dissertation: Why is Investors in Peop/e adopted? How is the 

decision implemented? And to what extent (and under what conditions) is HP institutionalized or 

embedded? These are considered primarily from a Sociological Institutionalist perspective, 

through Tolbert and Zucker's (1983) framework of the component processes of 

institutionalization. My own metaphors of ivory cage and theatre stage are used as structural 

and illustrative tools. 

PART I of this dissertation presents the rationales and contexts for the conceptual framework 

and methodology used. PART 11 focuses on the stages of institutionalization and on accounts of 

Investors in People implementation from within the ivory cages. The final chapter returns to the 

research questions and argues that internal and external environments and the power, roles 

and perceptions of social actors are important factors in understanding change in higher 

education and, specifically, in decisions to adopt Investors in People. 
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Introduction 

Retrospective: framing the challenge 

At the 1999 Investors in People in Higher Education Conference I co-presented a poster- 

"Challenging tradition: Investors issues and experiences at the University of Bristol"-with a staff 

development colleague: I had led my department to successful Investors accreditation three 

months earlier and was seeking to illustrate how our staff management and development 

practice was underpinned by Investors in Peop/e (liP) (also referred to as the Standard). My 

colleague described minor successes and major barriers encountered in introducing the 

Standard elsewhere in the University. We closed with questions: surely the underlying 

principles of Investors are a self-evident good? Why can't'the university' in all its various parts 

see the Standard's potential value as a framework for developing staff and managing change? 

Preaching to the converted, we expected murmurs of agreement and sympathy. Instead, a 

devil's advocate challenged from the floor: "Why should they? By all the measures of quality 

and performance targets set down by the university, funding bodies and government, Bristol is 

doing very well! " The question posed a challenge: although I knew something of the Standard's 

application within my own organization, I began to wonder why some higher education 

institutions (HEls) (or individual departments within them) welcomed Investors in People, whilst 

others were at best lukewarm. The questions that led to this study began to emerge from 

consideration of the Standard's history and patterns of adoption in the sector. 

Investors in People in higher education 

The Standard (see Appendix A), managed by Investors in Peop/e UK, originated from 

discussions between the Confederation of British Industries, Department of Employment and 

the National Training Task Force. It sought to set a level of good practice for staff development 

linked to organizational objectives and based on four key principles: commitment, planning, 

action and evaluation. It emerged on the crest of a late 1980s wave of what Grieves (2000: 58) 

calls "... transitional or twilight initiatives" including Total Quality Management, the Excellence 

Movement, Culture Management and Human Resource Management (HRM). Investors in 

People is predicated on similar foundations to HRM. The latter are described by Gooderharn 
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(1999) as to "... simultaneously fulfil the needs and goals of the firm and its employees 

harmoniously, with an optimal degree of fit . .. " amongst environmental, organizational, job and 

individual components. Finn (1994: 31) suggests that, "... when Investors in People hit the 

market in 1991 it had a very fair wind blowing behind it-it was the HR Holy Grail, and a win-win 

strategy". 

A major consultation exercise-to ensure that Investors could keep pace with the needs of a 

wider range of organizations and with change in HR and business practices-resulted in a 

significant revision of the Standard in 2000. Assessment continues to be against set criteria for 

each of the four principles, but the language used to articulate these is now perceived as less 

business-oriented by those familiar with the earlier version. The focus of assessment has also 

shifted, from processes to continuous improvement outcomes and from paper trails to in-depth 

interviews and observation. Even in its original version, Finn (1994: 32) described Investors as 

"... comprehensive, flexible, holistic, developmental, non-prescriptive and suitable for almost any 

form of work organization ... . It forces an explicit two-way link between business strategy and 

human resource development, recognising the little understood fact that organizations rarely 

achieve their futures without investing in their staff'. Endorsements aside, the Investors in 

Peop/e UK Web site' shows that, together with small businesses and large manufacturing and 

service industries, many schools and further education institutions have embraced Investors. 

However, the uneven pattern of adoption in higher education-of whole institutions or 

departments within them-is revealed by a Directory of UK HEls and their Investors in People 

statuS2 maintained by the Higher Education Staff Development Agency (HESDA-formerly 

UCoSDA). The Directory reveals low whole-institution accreditations amongst pre-1 992 UK 

universities. In England, for example, there are none. For individual university departments, 

adoption is highest amongst 'service' units-residences, catering, libraries-or the 'para- 

professionals': legal, health and business schools. 

In 1999, THETO-The Higher Education Training Organization-published a selection of case 

studies giving flesh to some of the bare statistical bones in the Directory. From these two 

' Investors in People UK Web site http: //www. iipuk. co. uk/ 
2 Source: Investors in People in Higher Education: Recognitions hftp: //www. shef. ac. uk/hesda/nation/iip32. htm 
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sources, a potentially false dichotomy emerges: 'old' universities are trailing the 'new', whilst 

service or hybrid departments are leading the purely academic. This raises questions about the 

impact and complexity of change in the higher education landscape that has led to-and follows 

from-the creation of the new universities. It also prompts a need to rehearse, briefly, some of 

those changes before considering a wider question for this study, of how best to understand 

these apparently variable levels of implementation across the higher education sector. 

Ivory cages in the HE landscape and the social actors within 

Despite an ostensible shift -with the 1992 abolition of the line that divided the various higher 

education providers-from an 61ite to a mass system of higher education, universities retain, 

nonetheless, a rarefied status. In all their variety, I have conceptualised them as "ivory cages" 

that have some commonalities in their rationalities of work, but also differences in structures, 

cultures and histories. I also utilise another metaphor-that of theatre stage-to focus on the 

multiplicity of social actors playing out complex and changing roles within the ivory cages. As 

we shall see in Chapter Four, a century since Weber first invoked the powerful metaphor of an 

"iron cage" of bureaucracy, some of those social actors (academics) are "hurting" from the 

intensification of work compounded by "... 'bureaucratisation' in its pejorative sense" (Trowler, 

1998: 50-51). The classic Weberian bureaucracy may never have been evident in universities, 

but they now appear more open to an underlying rational model of management. A new 

managerialism is said to be sweeping through public sector structures (Clarke and Newman 

1997; du Gay 2000a) and many commentators recognise that H'Els are increasingly assailed by 

mounting waves of external scrutiny, the burden of quality and market forces (Miller 1995, 

McNay 1995; Mackay 1995; Williams 1997; Dearlove 1998; Trowler 1998; Shaftock 1999). As 

Dixon et al (1998) predicted, universities have supplemented and in some cases replaced 

traditional rationalities of work, creating new internal structures, roles, rules and processes. 

These serve the needs of mandatory external quality audits, such as the Quality Assurance 

Agency's subject reviews, and as a means of introducing, to a greater or lesser extent, a new 

managerialism. Recommendation 47 of the 1997 National Committee of Inquiry into Higher 

Education (NCIHEý-known colloquially as The Dearing Report-encouraged universities to 

". - -consider whether to seek the Investors in People award". There is, however, no requirement 
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for them to do so. In an environment of radical change, mandated audits and encouraged 

standards, Dearlove (1998: 111) speaks for many: today's HEls are "... under pressure to 

perform and account for themselves in ways that have rattled established ways of organizing 

academic work --- 
"- 

If the ivory cages are repeatedly rattled by the forces of the market, quality audits and 

massification, this suggests, for this study, a mode of interrogation that might rattle the bars in a 

second sense: an approach that seeks to disturb the surface to reveal something of the cultural 

practices that have engaged the social actors within in a new set of politics; to probe inside in 

order better to understand the conditions for adopting and implementing initiatives such as 

Investors in higher education. The Investors in People literature has so far concentrated on 

providing advice to practitioners (Finn 1994; Gordon 1999; Taylor and Thackwray 1999a/1999b; 

THETO 1999; Crozier et al 2000) with little reference to theory. I would need to look elsewhere 

in the well-populated 'wood' of conceptual frameworks for appropriate 'sticks'with which to rattle 

the bars. 

Rattling the ivory cage: a structure for the dissertation 

My apparently simple post-conference question developed into three subsets of questions that 

drive this study and help structure the dissertation. All require analysis at macro, meso and 

micro levels, although the balance varies. 

1. Why is Investors in Peop/e adopted? 

The THETO case studies and HESDA Directory indicate that adoption decisions are made. The 

reasons why are less clear. My focus here is on understanding the perceived internal and 

external forces (positive or negative) that prevail on decision-makers, both at decision time and 

during preceding periods. Historical and current contexts and the role of internal decision- 

makers would then be important. Also central are decision-makers' perceptions of what 

Investors in People was expected to achieve. Analysis at the macro (sectoral contexts and 

beyond) and meso levels (decision-makers, internal structures, espoused values) would need to 

be developed to help address these questions, informed by micro-level analyses of the 

perceptions and interactions of individuals and groups within the organizations. 
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2. How is the decision implemented? 

The Investors in People framework allows for considerable flexibility within standard 

implementation approaches, particularly since the recent revision of the Standard. The key 

issues here are what approach was taken and why, and what role internal and external actors 

play in progressing, blocking or diverting the intended implementation actions. 

3. What indicators are there that implementation is institutionalized or embedded? 

The Standard was launched in 1991, but there were few early adopters in the sector. Over the 

short periods of time that HEls have implemented Investors in Peop/e, what are its perceived 

outcomes-if any-across the sector and in individual institutions, and have the underlying 

principles been embedded at institutional level? Micro analysis offers comparisons with meso 

levels of espoused views and perceptions of macro level impact. 

PART I of this dissertation considers how to approach these questions. Chapter One takes an 

initial walk in the conceptual woods to review potential theoretical frameworks for identifying 

change forces, implementation paths and players. I consider several generations of policy and 

implementation research, together with organizational and cultural perspectives on change. 

Perceived problems in these perspectives suggest the need to develop new approaches such 

as institutional analysis. Chapter Two picks up the institutional threads and discusses in 

particular the variants of New Institutionalism, one of which is ultimately used to frame this 

study. Chapter Three considers the development of my research design, how to sharpen and 

make effective use of the theoretical 'sticks' selected from the bundles in Chapters One and 

Two, in particular New Sociological Institutionalism. My own role as researcher and associated 

ethical issues are discussed, alongside the reasons for the methods selected for data collection 

and analysis. Chapter Four, as the final chapter in PART 1, provides a link between the 

theoretical worlds outside the ivory cages, the historical and other contexts that have led to their 

particular constructions, and the perceived worlds within the bars. Here I review the context for 

the study, gradually focusing the lens from macro to micro levels. The subjects of the study are 

introduced in their settings and the first voices from within the ivory cages are heard. 
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The metaphors of ivory cage and bars used throughout PART I offer one way of articulating the 

barriers to understanding organizations. As we shall see in PART 11, in particular conditions and 

with appropriate methods, the bars are not impenetrable: the researcher is able to pass within to 

explore the various perceptions of the social actors and attempt to understand the inter- 

relationships of structure and agency. 

PART 11 moves firmly into micro levels of analysis. The subjects'voices are heard within the 

basic structure of my research questions. Chapter Five focuses on empirical evidence of 

adoption forces and actors. These include internal factors of charismatic leadership and the 

need for structural change in response to external pressures, and more explicit external factors 

of image and position in the higher education and other markets. Chapter Six considers 

implementation approaches, key players, supporters and critics and relationships of power. 

Chapter Seven looks for indicators that the innovation has been institutionalized or embedded. 

The final chapter, Chapter Eight, seeks to tie together the threads emerging throughout the 

dissertation. It reviews the empirical findings against the key research questions and considers 

the impact of rattling the ivory cages for extending understanding of Investors in People in 

higher education, for the selected theoretical framework and for future research.. 
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PART I 

VIEWS FROM THE TERRAIN OUTSIDE THE IVORY CAGES 



PAGE 

NUMBERING 

AS ORIGINAL 



Chapter One: If you go down to the woods today 

Introduction 

The organizational change literature is vast: selecting an appropriate framework to help 

structure my research was unlikely to be a "teddy bears' picnic". Underpinning my questions is 

a need to understand innovation and change both as catalysts for the Investors in People 

adoption decisions and as anticipated and perceived results. The study of innovation in higher 

education ranges "... from individual initiative to institutional (or whole system) policy. It has 

been discussed explicitly as top-down and bottom-up activity, and it could be interpreted as in- 

out and out-in" (Silver, 1998). Cerych (1984: 235) suggests that policy studies, and in particular 

its'offshoot', implementation analysis, may make an important contribution to the understanding 

of how and why HEls welcome or resist change. In order to overcome some of the problems 

inherent in the several generations of policy and implementation analysis which I shall discuss 

below, I sought to consider other perspectives. This chapter sets out to develop an 

understanding of the problems presented by implementation analysis, not least its normative 

nature. In order to develop a better understanding of institutions and organizations-the ivory 

cages and their cultures central to my research-I also discuss the organizational change 

literature and institutional perspectives which begin to offer an analytic approach, that is, what 

'is' rather than what 'should be'. 

Problem -solving: policy and implementation analysis 

A top-down approach 

Top-down approaches have dominated the 'second generation' of policy/implementation 

research (Sabatier, 1993). What Dyer (1999: 45) calls the 'bureaucratic process model' takes a 

problem-solving approach to "... an assessment of the extent to which policy objectives have 

been achieved, the reasons explaining their achievement, nonachievement or distortion of 

original goals, as well as an assessment of the unintended effects of a given policy" (Cerych, 

1984: 235). The emphasis is on formal, externaily-mandated, public policy. Adoption of 

Investors in People is voluntary and tends to be a local decision, raising questions of the 
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perspective's relevance to my study of internal and external forces of change, of decision- 

makers and implementation paths. Sabatier, a key proponent of the approach, suggests 

research should focus on the actions of "... implementing officials and target groups", the extent 

to which objectives were achieved, the principal direct or indirect factors affecting 

implementation and the reformulation of policy over time (1993: 267). Change is understood 

largely in terms of the implemented policy's 'faithfulness' to the original ideal. This'fidelity 

model' might help explore differences between policy-makers' stated intentions for Investors 

adoption and identify perceived outcomes and critical points in implementation, but the impact 

of competing and mediating interests could be missed. Later generations of research do, 

however, offer an alternative perspective. 

A bottom-up approach 

The third generation of implementation analysis spanned the late 1970s/early 1980s, its starting 

point "... an analysis of the multitude of actors who interact at the operational (local) level on a 

particular problem or issue -- ." 
(Sabatier, 1993: 266-267). Researchers using this approach 

recognise that implementation is not necessarily a 'tidy' and linear process and try to take 

account of competing interests that can have a mediating effect on implementation processes 

(Dyer, 1999: 47). A degree of linearity and path dependency is, nonetheless, revealed in 

descriptions of the methods employed in bottom-up implementation analysis. These include 

I snowballing' or 'backward mapping' techniques, whereby layers of organizations and actors are 

identified and tracked from the end of the implementation process back towards its source 

(Winter, 1990: 29; Dyer. op cit: 50). The schematics produced by these techniques are intended 

to help understand the conditions that mediate acceptance of innovations and to facilitate 

planning for future implementations. They can, however, be limited in the detail they can offer. 

On the other hand, Lipsky's seminal work on'street-level bureaucrats' gives emphasis to 

individual actors at delivery-level, looking in detail at how they shape the 'rules of the game' of 

policy implementation. His research relates to front-line workers in the social services, but there 

are resonances-in the notions of conflict resolution/coping strategies, discretion and power-of 

the competing interests and professional autonomy often noted in the classic collegium of 

traditional university structures and cultures. Lipsky suggests that "... the decisions of street- 
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level bureaucrats, the routines they establish, and the devices they invent to cope with 

uncertainties and work pressures, effectively become the public policies they carry out. Public 

policy is not best understood as made in legislatures or top-floor suites of high-ranking 

administrators, because in important ways it is actually made in the crowded offices and daily 

encounters of street-level workers" (1993: 382). 

Adler and Asquith train the lens on street-level bureaucrats working in education or social 

welfare fields. They suggest that professionals (academics) have "... largely unfettered 

discretion and make their decisions by reference to a body of esoteric professional knowledge. 

By contrast, administrative discretion is characteristically constrained by rules ... " 
(1993: 404). 

Their view that professional discretion has been questioned less than administrative discretion 

is also applicable in higher education. Administrators, particularly those in the personnel and 

accounting professions, have long been used to the audits and checks deriving from the rules, 

regulations and legislation generally governing much of their work. However, since the advent 

of the Higher Education Quality Council (HEQC) and its successor-the QAA-academics have 

also been subject to closer external scrutiny of decisions that, historically, were located in the 

professional domain. 

In the bottom-up approach, then, interest groups and their mediating role and ability to establish 

the rules of the game are important (Ferman, 1990: 46). So too is identification, through a kind 

of schematic 'backward mapping', of the pool of organizations likely to be involved in 

implementation (Hjern and Porter, 1993: 253). This pool, as focus for research, is equally valid 

in a university incorporating a large number of autonomous or semi-autonomous departments 

and units (not to mention committees), professional networks and other interest groups. Hjern 

and Porter also look at the informal structures that may be invoked for the purposes of 

implementation. These have echoes in some universities' approaches to Investors, namely 

'Building Blocks' (involving a series of departmental accreditations within an overall strategy for 

recognition) and the use of focus groups mentioned in some practitioner publications. 

Unfortunately, as Winter points out, the backward mapping approach is time consuming and 

often fails to reach the 'top agencies' (op cit: 29). 
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Whilst offering an opportunity to explore attitudes, behaviours and interactions which progress, 

block or shape policy implementation, the bottom-up approach fails to provide a rich enough 

picture of the adoption reasons and influences at the core of one of my research questions. 

The policy-makers' and decision-makers' views and actions may become lost in the mire of 

multiple actors, organizations and structures involved in the later stages of implementation and 

policy reformulation. The centrally-im posed policy itself is seen as the catalyst determining 

action, but the influences on policy development and its adoption, whether voluntary or not, are 

missing. Sabatier recognises a number of advantages of the bottom-up over the top-down 

approach, but points to a shortcoming: it "... takes the present distribution of preferences and 

resources as given, without ever inquiring into the efforts of other actors to structure the rules of 

the game" (1993: 279). The top-down approach reaches some way along a straight line into the 

policy process, whilst the bottom-up approach takes many paths in from the bottom edges, or a 

closely bounded look at the game playing of street-level bureaucrats at delivery point. Overall, 

these approaches fail to help develop ways of thinking about how to study innovations and their 

implementation. They are normative in nature, telling us what should happen and who should 

be involved in implementation and what the final outcome should be. Researchers have 

increasingly questioned and recognised limitations in both approaches and have sought to 

explore the middle ground. 

Trying to reach the middle ground 

Ryan (1996: 34-36) compares the approaches of implementation analysts Mazmanian and 

Sabatier, Winter and Hasenfield and Brock. Their focus is on implementation of centrally- 

mandated government policies and their frameworks attempt to draw together top-down and 

bottom-up approaches. Winter (op cit: 24) applauds these attempts at integration, noting that 

implementation rarely happens in a vacuum and that the process and characteristics of policy 

formation are as important as other implementation stages. There is, however, a down-side: 

"... more data-collection and analysis than can normally be done within one study, and sets of 

variables that are hardly enough to explain implementation outcomes in a satisfactory way' (op 

cit: 20). 
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Sabatier (1993) proposes the advocacy coalition framework (ACF) as one way of synthesising 

top-down and bottom-up approaches: it uses elements from both and studies a multitude of 

actors. One of the factors in implementing change in HEls is "... the large number of relatively 

autonomous actors and the diffusion of authority throughout the structure ... " (Cerych, 

1984: 237). The ACF approach assumes that actors can be grouped into a number of 'advocacy 

coalitions', each with a shared set of "... normative and causal beliefs on core policy issues" 

(Sabatier, 1993: 286). The ACIF has been applied mainly to environmental or energy policy and 

its primary utility is in analysis of policy implementation and change over periods of a decade or 

more (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 1999). Investors in Peopfe was launched ten years ago and 

few higher education institutions have been working with it for that long. The size and scope of 

my study also preclude longitudinal research, indicating a need to consider other perspectives. 

Goggin et al (1990) recognise that implementation studies-from whatever perspective-are 

difficult because it is not always easy to determine when a policy can be considered 

implemented, nor to develop a consistent strategy for measuring implementation variables. 

They suggest that a two-dimensional continuum of variables might be used to track critical 

points in the implementation process: "Because the model is dynamic, it is possible to track 

changes in the status of implementation from one time period to the next" (1990: 173). The ACF 

and the notion of continuum seem largely to focus on the actors and groupings in the middle 

ground, allowing for identification of deviations from plans and the mediating roles of actors at 

various points on the continuum. However, they are limited in that they do not also facilitate a 

coherent understanding of the reasons and contexts for-and the nature of-organizational 

change. 

Considerations so far 

Together, the policy and implementation analysis literature seems largely to ignore much of the 

potential and complex consequences and influences from the external environment and 

historical or current internal contexts. The top-down approach starts with an externally- 

mandated policy, but thereafter focuses on implementation within an organization or sector. 

The bottom-up approach concentrates on internal interactions and mediating behaviours. 

Policy is seen as the catalyst that provides an outer boundary for analysis. The internal or 
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external forces that led to the policy decision-or actors' behaviours-are not considered. The 

internal structures are considered in terms of what they should be, rather than being analysed 

as the result of shared or competing interests and internal organizational histories. Sabatier 

(1993: 284) offers a useful aggregated variable for looking beyond current structures: the need 

to focus on actors' shared belief systems to take into account the cultural elements in the 

change process. There is a large body of work on culture and the management of cultural 

change in organizations, not least the HRIVI and Excellence Movement literature on which 

Investors in Peop/e is predicated. Pollitt suggests that "... the cultural perspective can be of 

considerable value as a complement to more instrumental, goal- or decision-oriented 

approaches" (1997: 336). A cultural perspective may offer the 'stick' that will allow me to prise 

open and peer inside the cages and explore something of their culture and how, as 

organizations, they change. 

Managing culture; leading transformation 

What is organizational culture? 

Morgan (1986: 359) points to Kroeber and Kluckhohn's classic work of 1952 on the meaning and 

use of the concept of culture in social science: they claim to have identified almost 300 

definitions. Schein (1991: 245-6) proposes that culture is useful in understanding societies 

because of an emphasis on shared understandings and beliefs, an emphasis which fills the gap 

identified by Sabatier in implementation analysis, and which is prominent in HRM, Investors in 

People and the Excellence Movement. Schein proposes a three-level model for the exploration 

of an organization's culture: "... artefacts (visible organizational structures and processes); 

values (espoused strategies, goals, philosophies) and underlying assumptions (unconscious, 

taken for granted beliefs, habits of perception, thought and feeling)" (op cit: 252). There is some 

'fit' here with the three subsets of research questions outlined in my Introduction. 

According to Ouchi and Wilkins (1998: 224), there was a great outpouring of research on 

organizational culture in the early 1980s, which was seen to 'eclipse' studies of formal structure, 

including studies of bureaucracy. Their review of the anthropological, sociological and 

psychological roots of organizational culture studies points to the historical-and continuing- 
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tensions amongst sociological researchers of organizations between "... explicit and rational 

views of organization on the one hand and implicit, nonrational views on the other" (op cit: 228). 

There is a tension between those who see culture as an independent variable, focusing on 

symbols and language within an organization, "... rarely attending to the environmental forces 

that have shaped the culture ... " (op cit: 227), and those who see culture as a dependent 

variable and "... believe culture can be a tool for management control" (op cit: 242). The 

Excellence Movement and HRM literature fall largely into the latter category. 

Managing culture 

The notion that an institution's culture-assuming for the moment that there is just one-can be 

managed, manipulated and transformed is decried and espoused in the literature in about equal 

measure. Ogbonna (1992: 75) points to the widespread controversy arising from the debate that 

culture can be seen either as something an organization is or something an organization has. 

He notes that Silverzweig and Allen are of the view that organizational culture can be managed, 

with the implication that it can respond and adapt to changes in its external environment. The 

popular management literature of the 1980s-such as the work of Peters and Waterman (1982) 

and Deal and Kennedy (1982) which made it to the best-sellers lists-strongly advocated 

cultural change and management mechanisms. As key proponents of the Excellence 

Movement, they identified organizational culture as something that could be manipulated with 

planned management interventions based on theories of motivation and means-end rationalities 

of work. 

Soon to follow them onto the management bookshelves (around the time Investors in People 

was being launched) were a range of books promoting the philosophy of HRM, advising 

managers to look more closely at the ways they could motivate, develop and reward individual 

performance as part of the whole team. The'hard'form of HRM treated employees like any 

other physical resource, whilst the'soft'form, like Investors in People, sought to provide mutual 

benefit to employee and employer and focused particularly on human resource development 

(HRD) (Kamoche 1991; Storey 1991; Ogbonna 1992; Poole and Mansfield 1992; Legge 1995). 

Both hard and soft forms of HRM see managers and leaders as the prime movers in change 

situations and it would be interesting to see whether this were the case in relation to Investors in 
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People adoption and implementation. In the THETO case studies, personnel and staff 

development officers are often shown as the main players in implementation, whilst senior 

managers including Vice Chancellors (VCs) and Pro Vice Chancellors (PVCs) are often cited as 

proponents and key drivers of the initial decision. This raises questions about the form and 

locus of responsibility for adoption decisions and eventual implementation. 

Status, power, vision and leadership 

Henkel (1998: 175) notes that institutions are "... the site of ambiguity and tension ... " whereby 

power struggles are enacted explicitly or implicitly, whilst Hall and Taylor (1996: 954) recognise 

that reform initiatives often provoke power struggles. Part of the problem of understanding 

power is "-- Ahe pervasive tendency to think of power as a thing without considering that it must 

also be a property of relations ... " (Clegg, 1989: 190). This places in focus the loosely-coupled 

and sometimes tense relationships between HEls' administrative and academic groups. Whilst 

HRM assumes strategic input and leadership vision-making, associated implementation tasks 

are more usually the responsibility of 'lower levels', including the Personnel Office. Storey 

(1991: 5) notes that "... personnel management has long been dogged by problems of credibility, 

marginality, ambiguity and a 'trash-can' labelling which has relegated it to a relatively 

disconnected set of duties-many of them tainted with a low-status 'welfare' connotation". 

Whilst street-level academics and administrators compete explicitly or implicitly for resource and 

power, the organizations' leadership is also thrown into the spotlight. 

Ouchi and Wilkins (1988: 242) point to the 'transformational' role of leaders present in much of 

the organizational culture literature and particularly the popular Excellence Movement, which 

develop Weber's notion of a charismatic leader. From these come the concept of the leader as 

visionary whose primary role is to "... embody a mission and role for the organization Here 

we have moved again to a top-down focus: what some would call cultural elements (symbols 

and visions) are present, and top managers and leaders are now more clearly in the frame. 

Bryman (1992) offers a summary of trends in leadership theory and research since the 1940s, 

including the trait approach (where leaders are 'born'); the style approach (focusing on different 

types of leader behaviours) and the contingency approach (where effective leadership is 

situational). A new leadership theory emerged in the early 1980s, alongside and in some cases 
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within the popular management literature. However, just as the Excellence Movement implied 

that an ýorganization's culture may be manipulated and changed, so transformational leadership 

theories added to the debate that it organizational culture can be transformed by an individual 

leader. 

Bryman (op cit: 150) notes the centrality of vision in transformational and charismatic leadership 

and continues with the'obvious point'that "... the content of a vision will have a profound 

influence upon the leader's success. It is not simply the creation and dissemination of a vision 

that have been responsible for some of the success stories that have been encountered, but the 

content of the vision as well". Interestingly, in the context of the changing higher education 

'marketplace', he also suggests that the content of the "more striking visions" often has "... a 

strong market orientation, combining a concern for customers with an acute awareness of 

competitors, or the inculcation of an entrepreneurial spirit" (ibid). However, Safford and 

Kershaw (1998: 84) pick up on Kotter's view that "... one of the main reasons transformation 

initiatives founder is the assumption that because the executive and a few key managers have 

accepted the concept, all the organization has done so". Huxley and Hall (1996: 81) found that 

mission statements were regarded with some caution by university Personnel Officers: although 

such documents existed, the term was "... not considered to be in general currency in the 

organization ... 
it did not'sit well'with the prevailing culture". Safford and Kershaw suggest that 

neither "... hand wringing and hectoring on the part of the formal leadership ... 
" nor mandating 

small groups with bringing about change will be successful. They also advise against the 

establishment of a special unit to deliver an innovation or new function: "Where that happens, 

the function or activity becomes 'someone else's responsibility' and by definition, of no concern 

to the majority of people in the organization ... . It also insulates the rest of the institution from 

change" (op cit: 83-87). 

New leadership theory in particular sees change happening in terms of visionary leaders driving 

innovation programmes. The organization, others within it, and factors outside, are secondary 

or not considered. Underpinning leadership theory-new and old-is a rational model of 

organizations, "... a perspective which implies a close connection between means and ends in 

organizational behaviour" (Bryman, 1992: 162). The focus on decision-making and leadership 
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tips the balance towards a top-down approach. Other actors-individually or in groups-are 

considered in relation to the leader and the impact of his or her behaviour: "... the leader is 

depicted as needing to collect ýlike-minded individuals who will help to implement his/her vision" 

(op cit: 1 53). The literature on the Management of Culture and Leadership swings between top- 

down (leadership) and bottom-up (power relations) approaches. The cultural middle ground 

and the relationship with external contexts is, again, missing. There are, however, other 

perspectives in the organizational literature to be considered. 

Learning Organizations 

The concept of the learning organization has its origins in the self-development movement of 

the 1970s (Taylor and Thackwray, 1999a: 25). Since then the focus has moved gradually from 

the self-developing individual to the self-developing organization. For Bierema (1997: 35), the 

concept of the learning organization is in direct opposition to a model "... founded on the 

principles of hierarchy, control, fragmentation and reductionism". She notes that "... the essence 

of the learning organization is to capture, share and facilitate the learning that is naturally 

occurring in the organization" (ibid). Grieves brings the notion of the learning organization up to 

date with an explicit link to a market-led external environment: learning organizations are 

"... essentially flexible organizations that operate competitively in a global market and are 

therefore committed to a rapid response to a dynamic external environment" (2000: 66). 

Fullan is one of the key proponents of the learning organization in education. Gitlin (2000: 213) 

reviews some of his latest work, where Fullan views organizations as "... both complex and 

adaptive systems that can not be reined in solely through external incentives of one kind or 

another, or some type of rationalistic decision making process". Rather, Fullan argues that 

"... the key to development and change is finding ways to acquire new and better knowledge, to 

create a type of learning community. That means beginning with the view that conflict (about 

ideas, educational solutions, and policy) is a needed and positive part of the process" (cited in 

Gitlin, 2000: 213). Like Grieves, Fullan also considers relationships between educational 

organizations (in his case, schools) and external organizations such as businesses and finds 

them wanting in that they take no account of the differences in aims of the two types of 

organization (op cit: 215). 
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As we have seen, Fullan recognises the potential in the learning organization for differing 

perspectives and stories about the same situations. Levitt and March (1988) argue: "... the 

process by which interpretations are developed makes it relatively easy for conflicts of interest 

within an organization to spawn conflicting interpretations. 
... . As a result, disagreements over 

the meaning of history are possible, and different groups develop alternative stories that 

interpret the same experience quite differently" (op cit: 326). There is capacity in the learning 

organization literature for analysis of actors at the top and other groups and individuals in fixed 

or dynamic groupings. The role of organizational structures and processes also has a place 

particularly in relation to 'superstitious learning': "... in an organization that is invariantly 

successful, routines that are followed are associated with success and are reinforced; other 

routines are inhibited"(ibid). Levitt and March go on to discuss the ways in which organizations 

learn not only from themselves but also from others, noting that this "diffusion of experience" in 

communities of organizations can complicate learning organization theories of routine-based 

learning (op cit: 329). 

Not out of the woods yet 

As we have seen, the top-down and bottom-up policy implementation approaches have some 

limitations for the development of an understanding of the type of change central to my study. 

Firstly, their focus has been almost exclusively on the implementation of large-scale public 

policy or legislation. They are also concerned with mandated policy which requires compliance, 

rather than voluntary adoption. The top-down approach has a limited reach with its 

concentration on fidelity between stated objectives and apparent outcomes. The bottom-up 

approach, whilst bringing many more individuals and a pool of organizations into the frame, may 

not reach beyond the fringes of games-playing in implementation. The notion of the street-level 

bureaucrat and competing interest groups-particularly the professional and the 

administrative-have resonances in higher education. However, the policy-makers, original 

policy objectives and context are missing. Sabatier points to the gap in both approaches: the 

missing environmental and cultural contexts and other influences beyond the'givens' 

(1993: 279). But in trying to reach the middle ground, there is a risk that the'middle' becomes 

the prime focus to the detriment of the 'outer reaches'-at least over a short time scale-whilst 
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the longitudinal requirements of the ACF preclude it from serious consideration. Indeed, trying 

to synthesise all possible variables from both approaches produces an unmanageable and less 

than useful accumulation of data (Winter, 1990: 20). 

The literature on Culture Management poses some interesting questions around status, power 

and leadership. New Leadership theory in particular also highlights some of the assumptions 

about senior management's transformational behaviour, and the significance or otherwise of 

symbols and vision. There is clearly a top-down, rational and managerial perspective at work 

here. Whilst the Culture Management literature and New Leadership theory offer the possibility 

of gathering multiple accounts, the emphasis is on management rather than culture, and is more 

inward-looking than outward. The Learning Organization literature leads to the familiar ground 

of the HRD researcher and practitioner and some of the underlying principles of Investors in 

D, % I crop/e. These echo my nine years' of Personnel and Staff Development experience, through 

professional qualification, associations and networking for Investors in People. It allows 

consideration of a range of actors at various levels in the organization's routine and learned 

structures and processes and in tracking innovations. There is acknowledgement of the 

potential for learning from others as well as from the organization's own experiences. The 

rational model is less apparent and the leadership and power relations have faded into the 

background. Yet it implies a managerial context for organizational learning, for all its references 

to 'participation' and 'mutual adjustment'. 

Investors in People is a national quafity framework which some higher education institutions 

have chosen to adopt. There is no central mandate or requirement: instead, an apparent but 

unclear grouping of institution types amongst those that have adopted it. Bryman (1992) 

suggests reference to a model that moves away from the rational approach and points to the 

institutional perspective of writers such as Meyer and Rowan (1977) and Zucker (1987) which 

takes into account internal and external pressures, context and organizational structures. Levitt 

and March (1988) also cite the work of Zucker, who takes account of organizational learning 

through diffusion and imitation. It is argued in the next chapter that an institutional perspective 

offers an appropriate framework for analysis for my study. 
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Chapter Two: Picking up the institutional threads 

Institutional analysis 

Defining the unit of analysis 

I started my walk in the woods with the aim of understanding innovation and change in higher 

education institutions. While conceptual armoury is important, Slowey (1995: 26) also notes that 

the real 'action'takes place at institutional level: "The importance of the institutional dimension 

is evidenced by the different responses that universities and colleges display despite the fact 

that they all operate within the same policy context". The institution is "... a key mediator of 

national policies and the main arena in which academic accountabilities are played out. 

Institutions structure academics' working lives and although academic identities are still shaped 

by their disciplines, the influence upon them of the institution has substantially increased" 

(Henkel, 1998: 175). There are, however, several difficulties inherent in studying institutions, not 

least the need for a multi-disciplinary approach and multiple levels of analysis (Ostrom, 

1999: 37-38). 

In recent years researchers have been encouraged to embrace institutional analysis and 

particularly the'new' institutionalism. There is, however, a lack of consensus and common 

ground in the literature in conceptualising institutions and institutional analysis (Hollingsworth, 

2000: 598). My initial concept of higher education institutions was that in common usage: 

particular types of large organization. Ostrom, however, suggests that institutions are invisible 

because they are "... fundamentally shared concepts, they exist in the minds of the participants 

and sometimes are shared as implicit knowledge rather than in an explicit and written form" 

(1999: 37). Peters and Pierre (1998: 565) note the emergence in recent years of a more 

coherent view of institutions, providing theories for understanding policy formulation, 

implementation and "... political and social behaviour in a broader sense". Here, the term 

Institution ". .. refers not just to manifest political organizations but also to aggregations of 

norms, values, rules and practices that shape or constrain political behaviour". For Jepperson 

(1991), institutions are standardized routines or sequences of activity that are taken for granted 

by social actors. Whilst those actors may not fully understand the institution itself, they will have 
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some notion of why it exists based on function or history (1991: 147). It would seem that 

institutions represent social actors' shared understanding of behaviour (that in other fields might 

be termed organizational culture) and accepted rules, processes and structures. To refer to 

higher education institutions then, is not just to signal their importance as a particular type of 

large organization, but also to allude to their accepted rules, structures, behaviours-cultures- 

andlevelsof institutionalization. 

Defining institutionalization 

Jepperson (1991: 145) suggests that, whilst "Institution represents a social order or pattern that 

has attained a certain state or property ... institutionalization denotes the process of such 

attainment". He sounds a warning note that institutionalization should not be directly associated 

with culture (or vice versa): "... many commentators associate institutions in one way or another 

with 'culture', that is, with normative effects, ideas, conceptions, 'preconscious understanding', 

myths, ritual, ideology, theories, or accounts. This conceptual isation greatly confuses 

discussion ... [culture] may be more or less institutionalized" (op cit: 150). Institutionalization is 

seen as a process often defined in relation to time and behaviour (Tolbert and Zucker 1983; 

Scott 1987; Fullan 1991; Jepperson 1991; Peters and Pierre 1998). There are three primary 

carriers of institutionalization: "... formal organization, regimes, and culture ... " 
(Jepperson, 

1991: 150), where regimes can also include professions. One indicator of institutionalization is 

the degree of exteriority (sedimentation), the extent to which behaviour or structure becomes a 

social given (Tolbert and Zucker, 1983: 181). 

An old thread or a new? 

New Institutionalism emerged as a body of theory in the late 1970s and early 1980s with a 

concern for the study of culture and meaning. "it was in reaction to the unapologetically realist 

orientation of the dominant organizational projects such as resource dependency theory that the 

New Institutionalism found its footing" (Mohr, 2000: 63). Its roots can be traced from Meyer's 

"two seminal papers" of 1977 back to the 'old' institutionalism of Philip Selznick and his 

associates (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991: 11). Old and new are sceptical of the rationalist model 

and highlight the importance of organizational environment. New Institutionalism places even 

greater emphasis on external environment and internal and external cultures than was 
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previously the case. Whilst earlier researchers focused on individual and group behaviour as 

rational, voluntary activity, Selznick (1996) points to New Institutionalists' focus on the need for 

legitimacy and justification within a sectoral or professional community. Sensitivity to external 

cultural environments encourages "... institutional mimicry or mimesis ... as a result, institutional 

isomorphism occurs" (1996: 273). Whilst not discarding the old institutionalists' concern with 

conflicts of interest, New institutionalists give it less prominence. They focus, instead, on non- 

local environments-sectors and industries-and see these and the role of culture playing a 

significant part in shaping behaviours and perceptions of organizational reality (DiMaggio and 

Powell, 1991: 12). March (1991) suggests that".. -theories of choice become theories of 

situation recognition, socialisation, institutionalization, and imitation ... rules are products of a 

process combining learning from an organization's own experience, learning from others, and 

selection stemming from differential organizational growth and survival" (1991: 283). These 

aspects of New Institutionalism provide the'missing linkfrom policy and implementation 

analysis and incorporate some elements-in notions of imitation-from the learning 

organization literature. 

DiMaggio and Powell (op cit: 3) note an empirical push for a new theoretical framework: 

"Studies of organizational and political change routinely point to findings that are hard to square 

with either rational-actor or functionalist accounts ... Such pervasive findings of case-based 

research provoke efforts to replace rational theories of technical contingency or strategic choice 

with alternative models that are more consistent with the organizational reality that researchers 

have observed". New Institutionalism shows promise as a framework for my study, but it 

comprises more than one perspective, prompting consideration of which 'stick'to select from the 

New Institutional 'bundle'. 
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Unpacking the new institutional bundle 

The many ambiguities surrounding the New Institutionalism "... can be dispelled if we recognise 

that it does not constitute a unified body of thought" (Hall and Taylor, 1996: 935). For Peters 

and Pierre, these ambiguities "... shed some light on the nature of institutions, and ... also 

obfuscate the picture because of their commitments to certain theoretical assumptions and 

presuppositions" (1998: 565). Hall and Taylor identify three distinct approaches: Historical 

Institutionalism, Rational Choice Institutionalism, and Sociological Institutionalism. They 

propose that these can be compared on "... the stance that each adopts toward two issues 

fundamental to any institutional analysis, namely, how to construe the relationship between 

institutions and behaviour and how to explain the process whereby institutions originate or 

change" (1996: 940). Their potential strengths and weaknesses as well as their core ideas also 

need to be considered in relation to my research. 

Rational Choice Institutionalism 

This perspective grew from studies of US congressional behaviour and argues that the rules 

and processes of Congress committees structure members' decision choices. Actors are seen 

to behave "... entirely instrumentally so as to maximize the attainment of [their] preferences, and 

do so in a highly strategic manner that presumes extensive calculation" (Hall and Taylor, 

1996: 945). Rational Choice Institutionalists suggest that institutions tend to be created through 

"... voluntary agreement by the relevant actors; and, if the institution is subject to process of 

competitive selection, it survives primarily because it provides more benefits to the relevant 

actors than alternate institutional forms" (ibid). Although this perspective takes context into 

account, it sees it more as a straight-jacket. Hay and Wincott (1998: 952) are particularly critical, 

arguing that it "... strips away all distinctive features of individuality, replacing political subjects 

with calculating automatons. Rather than accounting for the choices of a situated subject, it 

describes what any utility maximising chooser would do in a given situation". Peters and Pierre 

consider how this perspective deals with time and change: "One of the most basic purposes of 

institutions within the Rational Choice perspective appears to be to lock in-'institutionalize- 

particular sets of rules and choices and to prevent future defection and drift" (1998: 567). There 

could be a case for following the Rational Choice strand because of its focus on how 
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professional networks can influence the adoption of innovative structures and processes. 

However, as with top-down approaches to implementation analysis, the emphasis given here to 

rational (e. g. resource dependent or calculus) decision-making and state-induced coercive 

practice is less likely to be useful in exploring voluntary adoption of Investors in Peop/e, despite 

the context of a competitive HE environment and the explicit links made by the Standard 

between staff development and strategic (business) objectives. 

Historical and Normative Institutionalism 

Bulmer (1998: 372) describes how Historical Institutionalism "... emphasizes the cumulative 

nature of policy-making ... thus initial policy choices may restrict subsequent evolution so that a 

kind of path-dependency influences the course of policy". Path-dependency, the potential for 

unintended consequences and imbalances of power are all key in this perspective. For Hall and 

Taylor (1998), Historical Institutionalists "... associate institutions with organizations and the 

rules or conventions promulgated by formal organization". They see both calculus and culture 

approaches in relationships between institutions and actors and "... divide the flow of historical 

events into periods of continuity punctuated by'critical junctures', i. e., moments when 

substantial institutional change takes place thereby creating a 'branching point'from which 

historical development moves onto a new path" (op cit: 940-42). Hay and Wincott are critical: in 

their view Historical Institutionalists have tended to'smuggle in'calculus or cultural assumptions 

when accounting for institutional change rather than contradictions. Hall and Taylor note that 

"... there is potential in Historical Institutionalism for the character of the discursive processes 

through which individuals interact to affect the outcomes that ensue" (op cit: 962). 

Whilst there is a faint echo here of an organizational learning cycle and the potential for 

focusing on adoption debates, there are still constraints within which learning and change can 

take place. Normative Institutionalism, which Peters and Pierre (1998) associate with the work 

of March and Olsen, appears to offer a similar view where norms and rules shape behaviour 

and actions are determined by "... a 'logic of appropriateness' that is shaped by institutional 

values" (Peters and Pierre, 1998: 566). There is much in these perspectives to commend them, 

as they privilege the role of environment, history and culture in shaping individuals' behaviours, 

and the role of individuals and groups in shaping history and culture over time. However, there 
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is a strange emptiness about the framework, and the view of social actors and social situations 

appears fatalist and weak. 

Sociological Institutionalism 

DiMaggio and Powell (1991: 10-11) detect a distinctly sociological 'flavour' in the New 

Institutionalism in organizational analysis. They note that "... sociologists find institutions 

everywhere ... they question whether individual choices and preferences can be properly 

understood outside of the cultural and historical frameworks in which they are embedded". 

Tolbert and Zucker (11983: 177) agree, noting that earlier institutional approaches such as 

functionalist theory (e. g. Merton 1948) and perspectives of resource dependence (e. g. Pfeffer 

and Salancik 1978) ignored "... the operation of social influence processes, such as imitation or 

normatively based conformity, which might mitigate or limit autonomous decision-making". For 

Hall and Taylor (1996), New Sociological Institutionalism allows for a focus on these 'social 

influence' processes at work, for example in "... the way in which the growing professionalism of 

many spheres of endeavour creates professional communities with the cuitural authority to 

press certain standards on their members" (1996: 949-950). Scott (1987: 502) also highlights a 

form of coercion to be found in professional sectors and organizations-a normative pressure 

for conformity. As an example, he cites the fact that, whilst voluntary hospitals in the US are not 

required to seek accreditation from a particular body, most find it in their own interests to do so. 

From the literature, it would appear that New Sociological Institutionalism comes in as many 

flavours again as the New Institutionalist field, suggesting that it might warrant a more detailed 

exploration of the insights it offers for understanding change in organizations. Two readings in 

particular help to move forward the potential for empirical research within a New Sociological 

Institutionalist framework: Tolbert and Zucker's 1983 contribution to the Handbook of 

Organization Studies and Hall and Taylor's paper in Policy Studies over a decade later. 

New Sociological Institutionalism 

Origins 

Hall and Taylor (1996: 946) suggest that the origins of Sociological Institutionalism can be found 

primarily in the subfield of organization theory of the late 1970s, "... when some sociologists 
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began to challenge the distinction traditionally drawn between those parts of the social world 

said to reflect a formal means-ends'rationalit, / of the sort associated with modern forms of 

organization and bureaucracy and those parts of the social world said to display a diverse set of 

practices associated with 'culture"'. Sociological Institutionalists' definition of institutions is 

broad and includes not only rules, processes and norms, but also those institutional elements 

that "... provide theframes of meaning'guiding human action" (op cit: 948). Scharpf (2000) 

agrees: institutions are defined very broadly "... so as to include not only externally imposed and 

sanctioned rules, but also unquestioned routines and standard operating procedures and, more 

importantly, socially constructed and culturally taken-for-granted world views and shared 

normative notions of 'appropriateness' 
... In that view, therefore, institutions will define not only 

what actors can do, but also their perceptions and preferences - and thus what they will want to 

do" (section 3.2 Actor Orientations). Peters and Pierre brush off some of the more general 

layers of organization theory to point specifically to origins in ". -- literature which tends to look at 

organizations and institutions almost as interchangeable entities .--" and is concerned with 

"... the role of values in shaping behaviour within structures" (Peters and Pierre, 1998: 568). 

Explanations for change 

Sociological institutionalists typicaily seek "... explanations for why organizations take on 

specific sets of institutional forms, procedures or symbols emphasising how such practices 

are diffused through organizational fields or sectors (Hall and Taylor, 1996: 947). Powell 

(1991: 195) raises a number of questions seeking explanations for variation in organizations' 

responses to, and rate and extent of, 'diffusion' of institutionalized practices. He questions why 

" ... some externally legitimated processes [are] quickly adopted, while others fail to be endorsed 

or receive only token support? " (ibid). In suggesting some reasons for partial diffusion of 

change, he notes that, where originating agencies (government, professional or otherwise), lack 

power to mandate the take-up and implementation of innovation, institutions will adopt new 

practices only if they are in their own interests (op cit: 199). Their'own interests' may not simply 

be based on reasons of efficiency or improved performance: Sociological Institutionalists argue 

that "... organizations embrace specific institutional forms or practices because the latter are 

widely valued within a broader cultural environment" (Hall and Taylor, 1996: 949). Hall and 

Taylor (1996: 950) also note the emergence of common practices amongst institutions within a 
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particular field or sector because of professional and functional networking within sectors. This 

suggests one possible reason for partial adoption of Investors in People in the higher education 

sector. There is considerable discussion within and encouragement from professional 

(Personnel and Staff Development) organizations that may have little currency in the academic 

world. There are other notions of learning and imitation within the Sociological Institutionalist 

perspective, as discussed below. 

Evolution and mimesis: the new learning organizations 

Institutional Darwinism: survival of the fittest 

Fullan (1993: 84) notes that "... learning organizations respect their environments ... 
[they] live 

with them interactively". He suggests that organizations that seek help for internal problems 

from external solutions or agencies show signs of 'vitality': "... it is the organizations that act self- 

sufficient, that are going nowhere" (op cit: 86). This is not a view reflected by the devil's 

advocate at the conferencýe who prompted my questions. Peters and Pierre suggest that 

"... changes in one institution influence others, so that a new institutional equilibrium must be 

established ... institutional transformation cannot be understood if changes are perceived as 

unique, isolated events" (1998: 570). They refer to the Institutional Darwinism of some 

Sociological Institutionalists which implies a survival of the fittest: "... a pattern of competition is 

assumed to exist among institutions, which dictates that inefficient and inappropriate institutional 

arrangements will fade away, to be replaced by new institutions". They do, however, question 

this viewpoint with regard to public sector institutions which have "... a much higher degree of 

endurance and insulation from competitive environments" (ibid). This may have been so until 

the last decade, but higher education institutions are now operating in a more competitive 

environment, albeit with support from the public purse. 

Fullan supports the notion of educational organizations transforming as well as adapting to 

market forces, seeing them as "... living organisms that learn, develop and change over time". 

However, because living organisms change organically with their environment, according to 

Fullan, it is inadequate to expect that advance planning alone will encourage learning, change, 

and development" (Gitlin, 2000: 213). Kondra (1998) also recognises that institutions may 

respond and react to the activities, practices and pressures of other organizations in the same 
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institutional field either for reasons of efficiency (the means-end reactions of rational choice 

institutionalists) or for less pragmatic reasons of legitimacy. However, he also points to the lack 

of attention paid in institutional theory towards the forces that change those institutional 

environments. He argues diversity is essential if institutional norms are to transformed and 

contends that "... diversity is the sine qua non of change. In other words, even in the most 

institutionalized field, there has to be some variation and diversity in organizational forms in 

order for change to occur, something that institutional theory has tended to ignore" (1998: 749). 

He concludes that, within an institutional field, the dominant coalition of like organizations may 

choose to adopt and promote similar practices in order to ensure their survival. Peters and 

Pierre (1998: 572) also emphasize the importance of choice: "There must be an active choice by 

organizational 61ites to adapt, and that process of adaptation appears to be based to a great 

extent upon a 'logic of consequentiality', with survival the primary value to be maximised 

what differentiates this view from that of the rational perspective is the role assigned to 

environmental forces as the drivers of change". 

Institutional Isomorphism: imitation the highest form of flattery 

Institutional Isomorphism as a concept focuses on the extent to which institutions voluntarily 

(and for the purposes of legitimacy) adopt the structures and behaviours of others in a similar 

field or professional community. This is in contrast to the notion of coercion inherent in resource 

dependence, calculus and rational choice models and a divergent strand from Institutional 

Darwinism. DiMaggio and Powell (1983) point to the range of reasons for increasing similarity 

between organizations in a given field, noting particularly the part played by time and 

organizational age: "in the initial stages of their life cycle, organizational fields display 

considerable diversity in approach and form. Once a field becomes well established, however, 

there is an inexorable push towards homogenization" (1983: 148). They note that, whilst 

improving performance can be the driver for early adopters, those following suit at a later stage 

may do so to seek legitimacy rather than to enhance operations (ibid). It would be interesting to 

explore as to whether there is evidence of this in my study of adoption of Investors in HEls over 

the ten-year period since its launch. 
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DiMaggio and Powell identify three mechanisms through which institutional isomorphic change 

occurs. Coercive isomorphism results " .. - from both formal and informal pressures exerted on 

organizations by other organizations upon which they are dependent and by cultural 

expectations in the society within which organizations function" (1983: 150). They also suggest 

that uncertainty can be a powerful force in encouraging imitation (mimetic isomorphism): less 

confident organizations model themselves on "... similar organizations in their field that they 

perceive to be more legitimate or successful". Mimetic processes are, in their view, therefore 

more likely to be behind adoption of new structural arrangements than any proof of their 

efficiency (op cit: 152). Profess iona I ization, too, plays a significant role in institutional 

isomorphism through the application of 'normative pressures. Scott (1991: 175) notes that 

61 some sectors or fields contain environmental agents that are sufficiently powerful to impose 

structural forms on subordinate organizational units ... ". In professional sectors, he notes 

DiMaggio and Powell's (1983) view that subordinate units are not compelled to conform but 

often "... voluntarily seek out the attention and approval of the authorizing agent" (ibid). 

Acquired change, he suggests, should be less superficial than changes imposed or induced 

because "... organizational managers should be more committed to them and in a better position 

than external agents to encourage their adoption" (op cit: 178). 

Institutional isomorphism could be a factor in the adoption of Investors in People amongst 

particular types of HEls, whereby early adopters 'go for it' because they perceive a solution to 

an internal problem, and later adopters perceive others' success. It would be interesting to 

discover whether the ostensible managerialist shift and professional networks in the sector have 

a part to play in imitative practices. Some years after its launch, with relatively greater numbers 

of Investors in People amongst higher education institutions, organizations that might otherwise 

have rejected the idea may now see an appropriate level of legitimacy in its adoption as a 

stamp of approval, and fear being 'left behind'. However, given the scope of this study, it will be 

difficult to explore and test this. New Sociological Institutionalism provides an opportunity to 

examine the external environment and context in determining influences on organizational 

change and mimesis-whether for reasons of pragmatism or legitimacy. As we shall see, it also 

provides a level of focus for the social actors involved, the potential conflicts of interest groups, 
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the culture and individual behaviours that loom large in the culture management and bottom-up 

approaches considered elsewhere. 

Social actors and power 

Clarke and Newman (1997: 91) note that "... one of the strengths of New Institutional theory is 

that it draws attention to the political and social processes which shaped the operation of both 

the market and bureaucracies ... Such institutions are also carriers of managerial ideologies 

through which the struggle to win consent to new social and political arrangements is 

conducted, and a set of discourses through which managerial subjects may be produced. Both 

perspectives involve the need to bring questions of power back into the analysis". Clegg 

(1989: 224-5) draws heavily on the Institutional Isomorphists and ecologists in his review of the 

circuits of power. Institutional Isomorphism within an 'actor network' is a characteristic of what 

he calls the'circuit of social integration', where accepted rules and behaviours prevail. He shies 

away from the use of the term 'actor' only as power may be vested in both actors and groups. 

There is a suggestion that Sociological Institutionalists may overlook power struggles and 

competing interests in the study of reform initiatives (Hall and Taylor 1996; Clarke and Newman 

1997). The former point to the potential range of stakeholders in any change process-for and 

against-and note that "... New Institutionalists in sociology seem so focused on macro-levei 

processes that the actors involved in these processes seem to drop from sight and the result 

begins to look likeaction without agents"' (1996: 954). Institutional Darwinism and Isomorphism 

may fit this description, where institutions appear to become actors in their own right reacting to 

society and environment at large. However, the omission of micro-levels of analysis is not 

immediately obvious in Tolbert and Zucker's essay, where they "... conceive of both 

organizational and individual actors as potential creators of new institutional structure" 

(1983: 176). They note the concept of 'champion' from the organizational change literature (op 

cit: 183). With the champion comes the notion of a charismatic and powerful social actor-not 

necessarily a leader-who plays the role of advocate and echoes the idea of a 'fixer', "... an 

influential person, agency, or group of people not only closely monitoring the program 

performance, but also serving as helpful in straddling strategic veto points" (Winter, 1990: 30). 
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Several HEls have used internal champions-in name and/or in role-in Investors 

implementations, while HESDA serves as external champion. 

An appropriate stick 

New Sociological Institutionalism appears to fill several of the gaps in the other potential 

frameworks considered as theoretical approaches for this study. Many of the factors for 

analysis are relevant to my own questions: institutions, culture, external environment and 

context, voluntary (rather than state-mandated) innovation, the role of leaders, champions and 

power relationships. The literature offers insights into how each of these factors plays a part in 

understanding change in organizations. Tolbert and Zucker (1983) identify a number of 

implications which arise for empirical studies drawing on institutional theory: "... the most 

important implication ... is the need to develop more direct measures and better documentation 

of claims of the institutionalization of structures, since out-comes associated with a given 

structure are likely to depend on the stage or level of institutionalization" (1983: 184). 

Tolbert and Zucker suggest a range of methods of analysis, including investigation of the 

determinants of the institutionalization process through comparative studies of different 

structures in the same organizations, or the same structure across organizations, even 

organizations of different types. They particularly recommend studies in "... contexts where 

there are no major actors that are attempting to compel organizations to adopt a given structure, 

either through law or through the withholding of critical resources" (op cit: 186). Inanattemptto 

define more direct measures, they propose an overview of the component processes of 

institutional ization-with indicators of the various stages involved and variables for study. They 

identify three stages of institutionalization: habitualization, objectification and sedimentation. 

Having followed the New Sociological Institutionalist thread out of the woods, the way forward 

becomes clearer. However, before preparing to investigate what happens within the ivory cage, 

it is important to elaborate further the methodological approach suggested by Sociological 

Institutionalism. This is addressed in the following chapter. 
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Chapter Three: Sharpening the stick 

Shapers and constraints 

Zucker (1991: 104) suggests that neo-institutionalists' primary macro focus on the content of 

institutionalization can lead to the processes by which it occurs being locked in a 'black box'. 

She proposes a micro-level approach which looks at institutionalization as a process rather than 

a fixed state, at "... the cognitive processes involved in the creation and transmission of 

institutions; upon their maintenance and resistance to change; and upon the role of language 

and symbols in those processes" (ibid). Tolbert and Zucker's model of the component 

processes of institutionalization (habitual ization, objectification, sedimentation) allows for a 

'snapshot' of institutions at different stages of Investors adoption and gives weight to external 

forces, internal cultural and structural processes, competing interests and mediating factors 

(see figure 3.1 below). 
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Figure 3.1: Component processes of institutionalization (Tolbert and Zucker, 1983: 182) 
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The detail of how the framework could and should help shape my research design was still to 

be thought through. Sayer (1992: 55) notes that the use of theory as an ordering framework 

"... can easily lapse into a 'two-stage' model in which hypotheses are first advanced and 

ordering frameworks designed and then filled out with and tested by'data'whose meaning is 

taken as unproblernatic". On a positive note, he suggests that "... although we can only think 

within particular conceptual systems, these are internally differentiated and what we can think of 

is not necessarily already contained within these systems" (op cit: 74) Although New 

Sociological Institutionalism was to provide a conceptual framework for my research, it would 

not be a rigid one. The vast body of literature reviewed had illustrated the range of perspectives 

available, their core ideas, weaknesses and their strengths. I was comfortable with the idea of 

taking elements of New Sociological Institutionalism and learning organizations to shape my 

thinking, whilst using the component processes specifically to shape the design. 

Design considerations 

The practical and ethical constraints of gaining access to data were a factor in determining my 

research design. So was scope: the maximum allowed length of an EdD dissertation is 40,000 

words and I had set myself a 12-18 month timescale for completion whilst working full-time. My 

main considerations were now finding data gathering and analysis tools that were sympathetic 

to the operational ization of the framework provided by New Sociological Institutionalism. 

The written word 

Tolbert and Zucker (1983) suggest that content analysis may be a useful way of applying their 

framework. Mindful of potential gaps between espoused and 'real' values, I did not think I would 

be able to gain access to sufficient internal-rather than externally published-documentation 

and felt that something of the 'life' of the institution may be lost in the printed word. Similar 

considerations prevailed for quantitative data gathering tools. Neave (1989) highlights the 

increasing quantitative emphasis in government evaluation of higher education-not only in 

terms of studies and the endless gathering of statistics, but also in the performance measures 

imposed on institutions (1989: 218). On the other hand, Silverzweig and Allen's 1976 model 

indicates that "... survey instruments may be relied on in assessing participants' understanding 

of the prevailing organizational culture". However, Ogbonna queries this, suggesting that "... the 
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results may be misleading" (1992: 75). HE staff are subject to-and awash with-quantitative 

surveys, suggesting that more number-crunching might not be appropriate. The framework and 

my own questions suggested that the spoken word could offer a richer description of 

perceptions within the ivory cages and be more acceptable to subjects. 

The spoken word 

Case studies based on semi-structured interviews seemed to offer the potential for gaining 

insights into institutional 'frames of meaning', although my timeframe would limit the number of 

sites included. The most likely access route to interview sites and subjects would be through 

members of the Investors HE practitioners' network. They were already familiar with case 

studies through the THETO publication and interviews are a recognised part of the Investors 

assessment process. I considered the possibility of using a paper-based or email survey as 

part of my study, either to identify patterns to probe during interviews, or to explore emerging 

patterns elsewhere in the sector. In the end, time-and a desire for richness over range- 

dictated a qualitative approach through semi-structured interviews at a small number of sites 

with the possibility of accessing a limited number of public documents (for example, from 

institutions' Web sites) for published perceptions of context. 

Eliciting knowledge and understanding 

The literature suggested a number of topics suitable for exploration through what Rubin and 

Rubin (1995) describe as topical (rather than cultural) interviews. Topical interviews "... are 

focused on subjects that the interviewer has chosen, involve more active questioning and rapid 

exchanges, and are more concerned with matters of fact and less concerned with eliciting 

shades of meaning than cultural interviews are. Most of the follow-ups are done within rather 

than between the interviews" (1995: 195). 1 was interested in both fact and shades of meaning 

but was also bound by a number of constraints. Cultural interviews suit longer-term studies, 

where the researcher has more scope for involvement in the interviewees' world and can 

explore emerging patterns through further interviews with other subjects at the same site. I 

would be able to interview each subject only once: would a single 'topical' interview with each 

subject be enough? 
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Sackmann (1992) points to four types of cultural knowledge: (1) dictionary knowledge which 

"... comprises commonly held descriptions, including labels and sets of words or definitions that 

are used in a particular organization"; (2) directory knowledge which "... refers to commonly held 

practices. It is knowledge about chains of events and about their cause-and-effect relationships 

descriptive rather than evaluative or prescriptive"; (3) recipe knowledge, based on 

judgements, refers to "... prescriptions for repair and improvement strategies ... similar to Argyris 

and Schon's espoused theory" and (4) axiomatic knowledge, which refers to "... reasons and 

explanations of the final causes perceived to underlie a particular event" (1992: 142). 1 wanted 

to elicit all these types of knowledge in exploring different aspects of Investors in People in 

higher education. Sackmann outlines the questions asked of her interviewees about 

innovations and changes in their companies: -each interview was conducted only once. 

Sackmann was seeking specifically to explore organizational cultures and subcultures. Her 

questions are very similar to those I wanted to ask (op cit: 144). It seemed that, with an 

appropriate and flexible set of questions, a single interview with each subject might be sufficient. 

My stick was beginning to take shape. 

Developing the design: selection decisions and questions 

Site selection 

The first HESDA Directory of Investors in People in Higher Education mentioned in the 

Introduction to this dissertation was produced in October 1993. The current edition was 

compiled from responses to a survey sent to all higher education institutions during the spring of 

1999. Updates are made to the Directory as and when received from institutions. Respondents 

were asked to indicate the stage that their institution (or unit/department) had reached in 

relation to Investors in People recognition using the categorisation illustrated in table 3.1 below: 

Stage Position Reached 
Investors in People is not currently under consideration 

1 Understanding the Standard: actively considering a commitment 
2 A formal commitment made to meeting the Standard 

3 A formal commitment made and action plan prepared 
4 Recognised as an Investor in People 

Table 3.1: Stages of Investors in People implementation (Directory of UP in HE) 
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The THETO case studies are based on interviews with those who responded to the 

questionnaire. The majority relate to institutions at stages 3 or 4 at either whole institution or 

departmental level. Institutions that have rejected Investors are not included. It seemed 

appropriate to select sites not already included in the THETO publication in order to extend the 

case study database available or, if not feasible because of the small number of sites at 

particular stages, to choose only one from this category. 

A number of other factors served to constrain or direct my selection decisions. My semi- 

structured, topical interview method indicated a small-scale study of no more than four 

institutions. I also needed to negotiate access to the sites and subjects via a read ily-identifia ble 

contact in a position to be able to assist in-or undertake-identification of appropriate interview 

subjects based on my specified selection criteria. Another pragmatic issue was easy access 

and availability at a single site of the range of people I wanted to interview. Geographical 

location was therefore important. I was also uncomfortable with the notion of conducting 

interviews in my own organization because of personal involvement in the adoption and 

implementation decisions and continuing advocacy of the Standard. I therefore excluded my 

own department from the study, whilst recognising that I could not exclude my own experience 

and personal views from the conduct of the research. I was aware that I would need to be 

mindful of Ogbonna's warnings about researchers' preconceptions (1992: 75). 

Context and history were also important issues: the higher education systems in Scotland and 

EnglandMales and Northern Ireland are different, and have emerged from different political and 

economic histories. Tolbert and Zucker's framework recommends a study of organizations in a 

similar sectoral context. Concentration on institutions in a single country therefore seemed 

preferable, particularly given the pragmatic aspect of travel (again, a happy choice given the 

disruption of rail services which coincided with my data collection phase). I did not have the 

scope for large-scale comparisons of like institutions at different stages and of different types, 

and a sample comprising equal numbers of pre-1992 and post-1992 universities may have 

enhanced the potentially false dichotomy emerging from the statistics. I therefore needed to 

choose institutions, regardless of 'type', at different stages of Investors in People and involved 

in a range of approaches. Although my initial question had asked 'why Investors and why not', 
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the institutional approach suggested more scope for exploring the why, how and who. I 

therefore decided not to approach any institutions that had wholly rejected the Standard. I used 

the THETO publication, the Directory and my own knowledge of institutional approaches 

through professional networking to select the three English universities outlined briefly in Table 

3.2 below. To preserve confidentiality, the institutional names shown were assigned post- 

interview, based on interviewees' descriptions of their universities. 

Assigned name 'Type' Investors in People status 
Traditional Pre-1992 Making slow progress with a voluntary Building 
Research University Block approach, launched in 1996 
(TRU) 
Modem Community Post-1 992 Committed to whole-institution achievement of 
University (MCU) the Standard by August 2002, using the Building 

Block approach. An earlier assessment at whole 
institution level in 1995 had failed. 

First Regional Post-1992 Achieved whole-institution recognition in 1996, 
University (FRU) subsequently being re-recognised in 1999. 

Featured in the THETO case studies. 

Table 3.2: Sites selected for case studies 

Selection of Interview subjects 

Brooks (1997) offers a useful insight into the different perspectives that can be gleaned from 

interviews and also the potential pitfalls of focusing on just one. He cites Morgan and his view 

that "... organizations can be many things to many people at the same time. They can be 

viewed from a variety of perspectives depending on the frame of reference of the reader" 

(1997: 269). Alvesson (1993: 63) urges the importance of not relying "... on official statements or 

interviews with top managers", but on the need to "dig deep". Rubin and Rubin (1995: 261-262) 

also suggest that quotations used when reporting findings should come from interviewees in a 

position where they are likely to know the answer. Although I would have liked to interview 

large numbers of people at each site, again, time and length of the dissertation dictated how 

many subjects could feasibly be interviewed. Bearing in mind the recommendation to'dig deep' 

and not rely only on the'official view', I identified interviewee profiles to aid selection of subjects. 

In essence there were two main elements to the interviewee profile: (1) length of service and (2) 

role. There was considerable potential for overlap between these and staff category - 

academic/non-academic-so I did not expect to be able to undertake analyses based solely on 

these variables: - they were for selection purposes only. I wanted to reach recently-recruited 
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and longer-serving staff to see whether there was any difference in their understanding and 

levels of involvement in the Investors in Peop/e implementation in their university. I was also 

interested in exploring the internal and external influences-sectoral, professional, cultural, 

regional-perceived by senior managers who may or may not have had a direct involvement in 

Investors implementation. I wanted to compare managers' perceptions with those of staff 

development or HR professionals and others with a lead role in Investors in People 

implementation. I hoped, too, to reach a mix of staff, including academics and non-academics, 

to see whether there was any indication or perceptions of competing interest groups or 

internal/external influences. Although gender, age and background might also be factors in 

individuals' perceptions and reported experiences, I felt that I would not be able to give these 

sufficient weight in the analysis, given the small numbers being interviewed. I did not therefore 

specify selection of subjects on the basis of any of these factors. The profiles for interview 

subjects are shown in table 3.3 below: 

Role Possible candidates 
'Top 
management': 
two each from: 

Head of institution (e. g. VC, Principal, PVC, Dean or senior 
committee member involved in adoption decision) 
Head of Department (Director, Professor, Dean) and/or 
Departmental Manager 

Professional Staff Development and/or HR Manager at institutional level 
Facilitator Staff Development coordinator/facilitator at departmental level 
Staff (1 or 2) Long-serving staff member (academic/non-academic) 
Staff (1 or 2) Recently recruited staff member (academic/non-academic) 

Table 3.3: Profiles for subject selection 

This gives a potential maximum of eight subjects per site, 24 interviews over the three 

institutions. 

Question development 

When interviewing newer staff it might have been useful to phrase questions not specifically 

about Investors but around some of the activities and attitudes one might expect to see if it were 

successfully embedded: However, I wanted to avoid recreating the kinds of questions asked by 

Investors assessors during assessment. This was a fortunate choice in one respect: all the 

sites ultimately visited were undergoing or about to undergo assessment against the 

Standard-either at whole institution or departmental level. Participation in two potentially very 

simflar interviews might have (a) caused some irritation, and (b) some confusion over the aims 
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and status of each exercise. I initially developed ten main questions. Each had up to five 

subsidiary questions, and all were generated through an exploration of the three component 

processes-or stages-of institutionalization suggested by Tolbert and Zucker, supplemented 

by indicators from other readings and my own understanding of Investors in People. The full 

rationale matrix (including the final version of the interview questions) is available at 

Appendix B. Using the component processes of institutionalization as my primary focus for 

question development and determining site and subject selections meant that these activities 

occurred fairly simultaneously. 

Putting design into practice: using the stick 

Preparing for site visits 

The site visits were organized through an approach, by letter, to the Investors in People 

coordinators at each of the chosen sites. I knew all of them slightly through professional 

networks. The letter promised anonymity in the dissertation to all interviewees and their 

institutions (see Appendix C). A summary of my initial research proposal was enclosed with the 

letter, together with a note of the profiles of subjects i would like to interview. Contacts were left 

to make their own interpretations of 'long-serving', 'academic/related' and 'top management'. 

The letter was sent at the beginning of June 2000, and all had responded positively by the end 

of the Summer vacation. 

The approach in selection of and contact with interviewees varied slightly between the 

institutions: at Modern Community University (MCU), the contact identified potential subjects 

and arranged appointments, making contact with interviewees individually and giving each a 

copy of my letter. He provided a schedule before my visit with names, locations and brief 

details, such as job title. I had no contact with any interviewees prior to arrival on site (other 

than a hurried message for the first subject to say that I was stuck in traffic and would be late for 

our appointment). At both Traditional Research University (TRU) and First Regional University 

(FRU), the contact approached potential interviewees who fitted my profiles and, on obtaining 

their agreement for participation, provided me with names, email contact details and brief 

background information. I contacted them individually by email and in one instance by 
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telephone to confirm dates and times of interviews. The FRU contact preferred to describe the 

exercise to interviewees as 'part of a research project at the University of Bristol'. At MCU and 

TRU, the contacts made clear to interviewees the purpose of the interviews in relation to private 

study. One substitution was made at all three institutions as the first nominee was unavailable 

on my proposed date of interview: and in all three cases one person was unavailable at the last 

minute leading to a total of seven interviewees at each site. I had had previous personal 

contact with four of the 21 interviewees through professional networks, although I knew only 

one of them well. For reference, a breakdown of actual interviewee types by institution-for 

comparison with suggested profiles shown in table 3 above-is provided at Appendix D, 

together with job titles and a note of assigned names and identifying codes used. 

Piloting and preliminary work 

There was deliberate overlap built into my main and subsidiary questions with a view to probing 

different perspectives on the same issue and allowing interviewees to talk further on the same 

topic. The questions were transferred to a set of cards and piloted, first by conducting a taped 

interview with myself. This was intended, initially, as a test for'flow'of the questions, timing and 

use of the recording equipment but developed into a useful reflective exercise and a way of 

articulating my own experiences and potential biases. Questions were then piloted on two 

members of staff in my own department, again to evaluate flow and timing, the clarity of the 

terms I had used and to see whether the questions were appropriate even for those with little 

first-hand knowledge of the Standard. Following the pilots, I changed the phrasing and 

particularly the order of some of the main questions and removed or merged some of the 

subsidiary questions. A covering sheet for each set of questions was also drawn up, including a 

brief 'explanatory script' to introduce interviewees to the scope of the interviews and cover 

issues such as anticipated time required, permission to record and agreements on 

confidentiality, and newly-developed 'background questions'. These covered length of service, 

time in current role, job title, department, main areas of responsibility and tasks. The interview 

would, in most cases, be the only contact I would have with the interviewee: it was important to 

try to start the interview with what I perceived to be non-threatening and easy-to-answer 

questions. As well as situating the interviewees in the institutional context, I hoped that these 
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background questions would help set them at ease in what would be an artificial interview 

environment and possibly the first time that they had been taped. 

Conduct of interviews 

Each site visit to MCU and FRU was undertaken over two consecutive days and, at TRU, on 

three days over a two-week period. Interview durations averaged 55 minutes, the shortest 

lasting only 35 minutes, the longest, 75 minutes. The elapsed time between the first interview 

at Modern Community University and the last at Traditional Research University was 30 days. 

Each interview began with a brief explanation of commitment to confidentiality, the format was 

outlined and the interview continued with questions posed largely in the planned order, with 

some deviation, paraphrasing and additional prompting in reaction to apparent lack of 

knowledge, misunderstanding or coverage of topics 'out of turn' in interviewees' responses. 

All interviews were taped using a dictaphone that was designed for recording meetings. Backup 

notes were made throughout in case of technical malfunction. Interviewees were asked for- 

and gave-their permission for both activities. Rubin and Rubin make a point of emphasising 

the role of the interviewer: "... how the researcher asks questions changes depending on how 

he or she feels about the topic or the interviewee" (1995: 12). They also suggest that 

"... neutrality is probably not a legitimate goal in qualitative research. For one thing, it is 

impossible to attain. Even if a neutral role were possible, it is not desirable, because it does not 

equip the researcher with enough empathy to elicit personal stories or in-depth description" (op 

cit: 13). I tried not to think too much about or listen to interviewees' taped responses between 

interviews on different sites. This was a deliberate decision as I did not want to anticipate or 

over-focus on issues and themes arising in earlier interviews in phrasing questions for later 

ones. As I would not have an opportunity to revisit earlier interviewees to probe further, I 

wanted, as far as possible, to ensure that I asked very similar questions in each case and did 

not 'lead' interviewees by suggesting particular topics or indicating that I had already heard 

some of the institutional stories before. Because of a personal and professional interest in the 

subject matter I also found it difficult at times to remember that I was in 'interview mode' and not 

to enter into a general discussion. 
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Transcription 

Interviews were transcribed directly from tape into an MS-Access database. Relationships 

between fields in tables allowed for cross-referencing of questions with, and analysis of, 

associated responses by the component processes or stages of institutionalization derived from 

the literature. Transcription in itself was not intended to aid analysis, although some patterns 

inevitably emerged as transcription was taking place. No coding activity was undertaken during 

transcription other than assignment of unique interview identifiers. Question responses were 

recorded by tape point number and each sentence was identified by a numeric code. This 

allowed any quotations used in the dissertation to be labelled and traced to the original 

transcripts. For example, the code [MCU1: 3.1: 60] refers to sentence 60, spoken in response to 

question 3.1, by interviewee 1 at Modern Community University. 

All interviews were transcribed within five days of taking place. Where participants' responses 

were unclear, these were marked as such for revisiting at a later stage to avoid delaying 

transcription of other interviews. Each took between 2-5 hours to transcribe. Six weeks after 

initial transcription, I returned to check recordings against printed transcriptions. The 

intervening gap allowed for further reading and revisiting the literature that informed my 

approach. Each interview was re-played and unclear passages checked and corrected as 

necessary. This second replay was carried out over a consecutive two-day period. As well as 

providing for clarification in transcription, it also allowed for increased familiarity with the spoken 

data and for a first impression to be gained of overall patterns. 

First impressions: identifying themes, concepts, stories 

The transcript of each interviewee's narrative was printed in the order recorded. Transcripts 

from the same site were batched and read through, one site at a time, over a three-day period. 

The print format allowed space for notes down the right-hand side. In some cases, responses 

to a single question coveredup to four A4 sheets. Reading and re-reading interview transcripts 

starts the coding process; the analyst needs to keep in mind both the'general content' and the 

'themes, concepts and ideas' she is attempting to explore in each interview (Rubin and Rubin, 

1995: 228). Coffey and Atkinson suggest a simple framework for beginning coding, based on 

the researcher's interest. They note that "... reading through data extracts, one might discover 
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particular events, key words, processes, or characters that capture the essence of the piece" 

(1996: 31). 

I was particularly interested at this stage in gaining an overall impression, intending to focus on 

detail at a later stage. Coffey and Atkinson suggest that researchers should develop 'in vivo' 

codes "... that derive from the terms and the language used by social actors in the field, or in the 

course of interviews. The systematic use of in vivo codes can be used to develop a'bottom up' 

approach to the derivation of categories from the content of the data" (1996: 32). Rubin and 

Rubin suggest a number of methods for identifying key concepts and point to how stories can 

be as important in data analysis as the identification of specific terms and phrases: ". -- stories, 

as we use the term, are refined versions of events that may have been condensed or altered to 

make a point indirectly 
... stories often communicate significant themes that explain a topical or 

cultural arena" (1995: 231). Coding can be developed from the two starting points proposed by 

Coffey and Atkinson: (1) theoretical or conceptual frameworks (using codes derived from key 

concepts or ideas) or (2) "... the foreshadowed research question that inspired the research 

project" (1996: 32). Having reflected on the advice from these experienced researchers, I began 

to develop mechanisms for coding my data. In my first two readings of the texts, I used a pre- 

prepared list of rough 'code phrases'-such as story, resistance, approach, external or internal 

influence, champion, leader-derived from the question rationale. I also highlighted 

interviewees' own frequently-used phrases and concepts, either using their own terms as 'in- 

vivo'codes, or summarising them to allow for a more general grouping. This process generated 

the assigned names given to identify the three sites. Over 250'themes'were noted, each new 

code listed on a separate sheet for re-examination of earlier texts. 

was unsure of my next step: ordering, analysing and interpreting over 250 codes relating to 

more than 600 pages of text, despite being available electronically for easy manipulation, 

appeared to be a massive task. Having rattled the cages I was back in the woods where 

"... every bear that ever there was ... " was darting about and tefling any number of stories. 

began to feel as though I were drowning in detail, but it also felt too soon to use the software to 

report more systematically on theme frequencies. I set out to write down my impressions from 

memory of each site's responses, to try to tease out the main points that had struck and stayed 
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with me during the first readings and coding exercises. These first impressions provided a 

broad brush picture of three institutional accounts, with supporting 'evidence'from the 

interviewees themselves: phrases and stories that had stuck in my mind from the first coding 

phases. The intention was to develop a mental map as a basis for testing and making sense of 

the patterning of my data. I developed a model for ordering these institutional impressions 

based on Tolbert and Zucker's three component processes and assigned labels-derived from 

elsewhere in the literature-which also reflected 'state'. The model's initiating point- 

innovation, is supplemented by my own, called background. This focuses specifically on 

interviewees' prior and current knowledge of Investors in People and is intended to feed through 

and inform various stages of analysis. My additions of stages and the relevant questions to the 

component processes model are illustrated in red in Figure 3.2 below: 
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Figure 3.2: Extended model of component processes with stages and questions 

Having set down my first impressions within this framework, I returned to the initial theme codes 

and grouped them according to 114 less detailed concepts and to codes for the eight extending 

stages shown in Figure 3.2 above. Through these I was also able to complete the analysis 

loop: an illustration of the links between my selected theoretical framework and methodology, 

and the different levels of analysis this provides, is shown in Figure 3.3 below: 
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Figure 3.3: Overview of methodology and methods 

I was now ready to undertake more detailed analyses of the interview transcripts using a set of 

queries generated in MS-Access. These were designed to analyse responses by providing 

increasing levels of granularity, firstly showing frequencies of broad groups and then of specific 

themes related to component processes and stages for each site. Supplementary queries 

provided actual responses for a selected site, question and/or theme, and interviewee type. 

Given that there were only a maximum of three of any one type amongst interviewees (see 

Appendix D) the queries by interviewee type proved less useful than others. Queries were also 

run without specifying site, to obtain an overall perspective of emergent themes relating to 

component processes and themes, 

By analysing and reviewing the patterning of data through these queries, I was able to work 

backwards and forwards between the mental maps developed through my first impressions, 

revisiting these and the original texts. These tools tested and guided the structure of 

interviewees' accounts as represented in the discussion chapters that follow. 
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Filtering subjects' voices 

Final discussion of research findings expresses interviewýees' accounts about their lives and 

experiences "... so that readers can enter into a world they may never have seen" (Rubin and 

Rubin, 1995: 257). In cultural interviews, interviewees' identities are usually protected (op 

cit: 262). The ethical contract with my topical interviewees also promised anonymity: they are 

therefore identified in the following discussion chapters by assigned names (see Appendix D) 

and a general job title. It is common practice in reporting interview data to omit repetition, 

irrelevant comments and hesitations-u n less these help to interpret meaning (op cit: 272-3). 

Hesitations and laughter were noted in the transcribed text as they occurred. Instances where 

interruptions occurred, interviewees showed particularly noticeable body language or referred to 

papers or photographs in the room, were noted on the cards during interview and added to the 

transcription. To avoid excessive use of names, a first quotation from an individual on any one 

page will be identified with the interviewee's assigned name and job title, and a code as 

described earlier. The second quotation from the same individual on that page will have name 

and code and any subsequent quotations on the same page will show code only. Exceptions to 

this general rule of thumb occur where lack of names and titles may cause confusion. Following 

Rubin and Rubin's advice, 'ums' and 'ars' and repetition were omitted when presenting the 

words of my interview subjects in the discussion chapters that follow. 

But before we move between the bars of the ivory cages to listen to the voices within, the New 

Institutional ists suggest that we consider environment. The next chapter briefly reviews the 

surrounding landscapes and introduces the ivory cages themselves. 
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Chapter Four: Reviewing the landscape 

Defining environment 

As we have seen, New Institutionalists emphasize environmental factors in the creation, 

adoption and persistence of innovations. Although some have criticised a perceived over- 

emphasis on macro-level reasons for change to the detriment of meso and micro levels (Hall 

and Taylor, 1996), a consideration of environment is appropriate to help situate the ivory cages 

before exploring the component processes of institutionalization. This chapter explores the 

wider public sector and higher education landscapes before focusing on issues of quality and 

people management in the local environment and introducing the institutions. But first a 

reminder of what New Institutionalists mean by environment. 

Environment in New Sociological Institutionalism 

Scott and Meyer (1991: 109) conceive of local organizations connected into non-local and 

vertical hierarchies as well as into the horizontal, community-level systems that underpinned the 

6 old' institutionalism. They see these connections forming a'societal sector'defined as 

a collection of organizations operating in the same domain, as identified by the similarity 

of their services, products or functions, (2) together with those organizations that critically 

influence the performance of the focal organizations: for example, major suppliers and 

customers, owners and reguiators, funding sources and competitors. The adjective societal 

emphasizes that organizational sectors in modern societies are likely to stretch from local to 

national or even international actors" (1991: 117). Environments are "... characterised by the 

elaboration of rules and requirements to which individual organizations must conform if they are 

to receive support and legitimacy'(op cit: 123). There is a matrix of multi-level and multi- 

directional interactions where organizations "... respond to an environment that consists of other 

organizations responding to their environment ... 
" (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983: 149). With 

lenses provided by both literature and interviews let us look closer at the changing landscape 

glimpsed briefly in the Introduction, at some of the implications for internal structures, and the 

characteristics of the ivory cages themselves. 
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A panoramic view: regulation and the 'managerial state' 

In their introduction to The Managerial State, Clarke and Newman (1 997: ix) suggest that 

managerialism "... is shaping the remaking of the British state-its institutions and practices as 

well as its culture and ideology'. What du Gay (2000b) calls a 'New Public Management' 

breeds "... self-perpetuating and ever-expanding bureaucratic layers, with additional bureaux 

created to oversee the work of existing bureaux" (Dixon et al, 1998: 164). As public service 

organizations, HEls sit firmly in the wider UK public sector landscape, a focus of heightened 

interest and regulation from both right and left wings of the political spectrum. Du Gay 

(2000b: 63-64) notes the range of radical reforms by successive governments in Britain. Their 

roots in either public choice theory or contemporary managerialism are in contrast to the 

"... procedural, hierarchical and technical organization of the classic Weberian public 

bureaucracy". Du Gay perceives a paradigm shift in the rationality of work, generated by the 

New Public Management (or entrepreneurial government), whereby entrepreneurial ism 

characterises employment "... not as a painful obligation imposed upon individuals, nor as an 

activity undertaken to meet purely instrumental needs, but rather as a means to self- 

development and individual empowerment" (2000: 66). For two decades, the Employment ACtS3 

have enforced radical changes in labour regulation and the balance of employer-union power, 

providing "... wide scope for managerial innovation in employment and labour strategies" 

(Gooderham, 1999). 

Clarke and Newman (1997: 89) see managerialism as a necessary internal corollary to 

environmental changes for public sector organizations reluctantly "-positioned in this new field 

of forces". They point to the managerial state's 'raft of new institutional practices, including 

"... League Tables, forms of audit, charter marks, performance indicators Being seen to be 

'well managed'and 'businesslike' is clearly an advantage (ibid). For Clarke et al, audit has 

"... emerged as a generic feature of this new state form in the UK although it combines in 

complex ways with a variety of "arm's length' control systems and practices" (2000: 254). There 

is little hope for a relaxation of this "intensified rigour" under New Labour (Fergusson, 2000; 

3 Specifically the Employment Acts 1980,1982,1988 and 1990, the Trade Union Act 1984, Employment Relations Act 
1999 
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Clarke et ai, 2000). From this pursuit of quality "... evaluative agencies have come to colonize 

organizational terrain that was previously the province of professional expertise, further 

changing the working environment" (Clarke et al, 2000: 257), not least in higher education. 

In the middle ground: a changing face 

Sectoral reform: opening up the business of higher education 

The panoramic view reveals "... a political climate which emphasizes 'value for money'and 

radical reform of all aspects of the public sector" (Slowey, 1995: 24), including higher education. 

A focus on the higher education sector brings examples of this radical reform into sharp relief. 

As Philips suggests, "... the changes that have taken place since the mid-1 980s have been the 

most momentous since the period following the publication of the Robbins Report in 1963, and 

have changed the face of higher education" (1995: 159). That changing face is clearly seen in 

the stream of government instruments established in the last decade or more. 

The 1985 Green Paper "... stressed positive attitudes to business, entrepreneurialism and 

vocationalism" (Henkel, 1998: 166). A 1987 White Paper set out the government's agenda with 

emphases on quality and increased efficiency. The 1991 version Higher Education: A New 

Framework (DES, 1991) ushered in a new 'mass' system: four separate UK funding councils 

were established, polytechnics moved to university status and new measures on quality 

assurance were introduced "... including a quality assessment role for the HEFCs and a quality 

audit unit developed by institutions" (Philips, 1995: 161). The 1992 Further and Higher 

Education Act implemented 'new arrangements'to allow incorporation of the new universities, 

with the clear intention of increasing "... the entrepreneurial nature of the institutions" (Brown, 

2001: 43). Government concerns about quality in higher education came to a head in 1994 with 

calls for "... greater explicitness about how [standards] are defined and determined by 

institutions" (Williams, 1997: 69). In the same year, UCoSDA launched a 'green paper': Higher 

Education Management and Leadership: Towards a National Framework for Preparation and 

Development. It recommended that "... a major, sector-wide initiative is necessary to maintain 

and enhance the management knowledge, skills and capabilities of all staff in higher education" 

(Bone and Bourner, 1998: 285). By 1994 "... the government saw itself as having 'solved' the 
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issue of higher education" (Philips, 1995: 161), yet the enforced and inexorable march toward 

visions of greater efficiency and quality continued, culminating in 1996 with the establishment of 

the Quality Assurance Agency. Newton points to the perceived 'quality burden' emanating from 

both external quality initiatives and institutions' own internal systems (1998: 1). The economic 

and political environment that generated the QAA changed the relationship between universities 

and government based on "... a lack of trust and confidence in the ability of the universities to 

provide an education which was relevant and responsive to the needs of the country and the 

economy" (Williams, 1997: 70-71). 

Managing the quality burden 

The quality burden manifest in successive Research Assessment Exercises (RAEs) and subject 

reviews has tipped the internal balance towards interventionist managerial practice and 

imposed "heavy strains" on the relationship between the loosely-coupled administrative- 

academic system (Shattock, 1999: 279). New internal structures were introduced, resulting in a 

perceived parallel trend towards "... a kind of managerialism" in higher education (Dearlove 

1998: 117). Mackay (1995: 42) found that the relationship formerly predicated on a 'high level of 

trust' and professional autonomy was now being eroded. The old universities believed that 

research connoted "... the highest form of academic quality" whilst the new universities, formerly 

regulated by the Council for National Academic Awards (CNAA) and subject to their 

requirements for formal quality assurance procedures, have come into the sector with 

"... different and equally authentic notions of quality" (Price, 1992; Williams, 1997). However, as 

Evans (2000: 7) suggests, the quality burden has yet to fall on university management and 

administration. These remain "largely unregulated", yet new rationalities of work can be seen in 

higher education institutions, in particular in their evolving management structures. 

New ways of working: people management and development 

Managing people 

In new universities, managerial responsibility is devolved to the Dean of each Faculty (or 

School). As Mackay explains, Deans are "... academics who are appointed on a permanent 

basis, selected for their managerial abilities ... " (1995: 46). On the other hand, individual 

departments in the pre-1 992 universities are organized within a small number of faculties and 
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"... academics assuming management positions do so on a part-time and/or temporary basis" 

(Dearlove, 1998: 118). The Dean of faculty is often, but not always, "... an academic rather than 

a managerial appointment. It is the next level, that of head of department (HoD), which is the 

locus for devolution of managerial responsibility" (Mackay, 1995: 47). Huxley and Hall (1996: 83) 

found that the use of the term 'manager' to describe the work of Deans and HoDs had recently 

gained currency, particularly in a new university where "... a legacy of local government control 

and vocabulary" had paved the way. 

Slowey (11995: 23) notes that the change in role from academic to manager is an uncomfortable 

and often unsupported one, as the manager's or 'change agent's' primary focus of intellectual 

concern shifts, relegating academic discipline to a secondary position. She adds that, when 

senior academics become managers-Heads of Department or Deans-they "... often 

encounter opposition from a less than supportive academic community which, despite its 

commitment to a search for new knowledge, can be conservative when it comes to new ways of 

working" (ibid). Such difficult transitions could perhaps be made less painful: Evans (2000: 5) 

suggests some compulsory training should be in force for senior managers, but notes that there 

is strong resistance from the latter "... who take 'staff development' courses to be for their 

juniors". University personnel and staff development services are often given the task of 

managing and developing all university staff, including senior academics in management 

positions. Their status and role in the institution, and their professional associations, form part 

of universities' more local environments. 

A professional presence 

Although late in arriving, a 'professional personnel presence' has now been firmly established in 

both old and new universities, a reflection of the substantial changes in the sector (Mackay, 

1995: 41). Nonetheless, academics are still considered to be in some way different from other 

employees: Mackay found that Heads of Personnel felt that "... there were differences in the way 

the personnel function could or should operate within universities" (1995: 43). It is only recently 

that academics have been seen as "... members of staff rather than as autonomous scholars 

who are only loosely linked to the university [and who] do not need to be managed" (Mackay 

1995: 212). In new universities, there is a clearer, and accepted, role for the personnel 
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function 
... with regard to the management of academic staff"(op cit: 43). Mackie (1990: 56) 

suggests that the focus in pre-1992 universities on non-academic staff employment contracts 

and conditions inevitably meant that "... personnel management attracted little standing in the 

academic or administrative pecking order". The function's reporting line is an important pointer 

to its status in new and old universities: in many of the former, the head of personnel "... reports 

to the PVC or Vice-Rector, who have usually been drawn from the ranks of the academic staff. 

In the old universities, the head of personnel reports generally to the Registrar who is usually a 

professional administrator" (Mackay, 1995: 218). 

Clegg points to the fundamental nature of the'contractual relationship' between employer and 

employee, used by rational employers "... to try to govern both relations of meaning and 

relations of production" (1989: 194). The personnel function, as contractor between the 

university and all staff and monitor of related rules and regulations, may be considered to 

embody the rational employer. Huxley and Hall (1996) found that both old and new universities 

"... acknowledged the continuing need for personnel procedures, but on a basis of advice and 

discretion rather than prescription and direction". Training and development showed "... signs of 

becoming integrated with each university's overall mission, but in ways that are likely to be 

antipathetic to many staff s perceptions of their longer term needs" (op cit: 84). There is 

recognition within the function of a need for change, but this may be less evident elsewhere in 

the organization. The potential for Personnel and Staff Development offices to act as a conduit 

for external initiatives in staff management and development is likely to vary depending on the 

amount of free rein allowed for their supposed means-end motives. There are, however, strong 

contacts and networks amongst heads of personnel in HEls, particularly amongst universities 

with the what Mackay calls the 'same background: "... the level of contact suggests that 

comparison of practices takes place, contributing towards a convergence in personnel practices 

rather than any widening of existing differences" (1995: 44). However, one instance where 

convergence is at best partial is Investors in People. 
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Investing in People in higher education 

As already mentioned, the NCIHE'Dearing Report' explicitly endorsed Investors in People as 

the standard that HEls should work towards in their staff development policies and practices. 

They recommend that "... over the next year, all institutions should: review and update their staff 

development policies to ensure they address the changing roles of staff; publish their policies 

and make them readily available for all staff; consider whether to seek the Investors in People 

award" (NCIHE, 1997, Recommendation 47). Adoption of Investors before Dearing was scarce 

and even now, is not overwhelming. Bett (1999) has recently made more explicit and stronger 

recommendations to universities to adopt the Standard. Although Crosthwaite writes in 1996 

that "... there is widespread interest and involvement in Investors in People in higher education 

institutions", the statistics show that over a quarter of the sector were not even considering 

Investors at that time (1996: 34). Overall, in March 1996,3,500 organizations had been 

recognised against the Standard, a figure that had risen dramatically by 1999 to "... 13,748, with 

a further 21,701 committed and working towards recognition" (Taylor and Thackwray, 1999a: 2). 

Today over 23,000 organizations have been recognised. Although statistics are not available 

for higher education alone, the education sector has nearly 6,000 recognised organizations 

(44%)4. 

The literature abounds with cultural classifications and more general typologies of higher 

education institutions. With New Sociological Institutionalism's environmental contexts in mind, 

what topographical notations are available in this literature to help to locate the three selected 

ivory cages' current position in this scarred and changing landscape? 

Higher education topography 

Incremental changes in population characterise UK higher education topography. By the 

1960s, the redbrick university additions increased the number of universities from 24 to 45. In 

1998, Dearlove identified 117 universities, 60 other HEls and over 400 further education 

colleges providing degree-level education (1998: 111). This is Winter's "crowded dlite" higher 

" Source: Statistics on the Standard, Investors in People UK Web site at 
http: //Www. iipuk. co. uk/StatisticsontheStandard/default. htm 
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education landscape (Trowler, 1998: 16). Although we talk of a 'sector', institutional 

arrangements are diverse. Tight (1996: 64) suggests that "... prior to the abolition of the binary 

divide, there were five main types of universities in the United Kingdom: London, Oxbridge, the 

large civic universities, the smaller redbrick and new universities and the technological 

universities". Since then, universities' internal structures have been subject to change. The 

"structural looseness" previously identified in schools has been seen to change to a ". -- neo- 

bureaucracy characterised by sub-committees, working parties, problem solving teams, task- 

forces and the like'which develop mission statements, policy documents, appraisal schemes 

and so forth" (Laffin, 1998: 9, citing Hoyle and John). These patterns are reflected in the 

erstwhile loosely-coupled structures in HEls conceptualised by Weick (1988), with enforced 

reductions in the size of governing bodies and a greater role for ad hoc committees designed for 

action and wound up when their job is done. 

Miller (1995: 99) identifies an underlying rational model of management in universities: "... the 

bureaucratic structuring and processes of university administration reflect and reinforce this 

approach ... pressures from government and specifically higher education funding agencies 

at least in the short term promote planning and accountability procedures ... which assume a 

rational model". Following reforms initiated through sectoral reports from Jarratt (1985) to 

Dearing (1997), the HEls emerging in the mid-1 990s place "planning and goals" at their centre 

(Considine, 1996: 7). Clarke and Newman (1997: 60) note that "... there are, of course, issues 

about how deep such processes have penetrated into organizational life. It has been argued 

that organizations have developed this array of plans, strategies and visions as a matter of 

symbolic compliance or legitimation-that is, producing the symbols that organizations ought to 

have". Promises of a shared corporate culture and vision with their emphases on quality 

permeate the new managerialist thinking and "... bureaucrats are now united around projects 

and programs which create activities rather than roles" (Considine, 1996: 15). 

The cultural properties of universities are even more diverse: the "... characteristics of more than 

one cultural model are likely to be in evidence in any given institution but the ability to respond 

and the way in which that response is agreed and articulated is likely to be influenced by the 

dominant culture" (Hodson and Thomas, 1999: 28). McNay's cultural model for universities has 
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four quadrants (collegium, bureaucracy, corporation and enterprise) and reflects "... the extent of 

looseness in policy definition and in the control of implementation of policy" (ibid). Hodson and 

Thomas point to the spectre of cultural conflicts in the imposition of quality audits: "Whilst 

academics operate in a collegial/enterprise mode, the framework in which they operate has 

been heavily corporatist and bureaucratic" (1999: 3 1 ). 

For McNay (1995: 106), the classic collegium is characterised by freedom (from external 

controls) with the main tasks of the university (teaching and research) as driver: "... most 

developments will spring from these two activities and decisions will be based within the 

structures where they are organized-mainly discipline-based departments-within a frame of 

reference set by peer scholars in the international community'. The 'confident assurance' of the 

collegia has, however, been assailed by newer organizational and cultural models in the more 

populous higher education landscape. In a bureaucratic culture where "... committees become 

arenas for policy development or commentary and iteration with the executive", regulation has a 

greater prominence (ibid). Polytechnics sat firmly in this bureaucractic quadrant . By the 

1980s, they had been joined by some of the traditional universities whose poor financial 

management prompted a push for greater regulation (ibid). 

The requirements of the QAA in the 1990s shifted the cultural balance (in McNay's terms) in 

most universities "... to give more weight to quadrant B (bureaucracy)" (1995: 108). Whilst old 

universities had not "... wholly emerged from a pre-bureaucratic age", Henkel (1998: 164-5) 

suggests that new universities were more open and responsive to new demands because of a 

history of being "... subject to external academic regulation and local authority governance. 

Their organization was one of professional bureaucracy and their culture informed by norms of 

public accountability and public service, as well as academic values". The new universities, it 

would appear, had a 'head-start' on the old in being able to respond to the New Managerialist 

facets of government reform. McNay (1995: 108-109) notes that as the older universities move 

reluctantly into bureaucratic mode, polytechnics were beginning to move into the corporation 

quadrant. Corporations are characterised by a structure where "... the executive asserts 

authority, with the vice-chancellor as chief executive ... " and power is the key word. The local 

authority 'inheritance' of the polytechnics "meant that elements of the collegial academy were 
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not widespread" (ibid). In their successors, the new universities, "... the corporation culture has 

enabled the structure of the organization to reflect the executive authority of vice-chancellors, 

asserted through small directorate groups ... " (Hodson and Thomas, 1999: 29). McNay 

suggests that all four of his typologies co-exist in most universities, "... but with different 

balances among them". The balance, he suggests, depends on a range of factors including "... 

traditions, mission, leadership style and external pressures" (1995: 106). 

Close-up: the ivory cages 

Traditional Research University (TRU) 

As one of the civic universities "... established in English cities in the late nineteenth centur, /, 

Traditional Research University (TRU) features in Tight's 1996 Group 3: Civic Universities 

alongside Oxbridge and London. These 'old' institutions are ",.. characterised by relatively large 

numbers of full-time students, notably in clinical and allied subjects, a greater emphasis on 

research and high incomes" (Tight 1996: 7). Like many in this group, TRU is a city-centre non- 

campus university. Its Web site 'facts and figures' show that it has just under 5,000 staff and 

12,000 full-time students and that several departments have the maximum subject review score 

with only Cambridge having more 4 or 5 rated departments for research. Its published mission 

places emphasis on excellence in teaching and in research at the international level, on 

'independent enquiry' for student and staff development across all parts of the university, and 

on attracting high calibre staff and students. Its history and status came through in interviews 

even with staff in non-academic departments: 

"It's a quite traditional environment" (Siobhan, Subject Librarian) [TRU2: 7: 54] 

"We're a major research university... " (Linda, Staff Development Manager) [TRU1: 7.2: 801 

"it stands as an organization in a banding of excellence 
(Caroline, Catering Manager) [TRU7: 4.2: 28] 

The mission suggests that graduating students can expect to meet the requirements of 

employers, be intellectually and individually developed and be 'alert' to the benefits of lifelong 

learning. Local, national and international contexts are relevant as prospective employers of its 

students, but the international environment is the main focus for its core research activity, 

undertaken within departmental and disciplinary groupings, 
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TRU appears to maintain the notion of collegium, despite encroaching bureaucracy manifest in 

the requirements of external scrutiny and, indeed, in Investors in People. Its published mission 

certainly places it in this quadrant and interviewees' main operational contexts are their own 

department ('academic', 'service') or other departments identified by function or discipline, their 

individuality or difference. The university's antipathy to what is seen as external interference is 

illustrated in the words of the recently-appointed Registrar's report of reactions to Investors in 

Peop/e in academic departments: 

... the RAE and QAA, and other impositions from outside where somebody who doesn't 
understand our world, is imposing standards that aren't relevant to the world we live in" 

(Philip, Registrar) [TRU5: 4.2: 21) 

A long-serving librarian who has recently given up the role of Investors in People coordinator for 

the university Library, notes: 

I don't think the university as a whole is an organization that will run with external anything, 
unless they have to" (David, Subject Librarian) [TRU4: 6: 46] 

Heads and other senior people in departments feature strongly in the managerial structure 

providing context for interviewees. Deans, Pro Vice Chancellors and the Vice Chancellor are 

reported less often, although amongst service department staff this might not be unexpected. 

The traditional divided and loosely coupled structure comprising administrative/service and 

academic departments operates in TRU as the Catering Manager suggests: 

"It is a large disjointed organization in a lot of ways, with lots of sub-cultures doing different 
things, in bits and pieces" (Caroline, Catering Manager) [TRU7: 4.2: 28] 

The Forward to the University's ten-year plan expresses some caution over potential for 

change: "... the prime function of the [university] remains as it has long been, to teach difficult 

subjects to able young people, and to do so in an environment of active and high quality 

research ... the aims of the University remain constant, but the way in which they are translated 

into concrete strategies changes with time as the demands of students, of employers and of 

Government change". The Plan-and its associated Human Resource Value Statement- 

makes no mention of Investors in People despite being published two years after the 

university's first investigations of the Standard. A pilot Investors in People implementation 

project was undertaken in 1996 and information about the Standard is promoted centrally by the 

Staff Development Office. Although the university has ostensibly adopted the 'Building Block' 
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approach, imPlYing a commitment to overall accreditation, few inroads have been made into the 

university's consciousness. A handful of hybrid and service departments have achieved or are 

working towards recognition, but no 'pure' academic departments have expressed an interest in 

Investors in Peop/e. 

Modern Community University (MCU) 

The 'new new universities' of Scott's 1995 typology are further divided by Tight (1996: 71), but 

Modern Community University (MCU) and First Regional University (FRU) are both found in 

Group 8: the Former Polytechnics, "... slightly smaller, but still above average sized, institutions 

they show a greater emphasis on full-time rather than part-time provision". MCU is based on 

two main city-centre campuses, with others at affiliate sites within a 20 mile radius. The 

university has 1,600 staff, 12,000 full-time and 4,000 part-time students. The mission published 

on its Web site emphasizes the development of a dynamic learning community, encouraging 

debate and new ideas, combining people, innovation and technology. The introduction to the 

university's Corporate Plan describes MCU as "... a modern university, full of energy and 

innovation, and firmly rooted in a history of providing relevant and high quality learning and 

research opportunities". The corporate view is reflected by the Law School Manager and 

Personnel Director: 

"We're looking at technical-different-ways of learning, building learning community, [a] 
student-centred learning approach ... 

" (William, Law School Manager) [MCU1: 7: 28] 

we thought in terms of us being a modern university' 
(Alasdair, Personnel Director) [MCU7: 5: 54] 

According to the mission, students can expect stimulating, personally enriching development, 

valued by employers. The university recognises regional, national and international 

communities as part of its environment and is structured around departments and schools, with 

Deans as senior managers leading school management teams and part of the University 

Management Team (UMT). As at Traditional Research University, departments are described 

by function (service, academic) and also differentiated by size. The Executive comprises the 

Vice Chancellor and PVCs. Immediately post-incorporation, the notion of mission statements, a 

shared vision and corporate planning did not sit well with the university's culture. Collegiality, 
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professional autonomy and a rejection of managerial concepts permeate the 'academic 

community': 

the culture of an organization like this having a mission which was shared ... would have 
been quite unusual, we weren't a particularly managerially-led institution at that time" 

(Tony, Dean of Arts) [MCU3: 6.2: 44] 

"The academic community is quite a different beast because you don't have the management 
structures that you have in the majority of commercial or other service environments" 

(William, Law School Manager) [MCU1: 9.2: 53] 

A sea change in attitudes towards managerial practice and initiatives is now observed, whereby 

the VC has, over the past five years, "... set about engaging with those processes that will 

strengthen the management of the organization" (Alasdair, Personnel Director) (MCU7: 3: 15] 

Interviews reveal that the university sought Investors in People accreditation in the mid-1 990s 

with an air of complacency and was "turned off"the Standard for a long time after "the failed 

bid". The public face of the university is offered 'at a glance'to visitors to its Web site alongside 

links to schools, services, projects and initiatives. The latter features Investors in People in 

prominent position and sets out the new recognition target of whole institution accreditation by 

August 2002, with an incremental Building Block approach: "In acknowledgement of diversity, 

Schools and Services will be seeking recognition as autonomous units until the entire university 

has achieved recognition". This is also a key commitment in the Corporate Plan. 

First Regional University (FRU) 

Like TRU, First Regional University extends over several city-centre sites. It has 1,800 staff, 

9,600 full-time and 5,000 part-time students. Awards and acclaim abound on its Web site: the 

Teacher Training Agency recognises as excellent two of its departments, it was voted 'best new 

university' in the Guardian university guide and it was one of the first in the sector to achieve 

several national standards, including whole institution recognition of Investors in People: 

"... there were only a few going for it at the same time" 
(Tim, Assistant Personnel Director) [FRU1: 5.1: 961 

"We were certainly one of the first two or three institutions to do it 
(Brian, PVC) [FRU7: 5.1: 32] 

It has since been re-recognised twice and has adopted a variety of methods in implementation 

over the years. Central to its published mission is the promotion of learning, research and 
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training through staff, student, industry and community partnerships. Students can expect to be 

equipped with the skills for lifelong learning and effective contribution to society and the 

economy. FRU recognises an environment of regional, national and international scope. 

"One of [the university's) main themes is to be involved in the local, the regional communitv' 
(Kevin, Catering Manager) [FRU6: 7: 48] 

Its widening participation strategy, available from the Web site, notes its role in the region both 

in terms of links with local industry and the large numbers of local students, particularly those 

from disadvantaged backgrounds. In its immediate post-incorporation state, FRU is described 

as managerial: 

"We would probably regard ourselves as a relatively managerial institution, certainly at that time 
we were less collegiate, we're not a terribly anarchic university... .I think certainly our people 

regarded themselves as working in a managed institution, with strong central leadership" 
(Brian, PVC) [FRU7: 4.1: 21] 

.. 'we are a managed institution', which was the comment that went around and I think in the 
early days we were probably more managerial than most universities were" 

(Jill, School Director) [FRU2: 9.2: 107-81 

First Regional has an Executive Board of Deans, Directors of Services and Schools, reporting to 

the VC ("the Chief Executive") and PVCs. Interviewees' immediate work context is their 

department, occasionally qualified by type (service, academic) or size. The university has 

adopted a number of quality initiatives over time and individual departments have also been 

assessed voluntarily against British Standards for specific processes. There is a sense of 

'initiative overload' but the management team is keen to keep the momentum going: 

"As a management team, we want to keep the cultural change going, we still feel that our 
institution needs to be moving forward all the time, continuously improving" 

(Brian) [FRU7: 7.2: 64] 

Rattling the bars 

Traditional Research University appears to have its roots in the collegium: its collection of 

departments appears to deflect wholesale introduction of either bureaucratic or corporate 

managerialist practices. Modern Community University is embracing managerialism with a new 

approach to corporate planning, although legacies of the collegium and some local authority 

bureaucracy persist. First Regional University was historically strongly-led, corporate and 

managerial and continues to push forward new corporate initiatives with a strong regional focus. 
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We have seen something of the surface sheen from these ivory cages. However, the 

component processes of institutionalization are central to the exploration of my questions. Can 

interviewees provide more insight into the adoption of Investors in People and how the various 

landscapes and cultures surveyed here not only impact upon initiation, implementation and 

incorporation but are central to understanding the differential nature of the change process itself 

in these settings? It is time to move within the structural bars of the ivory cages and look more 

closely within at the social actors on the stages of institutionalization. . 
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PART 11 

THE STAGES OF INSTITUTIONALIZATION: 
VOICES FROM WITHIN THE IVORY CAGES 



Chapter Five: The initiation stage 

Introduction 

In this and subsequent discussion chapters, I present the perspectives of the 'insiders': - the 

social actors playing out various roles on the stages of institutionalization within the ivory cages. 

The stage metaphor brings together two notions: (1) local (internal) environment-the 'theatre' 

for agency of social actors and (2) the component processes of institutionalization represented 

in Tolbert and Zucker's framework (described in Chapter 3). Each of these discussion chapters 

briefly introduces the relevant component process and the subset of research questions that, 

through interviews, generated interviewees' responses. I then present the insiders' 

perspectives in their actual words and through my own interpretations within the context of the 

institutions. At the end of each chapter, I question how these findings link to the theoretical 

framework. 

The first stage 

For Tolbert and Zucker (1983: 181), the habitualization/pre-institutionalization process (initiation) 

involves "... the generation of new structural arrangements in response to a specific 

organizational problem ... and the formalisation of such arrangements in the policies and 

procedures of a given organization ... . 
Organizations experiencing a problem may, as part of 

their search for solutions, also consider solutions developed by others". 

My interview questions here fell into three strands: (1) what perceived problems prompted a 

need for change? (2) who was involved in the decision-making processes, and (3) why was 

Investors a fitting solution? Lifting the curtain on the initiation stage reveals the specific forces 

and actors-the change producers-noted by interviewees in their separate views of the pre- 

initiation stage. 
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The producers of change 

Image and position 

For First Regional University's new Vice Chancellor the development of a high profile within the 

region and within the sector was considered essential when the university was created in 1992. 

Co-located with "illustrious neighbours", one way of raising that profile in the region was being 

first to achieve a number of standards. According to Elizabeth, a long-serving Student Service 

Administrator, the focus was on "... Chartermark5, the equal opportunities, a lot of work with 

minorities, with lifelong learning, all that sort of thing ... " [FRU4: 4: 24]. Brian, PVC (Director of 

Finance at the time) notes that the VC "... was very keen on the idea of pushing the university 

forward reputationally"[FRUT1: 9]. More specifically, Oliver, the Industry Centre Director 

suggests that "... the university wasn't very well up the League Tables, and she was very keen 

on quality in general" [FRU5: 4: 321. Kevin sees a continuing imperative to keep the profile high: 

"It's a very competitive market we're in" (Catering Manager) [FRU3: 5: 38]. 

Modern Community University was also an early adopter of Investors in 1993/94, but had failed 

to achieve recognition. Themajority of interviewees were in post at that time and, as we shall 

see, talk about the "failed bid" like a play within a play, a backdrop for their current thinking as 

they switch between "the first time" and "this time" in their accounts. One of the universitys 

early objectives was provision of consultancy and training-through the Training and Enterprise 

Council (TEC)-for businesses in the area. William, formerly in the Business School and now 

Law School Manager, had been involved in investigating consultancy opportunities for the 

university [MCU1: 1.1: 2]. Robert, Dean of Law and now Investors Project Director, notes that 

the decision to adopt Investors in People was: 

"... largely driven by the fact that, if we were going to secure funding from a range of bodies 
and specifically the TEC then we would need the Standard" [MCU6: 3: 26] 

There is also a perception of the university jumping on a bandwagon without too much thought 

for the effort involved or the potential consequences of doing so. Alasdair, recently-appointed 

5 CharterMark: a government quality initiative. See: http: //www. cabinet- 
office. gov. uk/servicefirst/2000/chartermark/whatis. htm 
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Personnel Director, recounts 'historY lessons'where "... at management team meetings people 

would be saying, what do you reckon to this IiP thing?... But I've probably actually made all that 

up! [laughs)" [MCU7: 3: 15-20]. Those in post at the time offer confirmation of Alasdair's 

perceptions, as we see below: 

"[Senior managers thought] we better be seen to be doing something about this, we'll jump onto 
the bandwagon. Part of the HE sector obviously had shown some interest in it and we thought 

we'd better have a look at it ourselves" (William, Law School Manager) [MCU1: 3: 1 1] 

"Certainly staff on the ground got the impression that ... perhaps we should have a go at this, 
because then it looks like we're pretty good guys [laughs]" 

(Shula, School Administrator) [MCU4: 3: 21] 

In the early 1990s Investors had just had its UK launch and there were few other adopters in the 

sector. Indeed at First Regional, the Assistant Personnel Director notes a tendency amongst 

HEls to mock the Standard, particularly when Luton University was the first to achieve it: "... that 

didn't do it any good at all, that didn't, Luton getting it" (Tim) [FRU1: 4.2: 72]. Interest sector-wide 

was low until more credible universities were accredited. Being one of the first to achieve 

Investors accreditation-in the sector and/or the region-was an influencing factor linked to 

prestige, both internally and externally. 

Although the main reason for Investors adoption at MCU now stems from preparations for 

Continuation Audit, there is a perception that "... the momentum within the sector has stepped 

up a gear or two" (Alasdair) [MCU7: 5.1: 57], particularly amongst the new universities (William) 

[MCU1: 4: 27]. The'Luton factor' expressed at FRU is also recognised here: 

"There are an increasing number of other institutions that have got it so we can't use those 
familiar arguments again that it's not applicable to universities other than Luton [ ... ] It's 

something that other people who are our competitors have either got or will be getting, so 
therefore it's useful to, if nothing else, to be on that particular wagon" 

(Tony, Dean of Arts) [MCU3: 5.1: 33-35] 

Even Kate, a Law Lecturer who has had little involvement in Investors in Peop/e in the university 

or elsewhere, suggests that "... it'll get to a point where you're asked why you haven't got it" 

[MCU5: 5: 32]. There is now a sense of "... one-upmanship ... if 
[other universities] are doing it 

we should be doing it" (Tommy, Staff Development Manager) [MCU2: 5: 33]. 

At Traditional Research University, there is no sense of a lack of institutional prestige. 

Individual departments relate to an environment of like departments including other libraries, 
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medical units and the catering industry, but with no imperative to improve status in relation to 

these. Kirsty, a recently-recruited Secretary in Postgraduate Dentistry (PGD), acknowledged 

that being the first academic department in the university to adopt the Standard "... was 

obviously a boost" for PGD staff. The local NHS Trust has Investors but, as PGD is already 

"very well thought of', she suspects that their adoption decision has not been influenced by 

status: "It's just another string to our bow, I would have thought" (Kirsty, Secretary, PGD) 

[TRU3: 3: 21). Her Head of Department agrees: the local Trust has Investors, "... God knows 

how", but he was "not overly" influenced by this or any other department's accreditation (Matt, 

Dean, PGD) [TRU6: 5: 21-22]. For Caroline, TRU's Catering Manager, industry profile was more 

important when seeking Hospitality Assured6accreditation "... because we were going to be the 

first university to get it" but is less important with Investors [TRU7: 5: 33]. The Standard is in any 

case seen to em phasise the 'soft' side of people management not generally adopted in the 

Catering industry [TRU7: 4.2: 25]. David, formerly an Investors Coordinator in the Library, was 

unaware of other university libraries having achieved the Standard "... so there was no sort of 

peer pressure". Since the time of their initial commitment, several university libraries have been 

accredited, but "... they tend to be newer universities, which sort of marks us out as slightly 

different" [TRU4: 5: 31]. 

The adoption of Investors in People is firmly linked in interviewees' minds at FRU and MCU with 

the university's image and Position. Establishing a good reputation was seen as key for FRU's 

VC, both in terms of position compared to neighbouring high status universities and national 

League Tables. Reputation appears to rest on being 'first' rather than the status accorded by 

Investors in People itself. The Standard appears, from interviewees' comments, to have been 

somewhat tarnished by'the Luton factor'-the fact that Luton University (perceived to have little 

sectoral status) was the first HEI to achieve whole institution accreditation. Interviewees at 

MCU also report instrumental reasons for the decision initially to adopt Investors, where 

achievement of the Standard was seen as a prerequisite for doing business with the TEC. A 

need to improve Continuation Audit results is seen to be behind the university's 2000-2001 

6 Hospitality Assured: A quality award programme developed by the Hotel and Catering Industry Associabon. See: 
hftp: //www. hcima. org. uk/ha/assured. htm 
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preparations for accreditation, together with an impression of increased sectoral momentum and 

a perception that investors is something MCU and its competitors should have. 

External image related particularly to position in local and national contexts is clearly behind the 

Investors production for two of the ivory cages. At TRU, Investors accords no prestige. The 

university's image and position are derived from contexts-particularly reputation for 

intern ationa I -level research-where the Standard has little or no currency. For departments 

operating in other sectors the only kudos to be gained by accreditation is in being first (... in the 

medical school, the first traditional university library ... 
) and in being marked out as different. 

Generation of new routines 

The need to improve FRUs League Table position generated a wider strategy to improve 

internal quality in general-and staff development, training and good management practice in 

particular. Tim's early 1990s appointment as Staff Development Manager was intended to 

professionalize the staff development function "... which I think had been a bit haphazard before 

that" (Jill, School Director) [FRU2: 3: 26]: 

"They wanted a professional approach to staff development ... . 
They had a Staff Development 

Officer who sort of evolved in the job ... but that's not same thing as taking a managed 
professional approach to the whole corporate function and that's what they wanted. " 

(Tim, Assistant Personnel Director) [FRU1: 4: 53-54] 

Modern Community is facing a similar challenge'this time'. Criticisms in the university's 1995 

HEQC review meant "... we'd have to get our act in gear in terms of Continuation Audit ... " 

before the 2001 review (Alasdair, Personnel Director) [MCU7: 4: 41). MCU is "... grappling with a 

totally different approach to planning" (William, School Manager) [MCU1: 3: 15-16]. According to 

Alasdair (Personnel Director), there was now a need "... both to have some corporate planning 

and also to have it joined up" as part of the strategy to "... be a managed organization" 

[MCU7: 3: 15-17]. Thejoined up'elements also need to generate improvements in staff and 

management development: 

"... issues pointed up in our'95 HEQC Audit ... local induction arrangements were uneven and 
peer observation again, was uneven... there was a feeling that there was still a reactive 

approach to staff development" (Robert, Dean of Law) [MCU6: 3: 30-32]. 
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At Traditional Research University, the Staff Development Manager notes that she and her 

colleagues "... saw huge gaps in the university... . We were a fairly new department at the time 

and there was a lot of work to do" (Linda) [TRU1: 3: 6-7]. As a major research university, the 

departmental review scheme is supposed to be all encompassing, "... but it's all concentrated on 

the academic side of things and it's neglecting the support staff and business side of the 

university. Investors provides a complementary approach... " (Linda) [TRU1: 7.1: 82-83]. The 

professional view was that Investors could help plug some of the gaps: "One factor was the 

training aspect of it, but the other thing was encouraging managers to carry out their roles and 

responsibilities" (Linda) [TRU1: 4: 16]. 

At departmental level both the Library and the Catering Service recognised problems in 

management ethos and practice that Investors in People might help to address. Caroline 

pointed to the indiustry-wide staffing shortages behind current management attitudes: "You can't 

just go out and buy a member of staff tomorrow, we've got to look after the ones that are here 

... 
" (Catering Manager) [TRU74.2: 24-25]. In the Library, a need for change in "management 

style" had been on the Librarian's agenda for some time, but it was not initiated because of 

problems of "personality" within the management team. 

"Within the library we knew we needed to improve our staff development practice, and ... how 
the library was managed, and I think we were starting to think about how that could happen" 

(David, Subject Librarian) [TRU4: 3: 1 1] 

Similar issues are evident in the challenges facing the recently-appointed Registrar who has 

come into the sector from a commercial environment. He has introduced a new script "... with a 

set of values that I thought that I would like to enshrine in the organization, and the way that 

colleagues work together ... 
" which happily coincided with Investors principles (Philip, Registrar) 

[TRU5: 3: 12]. Postgraduate Dentistry has identified no specific issues to address: "Any system 

that helps us improve service is in line with our departmental objectives" (Matt, Dean, PGD) 

[TRU6: 3: 1 1). 

In essence, the introduction of Investors in Peop/e at FRU and MCU is part of a wider set of 

strategies to generate new management routines. For FRU, the principal factor is a need to 

enhance quality and League Table position, whilst at MCU, weaknesses in corporate planning 

and management identified during the previous Continuation Audit-the need to be aI more 
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managed' institution-are being addressed. No university-wide strategy for change is evident at 

TRU (although some express a view that one is needed). Departmental strategies use the 

Standard in ways similar to the institution-wide strategies at FRU and MCU. Staff shortages in 

the industry are generating a new management ethos in Catering, whilst the Library and the 

Registry both face issues of personality and resistance to change in their management teams. 

Postgraduate Dentistry interviewees offer no real reasons for adoption other than the 

Administrator's interest and perception of Investors value. It would have been interesting to see 

whether her view of a need for change would differ. 

Cast of characters 

New Sociological Institutionalists suggest that: "Institutions influence behaviour not simply by 

specifying what one should do but also by specifying what one can imagine oneself doing in a 

given context" (Hall and Tayior, 1996: 948). As we have seen, Tolbert and Zucker (1983: 176) 

conceive of both organizational and individual actors as potential agents for change. We have 

heard something of interviewees' perceptions of reasons for adoption: what of their 

understandings of the roles of the decision-makers and other players? 

Leading roles 

At Traditional Research University the then Staff Development Director, prompted by a visit from 

a local TEC adviser, proposed a pilot Investors implementation project for the university in 1995. 

Linda and David mention that gaining agreement from the VC to undertake a pilot was an 

achievement in itself and that there was no hope of commitment to whole institution 

accreditation. Whilst Linda, the Staff Development Manager, says it would be "... too much of a 

task" [TRU1: 6: 45], David, former Investors Coordinator, is more cynical: "The university isn't 

prepared to commit on a large scale, but they're quite happy for pilots to be done, see if it's 

beneficial and that will put it off for a few years" so that a potentially contentious issue is 

deferred (Subject Librarian) [TRU4: 4: 23]. The Staff Development Office was cited as the most 

likely leading actor in bringing Investors to the university stage, although there is recognition 

that it has not been an easy role to play. From negative reactions heard in some parts of the 

university, Philip suggests that "... whatever was happening in Staff Development was not 
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breaking through" (Registrar) [TRU5: 3.2: 80]. Catering Services has joined with Residences 

under a new overall Manager keen to bring all departments' various Investors productions 

together. Individual service management teams had initially taken the decision to adopt and 

now saw value in a joint venture. In all, Siobhan, David and Philip describe the Librarian's 

tenacity in driving it forward, despite being "... the only person on the management team 

really committed to it (David) [FRU4: 7.2: 70]. 

The Librarian is not the only individual credited with personal commitment to Investors and the 

authority (of whatever kind) to progress implementation. In Postgraduate Dentistry, Matt and 

Kirsty point to the personal interest, persuasiveness and systematic approach of the 

Postgraduate Dentistry Administrator: "[she] was going to lead on it and make the appropriate 

arrangements, ... I was going to support and do" (Matt, Dean, PGD) [TRU6: 3.2: 46]. David 

acknowledges that, with his new script, the Registrar is bringing pressure to bear on the status 

quo in the administration whereas "... there wasn't the culture before" [TRU4: 5.1: 33]. Linda, 

however, feels he is playing his role off the central Investors stage: he wants to "... go along with 

the spirit of Investors but he's not concerned about the final assessment" [TRU1: 8.1: 90]. 

Tim locates responsibility for First Regional University's adoption decision firmly with a strong 

double act: the then Personnel Director and former Vice Chancellor, one a strong professional, 

the other a charismatic and forward-thinking lead player. Both identified problems within the 

institution and objectives in its future plans that could be addressed by Investors: Tim saw the 

Personnel Director providing the professional advice to complement the VC's "gut feel" 

(Assistant Personnel Director) [FRU1: 3: 30]. All but Scott, the newest member of staff, refer to 

the VC's personal interest and forceful character and her fondness for "those kinds of 

initiatives". She is variously described as "charismatic", "dynamic", "powerful", "very proactive", 

"driven". Jill says that "... it was a part of the culture ... she clearly wanted it as an indication of a 

forward thinking university that cares about its people. I guess the Executive Board went along 

with it because you don't gainsay a new Vice Chancellor, do you? " (Jill, School Director) 

[FRU2: 4: 36]. Her words are echoed by Tim: "At the end of the day if you have a charismatic 

leader-and that's not unusual in the role of Vice Chancellor, is P-whatever the Vice 
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Chancellor says you will do" [TRU1: 3.2: 92]. Despite the VC's fondness for initiatives, Tim points 

to sound reasons behind the adoption decision: 

"She also identified ... that all the investment in the world, in buildings and all the rest of it, that 
was nothing compared to the staff, at the end of the day, the staff deliver" [TRU1: 3: 28] 

Brian sums up: "She provided good strong leadership and it was difficult to argue against doing 

something of that ilk" (Brian, PVC) [TRU7: 4.2: 26]. 

At Modern Community University, the first adoption decision had been brought to a 

management team strategic planning "awayday'for discussion. Both Deans expressed the 

view that the collective decision-makers assumed that assessment and award of "the badge" 

(Investors in Peop/e accreditation) would be little more than a formality. For others, the locus of 

decision-making for the first attempt and the actors involved were described in fairly vague 

terms: "... someone very senior in the university's management", or "the Executive" or "the Vice 

Chancellor". Several suggested that the senior management team had little real understanding 

of what Investors and the assessment process involved, and made links ibetween this and the 

subsequent failure. However, Shula puts it more bluntly: "... we didn't have a clue" (School 

Administrator) [FRU4: 3: 201. For most of those interviewed at MCU, the catalyst for raising the 

curtain on the embarrassing episode again was installation of a new leading man, the new 

Personnel Director, Alasdair. Along with a perceived groundswell of interest in the sector and 

Continuation Audit's change agenda, Alasdair's advocacy "... revived it, you know" (Tommy, 

Staff Development Manager) [MCU2: 3: 8]. Robert describes Alasdair's appointment as "the 

clincher". Whilst not cast in a similar leading role to FRU's charismatic VC, MCU's new Vice 

Chancellor was also mentioned as an advocate for change and the strengthening of the 

university's management generally, setting the scene for renewed interest in Investors. 

At FRU the Vice Chancellor is reported as being able to drive forward her vision-and the 

adoption decision-through her own personal charisma, and almost equally through the power 

vested in her role and the institution's managerial culture. That culture both framed her vision 

and assisted the university's acceptance of it. MCU's first attempt at Investors recognition 

reflected the complacence at the top of the organization and lack of any coherent shared vision 

for the university. The new Personnel Director's 'clincher' appointment reflects the new Vice 
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Chancellor's mission to strengthen the universit, /s management. She is also supportive of the 

Investors in People adoption decision and appears to recognise the need for improvement 

strategies, rather than expecting accreditation to be a formality. At TRU, the university's 

emphasis on a loosely-coupled structure of semi-autonomous departments is reflected in the 

rather fragmented picture of Investors decision-making. The Vice Chancellor is reluctant to 

issue a fiat, and the Staff Development Director has little power to influence him or others in the 

university. The Librarian's 'tenacity' underpinned their adoption decision but here, and 

elsewhere, there is a marked lack of reported leadership and power. The Catering Service's 

decision is a joint management one, PGD's administrator rather than Dean is the driving force 

and the maverick Registrar is primarily interested in his own vision for change. 

Supporting acts 

Modern Community University received encouragement and support from the local TEC for their 

first commitment to Investors in People. Robert notes that the TEC "... needed to meet its quota 

in terms of assessments" and was offering a special arrangement: "... a free diagnostic, with the 

promise that, if in fact it turned out we were actually there, in terms of the Standard, then we'd, 

well, we'd get it" (Robert, Dean) [MCU6: 1: 6). They didn't, and were "turned ofF'the exercise for 

some time. However, MCU feels well-supported in its renewed commitment to Investors in 

People with availability of TEC funding and support, changes to the Standard itself and the 

training and advice now being offered by HESDA. 

At TRU, departments were invited to join the pilot with central support and advice. There is no 

perception then or now of external encouragement or pressure to adopt Investors, although 

Linda, the only interviewee to read my research proposal, mentions sectoral reports: 

"I think following the Dearing report and the Bett report, Investors has a higher profile and the 
numbers of universities getting through is going up, although they're mainly new universities, 

when there are more traditional universities getting it, I think we'll feel more reassured" 
(Staff Development Manager) [TRU1: 5.1: 30] 

Philip is aware of "a report "-which he tried unsuccessfully to locate on his desk-that 

encourages universities to adopt Investors. Caroline suggests that it is a much-needed 

recognised benchmark for other professional organizations that might otherwise think of 

universities as ". -- inefficient, bungling fools ---. It's getting us into another ballpark" (Catering 
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Manager) [TRU7: 4.2: 31]. Internal pressures are even more shadowy: "I felt if it hadn't been 

right for the library we wouldn't have done it, and I don't feel the university was pressurising the 

library to do it" (David, Subject Librarian) [TRU4: 5: 29]. Siobhan puts it more graphically: there 

was no insistence "... over the barrel of a gun or anything ... " that Investors had to be achieved 

(Subject Librarian) [TRU2: 5: 29]. The feeling is still prevalent for adopters in the post-pilot stage 

as reported in Postgraduate Dentistry and, here, by the Registrar: 

"If I had wanted to say no, I would have just said no ... nobody was going to be able to pressure 
me, and certainly from an internal point of view, there was not a pressure to do it 

and by the same token there was not active support" 
(Philip, Registrar) [TRU5: 5: 24] 

Linda describes a similar level of indifference in the university's top management: "If we'd 

dropped it after six months, nobody would have worried. The advantages were identified by 

staff development and not seen by others" [TRU1: 5: 28]. David, Matt and Caroline all mention 

and praise the availability of support and advice from Linda, internally, and the TEC adviser 

(although apart from Linda, none of the interviewees can remember her name). Being part of a 

supported group in the university was also a factor: "... we wouldn't be going it alone, we'd be 

going with other departments in the university' (David) [TRU4: 4: 21]. 

FRU's charismatic VC was already a leading figure in areas of lifelong learning and staff 

development, and several other members of the Executive and the Board were supportive of 

such initiatives. Professional networking with the TEC or Chamber of Commerce could have 

provided the suggestion for adoption as Tim notes: "... but who knows what their thinking was at 

that time? " (Assistant Personnel Director) [FRU1: 4.1: 60]. As a major employer in the region, it 

would be something of a coup for the local TEC to'get the university through'. Brian is the only 

one to mention the potential influence of the Dearing and Bett reports, whilst Oliver has a vague 

notion of there being some targets and encouragement for universities. 

What became evident was that none of the interviewees was aware of any external pressure to 

adopt Investors although the support, advice-and in some cases financial assistance from the 

TEC-are seen as secondary reasons for adoption. Whilst at FRU this appears to have been 

limited to professional networking, MCU's initial attempt was subject to a special deal, and the 

current implementation is made possible by financial support from the TEC and training and 
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advice from HESDA. Interestingly, given the fragmented picture noted earlier at TRU, the 

notion that departments would not be 'going it alone' and could rely on support from Staff 

Development and the TEC is brought into sharp relief, even though in some cases-such as the 

Registry-it is rejected. 

Investors in People: a fitting award? 

At FRU, some perceive elements of "games playing" in the decision to adopt Investors in 

People, but most feel that it was not "just for the badge". Jill suggests that it was largely "--a 

regularisation of some of the things we were already doing, an indication that we were taking 

staff development seriously, but sure, there was an element of games playing about it" (School 

Director) [FRU2: 2: 21]. Some, like Brian, hasten to add that Investors represented all the things 

the university needed to do anyway: "it was less the getting the badge and more the positive 

factors, so in a way the badge ... was, if you like, the way in which our moves in the right 

direction would be acknowledged, but the key thing for us was to actually be moving in the 

direction" (PVC) [FRU7: 1.1: 7]. Investors fitted the university's prevailing culture as well as 

offering a solution to internal problems and improving external image: "I think the key in this is 

that, in its form and its concept it's quite managerial, and we would probably regard ourselves 

as a relatively managerial institution" (Brian) [FRU7: 4.1: 21]. 

At MCU, the badge was everything for the university's first attempt at Investors accreditation 

which was seen as an external verifier necessary for specific business relationships. For 

recommitment in 2000, interviewees feel that more fitting reasons prevail: "... it feels better this 

time "... it feels more comfortable this time round - .. 
", "--. it's a more manageable 

proposition". Shula, a formerly sceptical union representative, suggests that this time "... it 

actually does fit in very appropriately with things that we would have to be doing anyway if we 

want to achieve our objectives in other areas" (School Administrator) [MCU5: 3: 15]. A 

successful initiative-the Learning Community-has been launched at MCU: Investors, with its 

focus on staff, is seen as a useful complement to its student focus. Alasdair also notes the 

'dovetailing' of requirements for Investors accreditation and Continuation Audit: "... things like 

local level induction, appraisal, peer review, so we thought blimey, we can do one block of work 
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and get two medallions, which seemed a fair trade really' (Personnel Director) [MCU7: 4: 42]. 

Robert makes similar connections: 

"It's not just going for the badge, it's making us do things that we're going to have to do well 
anyway... . It's about preparing for the RAE, it's about preparing for subject reviews, 

and so on" (Dean of Law) [MCU6: 3.5: 52] 

Even Kate, who has had little involvement, notes that it is increasingly seen as a badge that 

educational institutions should aim for and that the "... accreditation is seen as fine-tuning of 

what we are doing and a way of reflecting on it" (Law Lecturer) [MCU5: 3: 20]. 

At TRU, a similar message is revealed. Philip, Linda and Siobhan all echo David's view that the 

Librarian felt that Investors "matched": 

"it seemed to fit for us better than any of the other routes that were open to us like the British 
Standards 

... which seemed not really to match with the way we were organized and the way 
that we did things. I mean Investors in People is still a bit of a jump, but it would allow us to 

develop in a style that we wanted to ... 
" (David, Subject Librarian) [TRU4: 4: 20-21]. 

Several people suggested that, in any case, Investors was a good thing or "something we ought 

to be doing anyway". Linda comments on pilot departments' reasons for adoption: 

"One department didn't need it, so it was really a spur to them to be even better than originally, 
another department has benefited enormously, staff were not always involved, but now they've 
identified training and needed development and Investors has provided a new view on things" 

(Staff Development Manager) [TRU1: 7: 60] 

For Philip, the happy coincidence between his own vision and Investors principles suggests that 

the logical thing to do is to "... adopt the values and move in the right direction" (Philip, 

Registrar) [TRU5: 3: 12]. He is " not fussed about the badge, I'm saying I think we ought to be 

doing it ... 
" (Philip, Registrar) [TRU5: 6.1: 41]. 

For FRU, both badge and underlying principles are important. Both fit with the university's 

acceptance of a range of initiatives driven by the VC-the need to be seen to be doing the right 

thing-and the managerial culture that recognises Investors as an external verifier of what, in 

any case, is'the right direction'for the organization. Interviewees at MCU also identify fit with 

strategy as a key element in adoption. Although the badge was everything first time, the 

underlying principles are now valued as part of recognition of a wider need to change. The 

majority of interviewees from TRU departments also see a fit with what needs to be done, 

badge or no badge, although this is clearly less evident for the university's top management. 
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First intermission 

Tolbert and Zucker (1983) find that "... in this stage the creation of new structures in 

organization is largely an independent activity ... the adoption of a given innovation may and 

often does occur in close association with adoption processes in other organizations (ie 

simultaneous invention) ... . imitation may follow, but there is little sense of the necessity of this 

among organizational decision-makers ... . Adoption can be predicted largely by characteristics 

that make a change technically and economically viable for a given organization" (1983: 181). 

As the curtain opened on the initiation stage, we have seen that the eady adopters, MCU and 

FRU, were in a sense experiencing 'simultaneous invention'of a solution for a common 

problem: both new universities were concerned post-incorporation with image and establishing 

a place-through reputation and/or the generation of new business-in the new HE landscape. 

The newly-launched Standard was seen as one accolade that could help mark them out, both in 

the sector and particularly in their local environments. Legitimating activity in the sector is less 

important (because of the lack of role models and the 'Luton' factor) than the'badge' as external 

verifier in the local business community. Gioia and Thomas (1996: 373) suggest that "Taking 

substantive change seriously demands reconsidering existing identity and image In their 

own studies they found evidence of a 'guiding symbolic vision' and this is certainiy true amongst 

FRU's leading players. Fullan (1991: 60-61) suggests that "... the publicity value of innovations 

and faddism ... 
" can be major reasons for adoption of innovations. MCU's first adoption 

decision was also seen to have some elements of jumping on a modish bandwagon. The 

perceived increase in interest in Investors in the sector is now playing a supporting part in the 

second adoption decision. Yet as we shall see in the next chapter, both FRU and MCU are 

leading with new approaches to Investors implementation rather than simply seeking to imitate 

others. 

There is also a sense of means-end rationality in adoption accounts from both the new 

universities. MCU was initially keen to gain a foothold in the professional and business 

community in order to generate income, and the Investors badge was seen as one way of 

achieving it. Now the initiative is linked to Continuation Audit which, like FRUs initial drive to 

improve League Table position, is linked to funding ; mechanisms as well as image presented to 

potential 'customers-the students. The notion of "two medallions"for one effort combines 
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image, legitimation and rational choice. Van Vught notes the impact of status on the 

legitimating activity of institutions: "The high status institutions are concerned with maintaining 

academic positions ... . The lower the status, the more the change is concerned with recruiting 

external, industrial or commercial recognition or support" (Kogan and Youll, 1988: 174, quoted 

by Van Vught, 1989: 264). At FRU there is an awareness of the shining lights in the region and 

sector and the need to spark their own beacons. MCU expected accreditation to be a mere 

formality first time round, but now considers it seriously alongside its Learning Community 

initiative for students. On the other hand, TRU is long-established in the sector and did not 

consider Investors in People until 3-4 years after its launch. With its main focus on 

international-level research, it feels little or no pressure from UK higher education, the 

government or local contexts. 

The internal 'problems' that generate interest in Investors in Peop/e as a potential solution 

derive from re-positioning in the new higher education sector (for MCU and FRU): image, new 

business markets and the need to generate new or improve existing internal structures foilowing 

emergence from the bureaucracies developed under local authority control. In TRU there is no 

sense of any change in its position as the new mass education system crowds around it. 

Problems identified are few and located at departmental level: the Library, Catering Service and 

Registry have issues in the management and development of their people, but there is no 

institution-wide recognition of a need for reform. Departments can opt in or out, and there are 

no sanctions and no groundswell of support. Brunsson and Olsen (1993: 36) note that 

"Problems are not in themselves enough to trigger administrative reforms. A supply of ideas for 

solutions is also needed". There were few otherchoices' of solution available in 1992. This 

and the 'fit' between existing structures and cultures or with planned structures resulting from 

change initiatives, are cited as reasons for selecting Investors. Support and promotion (from 

the TEC and internally), linked to availability of resource, are also a factor. 

Tolbert and Zucker (1983: 182) suggest that at the pre-institutionalization stage there may be 

"... multiple adopters of a given structure, but these are likely to be comparatively few in number, 

limited to a circumscribed set of similar, possibly interconnected organizations facing similar 

circumstances, and to vary considerably in terms of the form of implementation". Knowledge of 
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the innovation by non-adopters will be limited. The new universities were facing similar issues, 

and their reasons for adoption include image, resources and management improvements. TRU, 

with other traditional universities, had little or no knowledge of the Standard until much later. 

MCU's greater understanding and consideration of Investors this time is against a background 

of increased sectoral interest. 

The leading roles played by key actors in each of the adoption acts, and their relationships with 

others in the institution, should not be overlooked. Hall and Taylor (1996: 940) suggest that 

"... all institutional studies have a direct bearing on power relations", and the power vested in the 

Vice Chancellor and personnel function in each university is significant in accounts of adoption. 

Fullan (1991: 91) notes that "... successful change projects always include elements of both 

pressure and support. Pressure without support leads to resistance and alienation; support 

without pressure leads to drift or waste of resources". At TRU we see the role of 'reluctant Vice 

Chancellor' played out: he has the power to grant adoption on a pilot basis, but is known to be 

unenthusiastic. Individual departments, particularly in the early stages, 'bought into' Investors in 

the knowledge that it had no widespread support or status in the university. Without the Vice 

Chancellor's backing, the various departmental decisions are adrift. The Staff Development 

Director is portrayed as humbly petitioning agreement for the pilot with no real notion of support. 

Fullan (1991: 54) also points to the importance of advocates-or champions as they are called 

elsewhere in the literature-"Initiation of change never occurs without an advocate". At FRU, 

the new, charismatic VC sets the agenda and others follow. Both she and the then Personnel 

Director are referred to as 'advocates for it'. At MCU, advocacy (or any other kind of 

communication) is absent during the first adoption decision-making phase, with the Executive 

taking a collective and not particularly well-thought through decision on the erroneous 

assumption that the university needed the 'badge' to be able to act as consultants for the TEC. 

Brunsson and Olsen note increased potential for adoption where consultants or specialist 

agencies are concerned in promoting the'latest fashion'-or perhaps their own spin on the 

latest fashion (1993: 39). The TEC and its advisers, as external consultants and advocates for 

Investors, have a role to play in all three universities: at MCU the financial incentives have made 

the recommitment possible; at FRU, TEC membership of the university's Board and close local 
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networking are seen to have brought Investors to the Vice Chancellor's attention, offering the 

consultants a potential 'coup', whilst at TRU, the TEC adviser'whose name everyone forgets' is 

seen to be pushing at first gently from outside and now more actively from within, with support 

and advice. Indeed, given other work pressures, the Staff Development Manager may well 

have given up the idea of trying to interest departments in Investors without the persistent 

support and advice from the TEC. The new Personnel Director's advocacy at MCU is seen to 

be a major factor in recommitment by almost all interviewees but, as we shall see, the 

implementation approach recognises the status and lack of power of his department in the 

university and passes the'chalice'to a senior academic. We can now follow that chalice 

towards the next phase in the component processes of institutionalization: the implementation 

stage. 
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Chapter Six: The implementation stage 

Introduction 

Implementation is "... the process of putting into practice an idea, program, or set of activities 

and structures new to the people attempting or expected to change" (Fullan, 1991: 65). Also 

called objectification/semi-institutionalization, it "... involves the development of some degree of 

social consensus among organizational decision-makers concerning the value of a structure, 

and the increasing adoption by organizations on the basis of that consensus" (Tolbert and 

Zucker 1985: 182). Three strands of enquiry derive from my second research question: (1) what 

was the approach to implementation? (2) what, if any, perception was there of coherent 

resistance or support for Investors? And, (3) what changes to implementation methods were 

made? The small group of actors and producers on the initiation stage are now replaced by a 

chorus offering a rich picture of objectification through their various perspectives of involvement 

and understanding. As we shall see, the nature and tempo of approach differ and the play's 

duration and changes reveal audience's reactions to the production over time. 

Act one: In the beginning 

The orchestrator's story 

Interviewees in post at the time of First Regional University's initial Investors commitment some 

eight years earlier now struggle to place dates on specific events leading up to the first 

assessment. Everyone, including the recently-appointed Scott, identify Tim as the leading 

actor, with the refrain "Tim will be able to tell you He was given the task of "... orchestrating 

the advancement of the initiative throughout the university" (Brian, PVC) [FRU7: 6: 36]. The 

orchestra itself comprised several sections: a Steering Group ("... the great and the good from 

the institution"), external TEC advisers and consultants from the university's Business School. 

These were soon joined by "... the university champions team" involving departmental 

representatives ki... as a way of trying to secure ownership" (Oliver, Industry Centre Director) 

[FRU5: 3-1: 21 1. 
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Here the term champion is used not, as before, to describe the charismatic Vice Chancellor 

leading the idea from the top, but to refer to people at departmental level operating as key 

conduits of information. Their role was to channel positive views of Investors in People from the 

Centre to departmental staff, and report progress and any issues raised at departmental level 

back to the Centre. Champions in this sense are both volunteers with a personal interest in the 

underpinning principles of the Standard-potentially true advocates-and nominees seen by 

managers to be 'suitable' for the role. 

With a prior interest in staff development, Jill and Oliver volunteered: I put my hand up for it 

because it was an area I was interested in and I worked with another colleague ... we were just 

involved in feeding things through and discussing at that stage" (Jill, School Director) 

[FRU2: 1: 9]. Kevin had nominated Catering's champion, but had initially misunderstood the role. 

She was an example of someone 'invested in', having risen through the ranks from cook to 

manageress (Catering Manager) [FRU3: 3.5: 28]. Despite the confusion, she took on the role 

with enthusiasm and was "... very persistent" [FRU3: 6: 48]. Champions facilitated two-way 

communication between departments and the Centre: "They held meetings, and they would go 

back and the IiP champion would relay everything to the schools and services" (Elizabeth, 

Student Service Administrator) [FRU4: 6: 42]. Jill acknowledges that, particularly for the first 

assessment, there was "... some manipulation, taking it seriously, for sure, but the actual 'event' 

felt much more like a TQA thing ... an old CNAA inspection" (School Director) [FRU2: 6: 1]. 

The university achieved whole institution recognition in 1996, three years after public 

commitment. The Standard at that time required reassessment every three years: the same 

approach was deployed in 1999 but, as described later, a new approach was piloted in 2000. 

The story of the lone crusader 

Modern Community University's first whole institution attempt at Investors recognition has a 

place in the university's history. Although'before his time', Tommy has heard that it was "... a bit 

of a crusade ... 
" that ultimately ended in failure and was ". .. pushed under the carpet for a little 

bit" (Staff Development Manager) (MCU2: 3: 6-7]. There is confirmation of the lone crusader 

story from those in post at the time: "There was a single individual who was given responsibility 

for making it happen ... 
" (Tony, Dean) [MCU3: 1: 2]; he ran it very much as a one man show 
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... " (Robert, Dean) [MCU6: 3.1: 42]. Although the crusading PVC had retired, interviewees were 

quick to rectify any critical impression by praising his effort and enthusiasm. However, the 

approach had clearly been top-down, and not far-reaching: 

"The Steering Group, although they were broadly representative of the schools and services, 
didn't really have a job to do to make it happen, it was all left to him" 

(Robert) (MCU6: 3.1: 42] 

"Nobody at the ground roots level engaged in it, there seemed to be below that level of 
management no real desire to move it forward or understanding of what it was that we were 

trying to move forward" (William, Law School Manager) [MCU1: 3: 14] 

William describes how, in an effort to "... rally the troops the PVC took him and the Dean to 

lunch: "... it was very much management by huge distance (laughs). So that was my formal 

involvement: I nodded a lot" [MCU1: 3.3: 21-23]. Tony recalls little impact despite then being 

Head of Department: "We went through some fairly minimal awareness raising exercises and 

then we applied for it and we weren't successful" [MCU3: 1: 3]. Kate had not heard much about 

Investors in the university, although whether because of her part-time status or a lack of 

communication to schools generally is unclear: "... when you're part-time you don't really take 

much notice, you don't have time for these things" (Kate, Law Lecturer) [MCU5: 1: 3]. Thelailed 

bid' is analysed and found wanting by several interviewees including, here, Shula: 

"It was a bit of a botched attempt to try and engage people ... there wasn't any real commitment, 
it was just going for a badge, I don't think anybody really understood remotely what was 

involved" (School Administrator) [MCU1: 3: 12-13) 

The supposition that award of the Standard would be a formality led to what Robert calls a 

"... we was robbed" reaction when success eluded them. He gives a blow-by-blow account of 

misunderstandings involving the VC, the local TEC and the assessment team. This had "... left 

a really really nasty taste in the mouth" (Robert, Dean) [MCU6: 3.5: 60]. The University's first 

(failed) assessment in 1996 came two years after public commitment to the Standard. 

Recommitment was made in 2000: with thefailed bid'as backdrop, a completely new approach 

(described later) is being adopted. 
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The story of the six pilots 

Whole institution recognition at Traditional Research University is viewed by several of those 

interviewed as "... a mammoth task". Within the sector, an Internal Quality Award was 

developed for universities unable to commit the whole institution. Linda, the Staff Development 

Manager assigned the task of implementation, confirms "We knew we couldn't get the whole 

organization through in any case ... " [TRU1: 6: 38]. She adds "We were quite keen that the idea 

shouldn't be imposed, so we asked for volunteer departments to come forward. From that, we 

had six pilots" [TRU1: 6: 36]. The six departments were advised and supported by Linda, other 

Staff Development Managers, and the TEC, although "... one academic department which 

started as a pilot was disbanded after a year" [TRU1: 4.1: 23]. All were advised to undertake a 

diagnostic survey involving questionnaires (the standard approach) to develop action plans: 

"We realised we needed to do a questionnaire to find out where staff felt the library was against 
the indicators, and the staff development group initially took that forward 

(David, Subject Librarian) [TRU4: 6: 34] 

we've had surveys given out to staff to get them part of the process" 
(Caroline, Catering Manager) [TRU7: 6.2: 37] 

In Catering, a small Steering Group of managers with staff representation progressed 

implementation. In the Library, the existing group was supplanted by an Investors Focus 

Group, also led by the Librarian, to plan and monitor actions. Siobhan suggests that a 

'systematic P approach would have been taken: I think they did try and go through what the 

textbook said ... 
" (Siobhan, Subject Librarian) (TRU2: 7.1: 60]. However, David, the then 

Investors in People coordinator for the Library, notes that little effort was put into really involving 

and engaging staff 'on the ground'. The Registry was also a pilot department, but Investors was 

not a top priority for Philip's predecessor. Questionnaires were used, but as Philip learned, little 

action took place: 

"There was a very detailed questionnaire sent out ... 
but when it came back people didn't really 

want to look and see what it said. Clearly a lot of preliminary work had gone ahead but it was 
work really to reinforce that there wasn't a major commitment to do it" 

(Philip, Registrar) [TRU5: 6: 3.1: 42] 

By 2000, four years after the pilot meeting, two departments had achieved Investors recognition 

and a small number continued to towards it. As described later, there has been little change in 

overall approach. 
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Each of the three sites took a recognised approach to implementation (whole institution 

recognition at FRU and MCU, individual departments at TRU). We have already seen that 

MCU's first attempt failed: do interviewees perceive support or resistance-or implementation 

method-as progressing or hampering implementation success? 

Act two: Dissemination and debate 

Shouting Investors 

At FRU Investors was initially 'shouted': "... oh, big splash, yes ... we got in the papers, and all 

that sort of thing" (Tim, Assistant Personnel Director) [FRU1: 6.1: 150]. From Kevin's perspective 

"... they don't really hide things ... they are very very open with staff " (Catering Manager) 

[FRU3: 6.1: 49]. 'Openness' also features in other accounts and Brian suggests that open 

commitment was a key part of implementation: 

"We put ourselves on the line really and it was all part of energising the thing and stimulating 
change, I suppose we set ourselves a challenge internally" (Brian, PVC) [FRU7: 6.1: 40]. 

At TRU it "... seemed to be the best approach to start with, to shout out about Investors at every 

opportunity" (Linda, Staff Development Manager) [TRUI: 6.1: 46]. The Library tended to "... keep 

it low key 
... partly because of the known scepticism but also because what we'd rather do is 

make a difference and actually get things done" (David, Subject Librarian) [TRU4: 6.1: 48]. 

Caroline describes Catering's consensus-building approaches as "quite blatant" (Catering 

Manager) [TRU7: 6.1: 43]. However, the Personnel Director has decreed that only departments 

expressing an interest will be approached: "... we're not promoting Investors as such" (Linda) 

[TRUI: 6.1: 50]. For Postgraduate Dentistry, post-pilot, openness is not seen as an issue: "... it's 

all been very open right from the start" (Kirsty, Secretary, PGD) [TRU3: 6.1: 37]. The Dean adds 

that they have not publicised the attempt too widely outside the unit, for fear of losing face if 

they fail. Philip has developed a lengthy position paper for his managers: "The head of my note 

to colleagues is Investors in Peop/e: a pragmatic approach ... " (Philip, Registrar) [TRU5: 6.1: 39]. 

Although he is open about using the framework, he has no desire to push sceptical managers 

towards assessment. 
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As we have already seen, MCU's first attempt was disseminated little further than the Executive, 

but the failure's persistence in the university's folklore is seen as a continuing source of 

scepticism: 

I think actually when it was announced this time, there was a lot of immediate negativity 
because the people who were here before thought oh no, not that old chestnut again" 

(Shula, School Administrator) [MCU4: 1: 71: 

There are now more people coming into the University from Investors organizations (which Tony 

believes helps generate acceptance and persuades cynics still influenced by the failed attempt) 

[MCU3: 9.1: 80]. 

Interpreting the words 

Interviewees in all three universities attribute academics' scepticism largely to the perceived 

business orientation and language of the early version of the Standard. At FRU, Jill 

emphasizes the alien nature of the'management speak' inherent in Investors, where she found 

"... the language very strange, it seemed almost like a closed book" (School Director) 

[FRU2: 1.1: 11-12]. Tim and William also note the perceived discord between business and 

academic concepts: 

"We were offering very business driven, traditional government messages, we hadn't matured 
enough to express those in a HE way'(Tim, Assistant Personnel Director) [FRU1: 4.2: 70]. 

"it is still seen as being a business thing, that you can't translate this into an academic 
community, a lot of the phraseology of the original Standard was very much 

geared towards business" (William, School Manager) [MCU1: 4.2: 31) 

Linda at TRU also attributes difficulties in persuading academic departments to join the pilot on 

the language of the 'old' Standard. Some service departments too reacted unfavourablyto what 

Philip calls "Personnel puff" in the presentation of Investors which was seen to be: 

"... framed in language that nobody understood, and it actually produced I would say a negative 
effect, not just a neutral effect-you've no idea the amount of vitriol this has caused" 

(Philip, Registrar) [TRU5: 9.2: 64]. 

William suggests that "... where you've got service sectors and different schools and different 

cultures the biggest challenge is to get schools to engage in the process because obviously it's 

pretty foreign to most academic members of staff"(William) [MCU1: 3.5: 251. Tommy believes 

that "... the service departments tend to be more towards it, because a lot of the people there 
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have worked with the Standard before ... but I think there is some cynicism from the academic 

staff'(Tommy, Staff Development Manager) [MCU2: 4.2: 24]. 

Tim offers a similar account of perceptions at FRU: "The senior managers on the services side 

accepted it much more readily, because they had a clear service to deliver, they knew that 

staff are critical to that and they could see why they should do it to do their job" [FRU 1: 4-2: 71 

At TRU, former researcher Caroline is cautious about the acceptability of Investors in different 

arenas: "... if you're being driven from a business imperative, with a managerial philosophy, then 

UP probably does naturally fit, but if you're coming from an academic realm, I don't know how 

fitting it would be" (Catering Manager) [TRU7: 6.3: 47]. 

FRU's former VC played an important role in persuading her "more sceptical colleagues" (Tim) 

[FRU1: 3: 361. The current incumbent is "... convinced we're imposing extra paperwork or 

bureaucracy" [FRU1: 7: 176]. At TRU, the VC is also reluctant to progress with widespread 

implementation, but "... happy to let us investigate the potential of Investors and carry on with 

the piiot" (Linda) [TRU1: 4.1: 25]. At FRU, Investors was known as the VC's 'baby'. Now it is 

more likely to be thought of as 'Personnel's baby' or 'Tim's baby. Jill suggests that associations 

with Personnel, which "... tends to get rather a bad press around the place", could have a 

detrimental effect on perceptions of Investors: 

there is some cynicism about, Personnel always get blamed for everything that goes on. . 
Some of that cynicism about Personnel might rub off on liP being achieved" 

(Jill) [FRU2: 9.2: 109-1 11 ]. 

Chorus: "How can you call yourself an Investor in People? " 

In Robert's view, the perceived irrelevance of the Standard and increasing pressures of work 

give rise at MCU to what he calls 'deliberate misunderstandings' and passive resistance (Dean) 

[MCU6: 3.5: 531. At FRU, Tim recognises that "... it's quite easy, when you're a senior member of 

staff on the academic side anyway, to just not do ... . 
There isn't the traditional lines of 

reporting and responsibility' (Assistant Personnel Director) [FRU1: 4.2: 64-671. Scott notes that 

no-one has asked him about Investors since his appointment (although he shares an office with 

a departmental champion) and that the "criteria" are not 'pinned up anywhere' (Scott, Assistant 

School Director) [FRU6: 6: 37-38]. He professes a "certain antipathy to bureaucracy, and 

scepticism about Investors in People: 
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"I'm not trying to be patronising, but I tend to get on with my work ... . I've got other things to do 
rather than get involved in that sort of administrative aspect, I'm sorry, because it's a mistaken 

view on my part maybe, but that's the way I tend to see some of these things" 
(Scott) [FRU6: 6: 39]. 

Several interviewees offer examples of the often reported refrain of "How can you call yourself 

an Investor in People? ", such as these from MCU and FRU: 

"Academics will just deliberately misunderstand what it's all about. I actually had somebody the 
first time round come to me and say, I asked you for a car parking key three months ago, 

call yourself an Investor in People? (laughs) 
(Robert, Dean) [MCU6: 3.5: 54) 

"A group of staff who've been turned down for a PhD or an MA or something, will say well how 
can you, you're an Investors in People organization? ... . That's the nature of HP, they may 

misunderstand that and that's always been a big problem" 
(Tim) [FRU1: 6.3: 174] 

Falling Staff: Student ratios (SSR) at MCU were generating a feeling, reported by some 

interviewees, that the university would do better to invest in more people rather than trying to 

develop those in post. Shula acknowledges the radical changes of the previous decade, but 

accepts this as 'the real world'. She welcomes anything that might help, and suggests 

academics would do well to do the same (School Administrator) [MCU4: 4.2: 44]. At FRU, Oliver 

suggests that "... people in the academic areas felt oh, it's just another initiative ... I haven't got 

time for this" (industry Centre Director) [FRU5: 4-2: 38], a view echoed by Elizabeth: "Some of the 

schools and services haven't got the time, really, it would be a question of well, how are we 

going to fit this in... " (Student Service Administrator) [FRU4: 4.2: 31). At TRU, Caroline also 

expresses understanding of how some departments could find Investors "... very time 

consuming and laborious ... " 
(Catering Manager) [TRU7: 4.2: 29]. Tim and Brian are keen to 

emphasize 'fit'with necessary improvements to the university's management of people, but 

recognise that much resistance stems from a perception of additional work for "the pesky HIP" 

(Brian, PVC) [FRU7: 4: 23]. 
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Debating differing perspectives 

Social actors' differing perspectives are reflected in interviewees' perceptions of support and 

resistance for Investors in People. Tim greets with frustration what he sees as academics' 

reluctance to identify links between Investors and success in other quality assessments. For 

him, the links are obvious: 

"... but the academic community won't recognise that until they've been through the process 
and then you say, 'by the way did you see how you got a four for enhancement in management, 
how you were asked by the assessor about inductions of new academic staff, appraisals, how 
you handled the staff development focused questions on common objectives, and how they're 
seen in relation to your subject? Well we've been working for years on that with liP, and that's 

why you got a four'- oh? ... " (Tim, Assistant Personnel Director) [FRU1: 5.1: 116] 

Tim and Jill report voices throughout the university asking whether it is still relevant to continue 

to prove their good staff development and people management practice through Investors. 

Being one of the first to be accredited was an achievement, but now the value of Investors is 

being questioned: I think there is some cynicism about what does the badge really mean now 

everyýbody's got it ... " 
(Jill, School Director) [FRU2: 5.1: 52]. The high cost of assessors'fees is 

also an issue in FRU's current financial climate, a secondary but important factor in the decision 

whether or not to continue with Investors or to adopt the wider-ranging (and less expensive) 

Business Excellence Mode17. 

At TRU, Caroline suggests that "... there's not necessarily a direct correlation between HP and 

the actual activities that [academic departments] undertake ... 
" (Catering Manager) 

[TRU7: 4.2: 29], a view reportedly held by the departments themselves. Linda feels that some, 

particularly in the engineering, business and medical faculties, could benefit from Investors as a 

marketing tool, but acknowledges her failure so far to persuade them of this. She tells of some 

academic departments that were initially keen: "... we actually did the diagnostics for one 

department, but then they decided not to take it further. They felt they had other priorities 

(Linda, Staff Development Manager) [TRU1: 4.1: 22]. Caroline notes that Staff Development has 

tried "... really hard to roll it out but I think they've met huge barriers along the way" (TRU7: 3: 5]. 

At departmental level, particularly in the Library and PGD, 'older people' or those with longer 
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service are the perceived source of resistance (although not necessarily just to Investors): "That 

resistance would be there if it was going to see Santa Claus ... " (Siobhan, Subject Librarian) 

[TRU2: 4.2: 23]. Kirsty suggests that this is part of the mindset of older staff, a sentiment echoed 

by Siobhan, who points out that younger people like herself are more likely to go along with 

innovations (Siobhan) [TRU2: 4.2: 26]. David points to the mixed response he expected, 

particularly from groups under a specific manager. Philip can also point to one manager who 

bemoans 'all these awaydays and consultations' at his staff review: he told him "... at least I've 

got you all pointing at the same objective as everybody else, but he didn't see it that way" 

(Philip, Registrar) [TRU5: 8: 52]. Caroline sees longer serving members of staff as sceptical, 

although she reports that resistance in Catering generally is low. Some people "... just don't 

want to be developed though, and you have to accept that" (Caroline) [TRU7: 2: 4]. 

At MCU, Tommy notes that, although academics can clearly see connections between their 

daily routines and the requirements of the Standard, they see no relevance in the Standard per 

se: "... [it is] just the mindset, that academics are asking 'why do we need it? We do this day in 

day out', and maybe because they are also already governed by so many things already, like 

Continuation Audit, subject review, RAE ... 
" (Tommy, Staff Development Manager) 

[MCU2: 4.2: 26]. 

Act three: A change of method 

The classical tradition played down 

Having started with the notion of the Internal Quality Award, TRU is now following the Building 

Blocks approach. Linda acknowledges that they are unlikely to achieve more than a small pile 

of bricks by the original target date of 2004, or even 2010, and the mortar will still be missing. 

Matt has gathered informally that the Vice Chancellor is "... now keener on it, but he's aware of 

resistance by academics" (Matt, PGID) [TRU6: 3: 10]. In practical terms, there is little sign that a 

whole institution approach will be coming shortly: "It'll either take us forever to do it as a whole 

organization --- or it'll cost us a huge amount of money to go for it separately" (David, Subject 

7 The Business Excellence Model: a quality initiative established by the European quality Foundation. See: 
http: //www. businessexcelience. co. uk/business-excelience-model. htm 
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Librarian) [TRU4: 6: 46]. Anything other than the current piecemeal approach would generate 

"-- huge uproar and the whole process would be lost" (Caroline, Catering Manager) 

[TRU7: 4.2: 30). Philip suggests that "There are still significant barriers to spread it through the 

university as a whole: we would have to have done it, kept it, demonstrated its value, quite 

clearly, before we could really expect everyone else to come along" (Philip, Registrar) 

[TRU5: 8: 5.1]. Although both Linda and the TEC Adviser feature strongly and positively in initial 

pilot departments' accounts, this is in marked contrast to the Registrar's. Caroline 

acknowledges Staff Development has a very difficult job, but they do not shout enough about 

the good things they do. Shouting would not seem to be a good option from Philip's point of 

view: 

"The most vociferous opposition I've heard from outside the support service side, was Arts, who 
were quite damning in terms of Staff Development in general, being talked down to about things 

that non-academics, professionals from other disciplines wanted to impose on them" 
(Philip) [TRU5: 4.2: 21] 

He is now keen to Put forward the underlying principles of Investors in what he describes as 

"language people can understand". The current Standard is universally praised by interviewees 

who are familiar with it. The language is clearer, less commercial and there is a focus on 

outcomes rather than processes. However, Linda no longer 'shouts' Investors: 

"We changed our minds after a couple of years, because it was causing irritation. Other 
pressures of work also dictated the approach. We decided we'd concentrate on putting in 

strategies which met the Investors requirements ... really it's Investors in People by stealth. " 
(Linda, Staff Development Manager) [TRU1: 6.1: 47-48]. 

Both Linda and Philip see clear links between Investors in People framework of good 

management practice and the requirements of Subject Review. Linda is now working with the 

university's internal quality department to embed the underlying values of Investors in the 

departmental review process that supports external quality audit of teaching. At TRU, the 

reported reaction to the Investors play amongst some sections of the 'audience'-particularly 

the academic staff-is less than positive. The classical tradition of textbook implementation is 

therefore now being played out behind the scenes. 

Building on the classical tradition 

With MCUs recommitment to Investors in People some years after the first, failed, attempt at 

recognition, the university has adopted an innovative method of implementation. Its foundations 
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are in the now established Building Blocks approach and involves internal facilitators resonant 

of FRU's initial departmental champions. However, those leading the implementation have 

considered appropriate variations and innovations before starting: "... we didn't just fall into 

reading the book and saying oh right that's how we do it" (Alasdair, Personnel Director) 

[MCU7: 6.2: 77]. The revised Standard is reported to have had an impact on both 

implementation method and reactions to Investors. Tony's earlier scepticism has been 

overcome by the new approach: "it was very much a top down and nothing much else approach 

the first time round, this is kind of middle up and middle down really which I think will probably 

be a lot more effective" (Tony) [MCU3: 6.2: 47]. 

Personnel ("the architects") played a key role in reactivating Investors at MCU, but the 

management team felt that university perceptions of the function-and the need to meet 

anticipated cynicism amongst academic staff-indicated an academic champion, Robert, who 

explains: 

"You have got to have that champion role, because you've got the Deans, if they break 
collective responsibility for it, which they are quite capable of doing, they'll go along to a meeting 
and sign up for it and then they'll go back to their schools and then they get a bit of flak at a staff 

meeting and they'll say well of course I was outvoted. So my role is really to say 
'we all signed up for this and you're going to do it aren't you? "' 

(Project Director) [MCU6: 3.1: 44-45] 

Robert is the academic champion, reflecting the charismatic, respected role often used in the 

literature. However, the term is also used, as in the early days of Investors implementation at 

FRU, to describe the activities of Project Managers (departmental volunteers or nominees). 

There are over 20 Project Managers who will "... champion it and actually project manage it" 

(William, School Manager) [MCU1: 6: 331. Within a two-year timescale to August 2002, the 

Building Blocks (schools and services) led by their Project Managers, can choose their own 

planning, implementation and assessment activities and targets. Tommy notes that "... if you 

break it down into small chunks it's easier to manage ... " 
(Staff Development Manager) 

[MCU2: 6: 37]. Alasdair agrees that the new approach has ". - -changed the whole dynamic". 

They have presented the notion of 'killing two birds with one stone' and minim ised bureaucracy 

so that it ". - -hasn't 
felt as centralist, as big brother, an imposition 

.. -" 
(Alasdair) [MCU7: 4.2: 47]. 

Even Kate knows about the new method and Robert's central coordinating role: I know we're 

taking a school by school approach. [Robert] is organizing it on a central university approach, 
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he's coordinated things" (Law Lecturer) [MCU5: 6: 40-41]. Most interviewees also mention that 

two departments have already been accredited, suggesting that communication has improved 

compared to the failed attempt. 

Unlike the parallel track at FRU, here we have multi-track with marshalled, championing troops, 

boots crunching the gravelled path to Investors recognition, a few laggards dragging their feet 

but spurred on by what Tommy calls 'healthy competition'. Surprise and pleasure are 

expressed at the unusual precedent of providing training, in advance, for Project Managers. 

This move is applauded as a model to follow for future innovations and almost everyone is keen 

to tell the story: 

"People felt fairly in control and were able to actually go to the training first before they were 
expected to produce anything, which is another major change" 

(Shula, School Administrator) [MCU4: 6: 52-55] 

Of most concern to several interviewees is the fact that there is little academic representation 

amongst the Project Managers in schools. William tells how he took on the role with the proviso 

that "... I can't carry the academics on my own ... .I need support from senior managers - .. " 

(School Manager) [MCU1: 6: 35]. When pressed on the choice of administrative 'champion' in 

his school, Tony pointed to her membership of the school management team and her personal 

interest: it showed they were taking it seriously by nominating someone from SIVIT (Dean) 

[MCU3: 6: 40]. There is still a history of scepticism to be overcome, now compounded by the 

university's poor showing in recent League Tables. Several interviewees offer Robert's 

presentation to the School of Art as illustration: 

"There wasn't hostility as such, but they were using it as a stick with which to beat the university 
and their Dean, so for instance [sigh] The Times League Tables had just been published, and 

we were recorded as having the fifth highest SSR in the country, and so what I got was how can 
an institution that actually has an SSR as high as that... call itself an Investor in People? " 

(Robert, Project Director) [MCU6: 4.2: 59] 

However Alasdair, as a newcomer to the sector, notes: "I thought, particularly with all I've heard 

about education and IiP that the level of cynicism, negativity, resistance, would be much higher 

than it in fact has been ... " (Personnel Director) MCU7: 4-2: 49]. He does not preclude increased 

resistance once implementation in all the schools begins and the university's long-term 

commitment to Investors becomes more widely known. Alasdair reports the serious 

consideration given to Investors by stealth because of "... our bad experience first time round": 
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but we came to the conclusion that first of all that would lack integrity, and therefore we 
couldn't sustain it and it would just be impossible with an intelligent audience, 
and secondly we thought, let's just swallow hard, and most people will say, 
'well at least they're being honest about it' ... " (Alasdair) [MCU7: 6.1: 72-73] 

It would be "... a bit of a false thing to do" even if shouting Investors does turn people off 

(William) [MCU1: 6.1: 36]. Tommy explains: "If we did try to hide it people would think there was 

something suspicious going on, especially after last time, they'll think it's Investors by the back 

door" (Staff Development Manager) [MCU2: 6.1: 48]. 

MCU has moved on from the purely classical tradition with an honest performance designed to 

persuade the 'audience' to greater understanding, participation and applause. 

Relaxing into method acting 

FRU was being reassessed during my visit in 2000, having opted the previous year for a twelve- 

month 'checkup'. Tim had proposed a completely different approach to Investors in People UK 

for the 2001 reassessment. His latest model has no need of departmental champions, hence 

the'winding down' meeting reported by Kevin, Jill, Oliver and Elizabeth. All of them voice 

support for the new relaxed, 'gentler' and 'natural' approach: the university will not put on a 

special act for Investors: 

"Staff will never talk about IiP again ... as long as they're receiving the good practices that 
we've got, and the managers are delivering them, then they don't need to know that theyve got 

some origins in IiP... it's no longer part of the everyday language ... so we'll have invisible 
assessments ... " 

(Tim, Assistant Personnel Director) [FRU1: 6.1: 151] 

The assessor will visit the university throughout the year, witness staff development activities as 

they occur and see a "true picture" (Kevin, Catering Manager) [FRU3: 7: 55]. This is preferable to 

the potential distortions or 'pot luck' of special interviews perceived in the earlier form of 

assessment (Elizabeth, Student Service Administrator) [FRU4: 9.2: 87] and the games-playing 

mentioned earlier by Jill. Consideration is also being given to the benchmarking initiative, the 

Business Excellence Model, being piloted in a number of departments. Brian talks about the 

Model at great length and both Tim and Oliver are advocates of it. In the meantime, FRU is 

embracing a natural, method acting approach, mingling unobtrusively amongst the universitys 

routine acts and actors. 
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Second intermission 

Tolbert and Zucker (1983: 181) suggest that this stage of institutionalization sees the 

"... development of general, shared social meanings ... necessary for the transplantation of 

actions to contexts beyond their point of origination". They point to two main mechanisms: 

either the availability of tried and tested structures developed by other organizations, or what 

the organizational change literature calls a'champion'(op cit: 183). At the time of all three sites' 

initial Investors implementations, a minimal set of 'textbook' approaches were available, mainly 

from Investors in Peop/e UK and early commercial adopters. The earliest HE adopters, FRU 

and MCU, took the only available route (whole institution accreditation), whilst TRU was able to 

try the sectoral Internal Quality Award that later evolved into the more widely available Building 

, Blocks. FRU's implementation was orchestrated by the central Staff Development team, but 

involved cross-university champions in a generally open approach, with some sense of 'play- 

acting'for assessment purposes. MCU's first attempt failed, with little effort made to publish the 

textbook outside the Executive: the initiating actors believed that their reality and that of the 

assessors were perfectly in tune. TRU took the textbook approach to departments individually, 

with little opportunity for cross-institution champions to operate or consensus to be built. 

Successful implementation involves widespread diffusion: in some cases reforms are only 

partially implemented or'ghettoised'(Van Vught 1989: 265). At TRU, Investors appears largely 

to be isolated-or ghettoised-in service departments. 

Interviewees at all three sites report scepticism and passive resistance to Investors 

implementation as well as support. Hall and Taylor (1996: 949) suggest that the progress of an 

innovation is helped by perceived benefits that may be influenced by institutional or professional 

currency. Service departments at all three sites are reported to be more 'managerial' and 

aware of the Standard's relevance to their daily practice (although, as reported by Philip, not all 

services at TRU are positive about Investors). Academics' perceptions are reported generally to 

be less positive: they have an ability "... to resist managerial control, and the capacity of 

departments to block changes that challenge their fiefdoms" that lead to'deep conservatism' 

even "... at a time when all universities are having to sharpen themselves in order to compete in 

the larger world of higher education" (Dearlove, 1998: 119). Academics' reported responses to 

the textbook approaches include deliberate misunderstanding, mistrust of the language and 
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dismissal of Investors as, in any case, irrelevant in a higher education environment. At TRU 

theirs is the dominant rationality, as yet not sufficiently challenged by external forces or new 

internal rationalities developing in response to those external forces. At MCU, the dominant 

way of organizing academic work is beginning to be challenged, whilst the managerialist 

rationality prevailed at FRU following incorporation as a new university. 

The general support reported amongst service departments may be more attributable to 

familiarity with the language and concepts of non-academ ic sectors than a firm belief in the 

underlying principles and associated practices of Investors in People. The academic 

environment is acknowledged as increasingly pressured, both in terms of workload and unit 

costs: priorities other than Investors prevail. Other sources of resistance or indifference are also 

reported amongst longer-serving staff and from individual managers. As more institutions gain 

the award, there is also a sense at FRU that it may no longer be worth having and that the 

farther-reaching Business Excellence Model could offer an alternative. 

As we have seen, the notion of champion operates at different levels in the universities studied. 

FRU had, as the literature suggests, an enthusiastic champion in its charismatic and powerful 

Vice Chancellor. Her successor is less enthusiastic, with the result that Tim's implementation 

strategy for Investors is much lower in profile. In a period of financial 'squeezing', voices 

questioning the value of the'badge'are becoming louder and its association with Personnel is 

seen as potentially negative rather than positive. Hall and Taylor (1996) add that "... resistance 

may be generated by a perceived lack of status in the initiating or implementing actors and 

organizations ... 
" (op cit: 954). There are varied reports of the status of Staff Development at 

TRU, with praise from pilot departments, marginalization by the Registrar and VC, and damning 

reports (second hand) from those who rejected adoption. No other champion emerges to 

support them. At MCU, perceptions of Personnel have led to a senior academic spearheading 

implementation in a similar, championing role to FRU's former VC. Both FRU and MCU have 

also adopted the notion of voluntary or nominated 'champions' at departmental level. Although 

they may be enthusiasts, their role is primarily as information brokers. Compared to the 

accepted usage of the term in the literature, their administrative background, potentially low 

level of power within the organization and their own departments-and the fact that they are 
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generally 'appointed'-would limit their effectiveness as advocates. In this sense, those making 

adoption and implementation decisions in the few departments that have expressed an interest 

are closer to the notion of champion, with enthusiasm, vision and power to drive change (albeit 

occasionally at a fairly slow rate). 

Some years after being one of the first universities to implement Investors by the textbook, and 

following the'loss'of their championing VC, FRU has left the textbook behind and is now 

developing a new, invisible whole institution approach. The champions have been relieved of 

active duty in readiness for a 'take us as you find us' reassessment which removes the 

requirement for staffs understanding or knowledge of Investors. MCU is rewriting the Building 

Block textbook, adding whole new chapters but retaining the notion of champions and academic 

participation, predicated on everyone understanding and accepting the validity of the Investors 

principles. TRU is generally sticking to the Building Block text and, centrally at least, turning the 

pages over slowly in a dark corner whilst isolated departments also pick up and work with the 

Investors in People text. The Registrar has rewritten it for his own purposes. Although in some 

cases the tried and tested methods, where they exist, have been considered, institutional 

isomorphism is clearly absent: all three of the ivory cages are (voluntarily or through 

circumstance, to greater or lesser degrees) generating new structures rather than imitating 

existing ones. 

We have some sense of how initiation actions have moved with a multitude of actors across the 

implementation stage, but the final curtain has yet to fall. We are left with an open stage ready 

for the critics to review the performance and assess how far those on the incorporation stage 

are still play-acting, or acting naturally. One of the questions to be addressed in the next 

chapter is, has Investors in Peop/e had a brief and forgettable run, to be 'taken ofF after one or 

two performances, or has it become a long-running and integral part of a particular facet of life, 

rather like The Mousetrap? 
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Chapter Seven: The incorporation stage 

Introduction 

At this stage in the component processes-variously called continuation, incorporation, 

routinization, or institutional ization-change is either built in "... as an ongoing part of the system 

or disappears by way of a decision to discard or through attrition ... " 
(Fullan, 1991: 4748). 

Tolbert and Zucker's label-sedimentation'-suggests a period where new ideas gradually 

settle into the organization's fabric and actors' natural behaviours. Key characteristics include 

widespread diffusion and persistence over time, low levels of resistance, continued cultural 

support and positive correlations with perceived benefits and desired outcomes (Tolbert and 

Zucker, 1983; Fullan, 1991; Hall and Taylor, 1996). The Investors in People literature notes the 

importance of the journey (not destination): ". Ahe process as developed and implemented by 

the organization is the most significant element in the success or failure of Investors in People 

(Taylor and Thackwray, 1999a: 40). My third research question prompts three here: (1) where is 

the organization in [whatever is perceived to be] the Investors journey and why? (2) what 

changes -if any-have taken place as a result? And (3) what evidence is there of changes that 

have been incorporated-embedded-in the working life of the institution? Actors' roles and 

experience appear in starker relief: from their specific positions on stage, they reflect on the 

Standard, its diffusion and, with caution, its benefits. It is difficult to identify Investors as the 

sole cause of change. Those'in the wings'with no direct involvement in Investors as 

professionals, champions or strategists have the greatest speaking parts here, with others in 

cameo roles. 

Words from the wings 

For Kevin, the Standard is "... an award about people investing time and resources into 

developing staff for their jobs and for future jobs" (Kevin, Catering Manager) [FRU3: 1: 1 

Although he can see potential benefits for-and positive perceptions amongst-new staff, he is 

more cautious about the value of Investors perceived amongst longer-serving employees. For 

new staff, there is a clearer training and development path, but Kevin (and the Catering 

Manager at TRU) note that this is less the case with staff with more service (Kevin) [FRU3: 8: 70- 
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71]. Elizabeth defines the Standard in terms of training and management responsibility: "... you 

, put forward training procedures to enable your staff to progress both personally and 

professionally and you also encourage senior managers to be part of that" (Student Service 

Administrator) [FRU4: 2: 10]. Coming into an Investors in Peop/e organization only 12 months 

earlier, Scoff had a "... rather vague notion, maybe it's fantasy, that people should be treated a 

bit more humanely than I was used to (laughs)" (Assistant School Director) (FRU6: 2: 81. 

Although he professes ignorance and asks many questions during interview, other remarks 

indicate his knowledge and understanding of the underlying principles and the assessment 

processes. 

The murmur from the wings and elsewhere on the FRU stage compares favourably the 

University's working conditions with those of other organizations. Scott finds the higher 

education sector "... less brutal ... 
" [FRU6: 9.2: 75]. Elizabeth provides a resounding testimonial, 

although she adds that "... it's down to who you work for ... " and considers herself lucky with 

her bosses (Elizabeth) [FRU4: 2: 1 1]. Kevin highlights the difference in attitudes to staff 

development for manual staff who now feel valued [FRU3: 9: 73], whereas before "... it was just a 

body or person in the job and basically, you fitted into a peg, and that was it ... " 
[FRU3: 9.2: 86]. 

Elizabeth suggests FRU is three quarters of the way through its Investors journey as some 

departments are still struggling: "I'd be very surprised if any organization could have 100% of 

their staff invested in". Universities in the region are facing some 'difficult times' as staff are 

asked to do more with less [FRU4: 8: 67-71]. The majority of interviewees'in the wings'are 

aware of the university's accreditation through various internal communications mechanisms, 

although not necessarily what the Standard means in detail. They report that others in the 

university, however "... were probably too busy to be interested" [FRU4: 6.3: 50]. Elizabeth also 

points to potential conflicts: putting 'things in place' is of little use if "It's still down to people at 

the end of the day, people who are enthusiastic and who want these things to succeed" 

[FRU4: 9.2: 99]. She also questions the potentially distorted picture painted in previous 

assessments: "... are you going to get people who are really honest describing their own 

institution, or are they going to be afraid that there will be repercussions if they say, I don't think 

they are Investors in People? " [FRU4: 9.2: 901. Although 'invested in' and enthusiastic about 
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employment conditions, she still asks "... will any of this get back? " (presumably to her 

managers or Tim). 

Scott speculates that, as a result of Investors in People, "... managers might be a bit more 

aware of peoples' needs for developing 
... " 

[FRU6: 9: 59-60]. His account of experience with 

appraisal is an illustration of how this might work in practice, although it also recognises 

variation in application: 

"There seems to be an attempt at least to marry up the objectives of the university and the 
aspirations of the individual, so when I did appraisals ... I had the university objectives with me, 

but the way I started was from their needs. But I have to say that didn't really happen to me 
(laughs)" (Scott, Assistant School Director) [FRU6: 9.2: 72]. 

He is convinced that there are positive outcomes for the universitys external image. An 

"... interest in developing employees ... sends out a very positive message". However, he cannot 

give examples of any specific outcomes of Investors and points to financial cutbacks on the 

horizon: "Those people who are being hit by that, will have a pretty dim view of the university's 

so-called adherence to Investors in Peop/e" (Scott) [FRU6: 8: 51]. However, he ends on a 

positive note: 

"It makes you feel this institution must be putting people first, to some degree. I'm afraid I'm 
fairly sceptical about institutions, having had a few bad experiences, but this one so far seems 

better than others, and whether it's down to Investors in Peopie, I don't know, 
but that may be part of it" [FRU6: 9.2: 71] 

At MCU Shula believes that Investors is "... about the organization being committed to training 

and development of staff to achieve its overall objectives and staff being aware of that 

commitment" (School Administrator) [MCU4: 2: 12], emphasising the elements lacking in the first 

attempt. For Kate, the Standard: 

"... tries to ensure that everyone who works in an organization is involved in it and valued and 
supported to the extent that they need to be ... that there's a common aim for all staff who work 

there, so they can contribute to the success of the organization" 
(Kate, Law Lecturer) [MCU5: 2: 8-9]. 

Her understanding of university progress towards accreditation is more vague as she lacks the 

"wider picture" (Kate) [MCU5: 8.1: 71]. For Kate, her recent appointment to a full-time 

Lectureship after four years in part-time and short-term posts is further evidence-for her-of 

the consistent support and development she has had since joining the university. However, she 

feels this could be devalued if attributed solely to Investors in People: 
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"It's difficult to say what is done specially for Investors in People and what is done because 
that's the way we work anyway. I don't think you expect people to say, 'oh, I'm supporting you 

over this because we're doing Investors in People" (Kate) [MUC5: 7: 52-53] 

Shula provides a first-hand account, as a member, of the restructuring of the Staff Development 

Committee: it "... is actually committed to being much more effective in developing our 

awareness of the need for training and development" [MCU4: 3: 16]. She does have concerns: a 

new evaluation system has been introduced but "... it's not embedded" in the schools'culture 

yet. Staff are still attending conferences because they always do. A lot of schools are likely to 

face a struggle to achieve the Standard [MCU4: 8: 75-79]. 

Matt has been at TRU for over ten years, but has only known about Investors since his 

Administrator mentioned it a year earlier. According to him, the guiding principles are "... about 

organizing one's learning and development, assessment of it, and delivery of it to everyone 

working in a department so that it meets the aims and objectives of the business plan of that 

department" (Dean, PGD) [TRU6: 2: 6]. He feels that Postgraduate Dentistry is already three 

quarters of the way to the accreditation destination with only "odd areas" to be tidied. Kirsty, in 

the same department, notes that the Standard is "... for employers to offer the most they can for 

their employees, training-wise and facilities ... " 
(Secretary, PGD) [TRU3: 2: 10]. Like Elizabeth at 

FRU, she feels "... it depends on what kind of department you come from, you may have a 

horrible boss and may have need to fall back on it" [TRU3: 1.2: 91. Achievement of the Standard 

is the destination, with the department's progress seen to be 80% following "... questionnaires, 

feedback forms and graphs ... 
" and the Adviser identifying gaps which they are now working to 

fill [TRU3: 8.1: 44-451. Neither Kate nor Matt has much awareness of university-level activity with 

Investors, but as a small department all staff internally should know, according to both of them, 

what the Standard relates to. Like Kevin at FRU, Kirsty cannot really envisage benefits 

particularly for older staff, and notes that there is little motivation to change: "We do a good job 

at the moment, but we're all quite efficient and so I don't think it'll make a lot of difference". 

[TRU3: 9: 481. Matt is similarly low-key: "Investors has provided a structure that pulled together a 

lot of things that we're working on, and that were important values to the department". New 

documentation and an induction procedure stem directly from preparations for assessment 

(Matt) [TRU6: 9: 491. 
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Siobhan, with two years in a library working towards assessment, defines Investors as "... about 

quality, improving your working environment and bringing it up to a certain standard that the 

assessors believe is sufficient for the award to be given. I would say it was about customer 

care" (Subject Librarian) [TRU2: 2: 13-141. She confesses to a possible misunderstanding of the 

Standard's principles. Like David, she is cautious about marking the journeys destination as 

'receiving the award' (Siobhan) [TRU2: 8.1: 65]. Both Siobhan and David point to several 

examples of how practice and attitudes are changing for what they see as the better: they cite 

improvements in departmental communication and a heightened awareness of staff 

development as a 'right', not just nice-to-have. But "... it probably could be better, joined 

together... " (Siobhan) [TRU2: 7.2: 61]. 

The view of Investors from the wings focuses particularly on practice related to training and the 

perceived benefits of 'being invested in'. Scope for extension of these benefits is, however, 

seen by most as limited, particularly for longer-serving staff. Across all three sites there is 

generally a positive view of working conditions and improvements in attitudes-at management 

level-towards staff development and communication, but no perception of a direct correlation 

between these and Investors in People. 

The champions' perspec ive 

As we have seen, at MCU and FRU the departmental champions'key role is communicating 

positive Investors messages and implementation processes to departments, and reporting 

outcomes to the Centre. At TRU, Linda provides this connection: champions' context is wholly 

departmental. For David Investors is "... not just about staff development, it's about how the 

organization works and ... 
how staff can really take an active part in the development of the 

organization" (Subject Librarian) [TRU4: 2: 7-8]. Caroline sees it as "... a communication 

mechanism -" 
for developing " ... where we're taking this operation and devolving the 

management process out to staff and getting them involved" (Catering Manager) [TRU7: 2: 4]. 

She provides a nautical picture of their progress: 

"We've definitely hauled up our anchor, we're leaving the bay, sort of bobbing around at sea at 
the moment, we've definitely got everyone on board, definitely not sinking, it seems to be fairly 

watertight, we've plotted a course ... 
" (Caroline) [TRU7: 8.1: 57] 
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She acknowledges a positive change in managers' attitudes to staff development, but 

recognises that when times are hard, "... business imperatives will always get in the way... " and 

managers may quite easily revert to harsher practice [TRU7: 7.2: 54]. Investors has provided a 

useful framework "... for talking to the staff". A recent 're-induction' programme gives managers 

"... a better idea of who we are and what we're about these days and likewise we've got a better 

understanding of them" [TRU7: 7: 7: 48]. They have also introduced 'job chats'-a form of 

appraisal-to encourage voluntary participation in development activities. Caroline has no 

knowledge of how Investors practices have been implemented elsewhere in the university-if at 

all-but speculates on Investors' potential utility for academic departments "... actually to get 

managers to manage more effectively... " and understand the importance of staff development 

[TRU7: 9.2: 66]. She expresses a genuine belief that, appropriately tailored, Investors has a 

place in the university. Staff Development has made some progress but because of a low-key 

approach "... people haven't necessarily seen the benefits of HIP" [TRU7: 9.2: 65]. 

David feels that accreditation should not be considered as the end point of implementation 

"... because there's certainly room for improvement". The Library is perhaps 60-70% an'ideal' 

Investor in Pepp/e (David) [TRU4: 8.1: 75]. So far they have made little of their achievement in 

external publicity. Internally, David recognises that "... some may not necessarily feel that it's 

something to be proud of ... or even that it's relevant to them". Although their induction process 

introduces new staff briefly to Investors in People, they have taken the view "... that it's not 

necessarily that important to know that we're an Investor in People, we think it's more important 

for staff to know how things work, who does what, and that what they actually get is good" 

[TRU4: 6.3: 53]. There is a new perception that staff development opportunities are for 

everyone, and that staff "... view it as a core part of their job". This is a major step forward, 

particularly when they were "... coming from quite a long way back" [TRU4: 9: 79]. Training and 

development activity is now more focused on the question "... how does this affect what the 

Library does? " [4: 9: 81-82]. David is concerned that the principles of Investors are still not 

central to day-to-day management: "So much of what the Library is about is how good the staff 

are... and I feel it hasn't had the impact on how we manage, that it potentially could have had" 

[TRU4: 7.2: 69). This he attributes to the Librarian's lonely voice on the management team: "... it 
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didn't influence on enough areas of practice". Potentially the situation may deteriorate with the 

recent creation of a new management team [TRU4: 7.2: 70]. 

FRU has a four-year advantage on the TRU Library's success. Nonetheless, Oliver describes 

his own department as 75% there. He details the four principles and sums Investors up: 

"... essentially trying to get all of your staff on board with objectives of the organization and to 

facilitate improved performance towards those objectives" (Industry Centre Director) [FRU5: 2: 9- 

10]. Oliver points to the wider relevance of Investors beyond purely staff development issues, 

although he questions whether the scope of the practices related to the Standard can be wide 

enough to meet the university's needs. Jill perceives Investors as a form of 'kite mark' for 

organizations "... that signifies something about the maturity of their staff development 

processes ... 
" (School Director) [FRU2: 2: 17]. Despite the visible crest, she questions how far 

the attitudes and application of the good management practices intended to be generated by 

Investors in People have penetrated beyond those directly involved in implementation to people 

who may feel that it was'imposed', or "... something that happened ... 
" but had little to do with 

them [FRU2: 6.1: 58-59]. Oliver suggests that communication gaps are most likely to be found in 

academic departments and schools [FRU5: 6.3: 63]. He finds it difficult to reconcile the 

Standard's principles and the fixed term contracts prevalent in higher education but his main 

concern is the potential for Investors in People to be seen as an isolated initiative with too 

narrow a focus: 

IiFs over here and Chartermark's over there, and QAA's over the other part and RAE 
... 

enough people don't see it in an integrated way. I think the Business Excellence Model 
provides that integration ... 

"(Oliver) [FRU5: 7.2: 74] 

Both FRU champions consider departmental and university-wide outcomes-not surprisingly 

given their role as information channel between department and Centre. Oliver reports that 

Investors'main benefit to his department has been the provision of a structured framework for 

validating existing practice. Institution-wide, he perceives that there is "... a greater 

understanding of the role of staff development in improving performance" although he adds that 

the university's training budget has "... taken a bit of a hit recently" [FRU5: 9: 86-87] which may 

affect how much of that understanding may be put into practice in the short-term. As a 

sociologist, Jill suggests that it would be invalid to make any single cause-effect connection 
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between the university's adoption of Investors in Peop/e and staff management and 

development practice. Both she and Tim acknowledge the difficulty in making such 

measurements. Investors, she feels, has been a catalyst but not "... a huge driver 
... one of the 

third tier factors". In her view, it has had "... remarkably little 
... 

" to do with a university-wide 

change towards a research culture following the last RAE [FRU2: 9: 93]. She adds that 

questions are now more likely to be raised about the value of the Standard and there is a sense 

of attrition: 

"I think that it does change over time, maybe the catalyst metaphor is a good one: it's brought 
things together, but it's fulfilled that function now" (Jill) [FRU2: 9.2: 106] 

Robert heard of Investors at a TEC presentation prior to MCU's first attempt and now, as 

committed advocate (the university'cham pion'), places emphasis like Shula on elements 

apparently lacking in the 'failed bid': "... developing your workforce in line with the strategic goals 

of the organization and communicating the organization's commitment to doing that" (Project 

Director) [MCU6: 2: 25]. Robert finds it difficult to pinpoint any transformations in practice or 

attitudes as a result of Investors alone, partly because MCU is in the early stages of 

implementation, but also because much of what is changing is necessary preparation for 

Continuation Audit and the university's modernisation strategies [MCU6: 9: 121]. The appraisal 

system is undergoing a complete overhaul, none too soon according to Robert (and others 

interviewed): 25% of people had not had appraisals in the previous year. A group of those who 

had "... hadn't appreciated it, they didn't know they were having one! " [MCU6: 1: 18]. 

One perceived benefit of the Building Blocks approach lies in the Project Managers' group, set 

up "... to create a body of people who ... have had successful or perhaps less than successful 

experience of HP and then feeding that into other Project Managers" (Robert) [MCU6: 9.1: 122]. 

Robert points tovalue-added' benefits and the fact that they have had to ". - -think very very 

seriously about a range of university-wide staff development policies ... 
" including appraisal, 

probation and local induction [MCU6: 7: 92]. Although not directly attributable to Investors, he 

also notes recent university-wide achievements (22+ scores in subject reviews) over the last 12 

months resulting from more coherent management and shared vision [MCU6: 9-2: 138]. For 

William there is still a perception at departmental level of Investors as a project, something 

bolted on the side or a "... hurdle to overcome ... 
" rather than an ongoing and routinized process 
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[MCU1: 9: 50]. Concerned with the implementation path that lies ahead, he anticipates 

difficulties rather than benefits, particularly in 'selling' Investors in schools "... where the concept 

of line manager isn't quite the same ... " [MCU1: 6.3: 38]. Beyond the members of the Project 

Managers' group, Robert is sure that "... there are people in the university who haven't heard 

that we're going for it, but then they'll be the same ones who didn't appreciate they were being 

appraised" [MCU6: 6.3: 89]. At departmental level, William's understanding of Investors in 

Peop/e focuses on a Project Manager's concerns: "... making sure that individuals are 

adequately trained and developed so that they can meet an agreed identifiable target linked to 

the organization's objectives" (School Manager) [MCU1: 2: 81. 

Departmental champions can point to improvements in staff development awareness and 

practice, but also question how far, in reality, these have become embedded in the organization, 

even at FRU, some eight years after initial adoption of the Standard. No one positive or 

negative outcome is seen as attributable to Investors, and difficulties are still perceived on the 

horizon for some departments. There is, however, recognition that the Investors in Peop/e 

journey does not end with accreditation and, for some, acknowledgement that the practices on 

which it focuses may not cover wide enough terrain to be truly useful. 

The professional account 

At MCU, the professionals reported understandings of Investors in Peop/e are close to the 

Standard's 'set text', linking development and business objectives, and emphasising practice 

related to the four key principles. Alasdair sees and promotes explicit links between the 

Standard and both Continuation Audit and the university's Modem University: Good Employer 

retention and recruitment strategy (Personnel Director) [MCU7: 7: 99-1 001. Both professionals 

put MCU's progress in the Investors journey (as they conceive it) conservatively at 20%. 

Beyond those directly involved, Alasdair feels that only "... 20%, 25% of our employed workforce 

... 
" is aware of the university's specific programme for accreditation [MCU7: 6.3: 81 ]. 

Alasdair comments that, since the Personnel Office achieved recognition, he believes that 

11 it's actually made us feel quite good about ourselves". They have more self-confidence and 

have moved on from the function's ex-local authority, reactive and inward-looking roots to 
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collaborate with other agencies at regional and national levels [MCU7: 9: 134-139]. There have 

also been positive outcomes at university level with the restructured Staff Development 

Committee: "We've made the change from a very bureaucractic committee to, hopefully, a very 

much more vibrant and energetic working group ... " [MCU7: 4.2: 47]. A benefit of the Building 

Blocks approach is the ability to tailor communication through the Project Managers: ".. the 

culture in Art and Design is very different from the Law School, is very different from the Health 

School ... " and dissemination and the generation of new routines can be paced accordingly 

[MCU7: 6.3: 91]. Both Tommy and Alasdair express concerns about the final 'capping offstage 

involving the Executive. In Tommy's view, the university will only achieve full accreditation if the 

senior team is fully committed and tackles any resistance from schools [MCU2: 9.2: 74]. He also 

recognises that there are radical changes to be made in attitudes towards training and 

development: university staff rarely ask questions about the training or development activities 

they undertake, nor about what they have learned from them [MCU2: 9.2: 76]. 

Alasdair is keen to extend the sectoral "generosity of spirit" in sharing MCU's Investors 

experiences, partly "... as an opportunity for some profile ... 
" but also ".. - to be part of a sharing 

club on this one" [MCU7: 9.1: 155]. He is concerned that, "... despite all the advocacy from 

national organizations within the sector, the pick up rate is very differentiated" [MCU7: 9.1: 150]. 

Higher education generally is 'out on a limb' compared with other sectors' response to 

Investors: 

"I would imagine that most observers of the scene would say'typical, HE are a bit laggard in all 
this, and they just get a bit arrogant about this isn't for us, we're different in some special way', 

but when you actually probe that they don't half struggle to come up with the reasons" 
[MCU7: 9.1: 151]. 

TRU is undertaking not one but several Investors journeys, with no common destination. 

Linda's offers a definition of Investors that emphasizes gaps in the university's approach: "whole 

organization" commitment and the need to carry out ".. 
-management 

functions in a formalised 

waV' (Staff Development Manager) [TRU1: 2: 4-5]. She finds it difficult to proffer a view on how 

far Investors practices and attitudes might be diffused and embedded in the institution, partly 

because of the staggered implementation, but also because of the perceived continuing lack of 

commitment from "top management" (Linda) [TRU1: 8.1: 88-89]. Linda states that she is keen to 

learn from others' experiences and, as there are few role models to follow, would "... certainly 
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like to share [information] with traditional universities that will hit the same problems" 

[TRU1: 9.1: 99]. Despite apparent lack of interest from the VC and academic departments, Linda 

identifies positive outcomes amongst those that have adopted Investors: "... it's affected their 

culture enormously' [TRU1: 9: 94]. She also points to greater role clarity, motivation and more 

formal training needs analysis in these units-although admits this might have happened 

anyway. Contrary to others' views, she feels Staff Development's profile has been raised but 

cannot in any case source this directly to the Standard [TRU1: 9: 95-97]. 

At FRU, Tim has his 'nutshell' definition of the Standard ready, reflecting years' of 

communicating Investors: "... it's about aligning your staff behind your business objectives" 

(Assistant Personnel Director) [FRU1: 2: 22]. Like the other professionals he sees clear links 

between Investors practice and quality audit mechanisms including, in his view, "... key areas 

where universities are notoriously weak: communication with staff, down and up, we're very 

poor at that; clarity in objective setting, ... responsibility taken by managers and team leaders 

for the performance of others" [FRU1: 5.1: 104]. His frustration at what he sees as the poor take- 

up in the sector is clear: 

"You've got 22% of HE achieved whole institutional status in IiP against 70+% of all large 
institutions of equivalent size across the UK as a whole . ... 

Why is higher education down at 
22%? It's because they're not very good at these things and therefore they find it hard" 

[FRU 1: 5.1: 107-110] 

He now believes that FRU's journey has "... gone full circle". The appropriate policies and 

processes are in place and talk of the Standard itself is "irrelevant" [FRU1: 8.1: 199-200]. This 

could be interpreted as evidence of a degree of institutionalization of the practices and 

principles of Investors. However, even before Investors adoption, as Tim, Elizabeth and Brian 

all point out, First Regional University was "... family friendly before it was fashionable" and had 

developed what interviewees see as excellent working conditions for staff [FRU1: 9: 212]. Tim 

reports difficulties in divorcing Investors from anything else that has happened [FRU1: 9: 213]. 

The only benefit attributable directly to adoption and implementation of the Standard is public 

recognition, now a double-edged sword under the 'invisible' assessment regime and the new 

VC's scepticism [FRU1: 9: 214-217]. 
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The professionals demonstrate even more conservatism than the champions. Although some 

positive outcomes are identified-almost a 'paradigm shift' in the Staff Development Committee 

and Project Managers' training at MCU-there is considerable unease about direct attribution 

as well as about the limited scope of sectoral activity. 

Reflections of the senior players 

At MCU the challenge is to "sell" the links between Investors in People and Continuation Audit 

and other corporate strategies. The Deans and professionals are keen to emphasize that the 

underlying values and principles are more important than 'the badge. For Tony, the Standard is 

about "... developing people's potential as members of an organization ... 
" to their mutual 

benefit (what he calls a 'self-evident good') within a framework asking "... more stringent 

questions ... " 
(Dean of Arts) [MCU3: 2: 7]. He suggests that MCU has made two thirds progress 

on its new Investors journey as a result of alot of planning and some successes. The university 

is still some way from engaging "... hearts and minds", from effecting long-term changes in 

staffs' practices and the institution's culture. If people "... have been through Subject Review, 

then they know about faking the absence of cynicism and they know how important it is and 

they're all capable of doing that". Embedding genuine belief and particular practices would 

allow them to "... close the loop" (Tony) [MCU3: 9: 78]. There are positive feelings about the new 

approach, but scepticism over the failed bid and low financial investment will need to be 

overcome and more units accredited before benefits can be identified and accepted 

[MCU3: 9: 75]. New arrivals from accredited institutions have helped "... because they've been 

able to explain that it was a positive experience ... beneficial and all the rest of it". As more 

people are persuaded, external dissemination is also likely in the spirit of helping other 

organizations achieve the Standard, and raising their own profile (Tony, Dean of Arts) 

[MCU3: 9-1: 80]. The approach is significantly improved and there is a clear correlation with other 

external audits: Investors is "--- actually a lot more positive and supportive than some of the 

other processes we have to go through" (MCU3: 5: 31]. In Tony's view (echoed by others 

interviewed), the former appraisal systems are now creaking with age and were not, in any 

case, designed to address issues of performance. Investors is helping to structure a major 

review of appraisal, although there are still issues to resolve: 
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"We have Continuation Audit in March, we've identified appraisal as one of those 'eye-rolling 
issues'. Anybody who's asked about it will probably roll their eyes, so if they are good auditors 

they'll be on it like ferrets! [laughs]" (Tony) [MCU3: 7.2: 66] 

Tony adds that Investors is "remarkably resilient" and "... still something that people go for" 

despite the level of disparagement from certain quarters [MCU3: 5.1: 37] 

Brian's definition of Investors points to the four principles and "... the alignment of the personal 

development of staff with the objectives which the university is pursuing ... " (Brian, PVC) 

[FRU7: 2: 8]. Like Jill, he queries the length of the journey and how to tell you have arrived, but 

also emphasizes fit with the "... broader journey of continuous improvement" that is to be their 

strategic path for the near future (Brian) [FRU7: 8.1: 831. Externally, he points to Tim's national 

championing and advisory rofe and his Investors in People 'crusader, award which "... put 

[FRU's] name in lights adding that "... it's also a good signal to other parts of the sector, 

that this is a positive thing and they should take it seriously" [FRU7: 9-1: 88]. He sees increased 

awareness of staff development amongst both managers and the workforce in terms of the 

difference "... it can make to the organization". Individuals can also benefit from the 

opportunities available, and evaluation of staff development plans has been one tangible result 

of Investors. Other outcomes are more difficult to measure. FRU is now intending to take the 

Business Excellence Model seriously: 

"We keep challenging ourselves to be better than we are, we want to be excellent, all that 

means, so the excellence thing gives us a good framework for the management to try and take 
things forward" (Brian, PVC) [FRU7: 7.2: 69] 

Philip has spent time in the year since his appointment trying to put Investors in a university 

context and reads out his visionary note to colleagues: ". -. the five planks are goals, 

communication, teamwork, performance review, training and development and equal opps., 

that's how I've translated it into my own language .. ." 
(Philip, Registrar) [TRU5: 2: 1 0]. Like 

Caroline he uses a strong transport metaphor to describe the many journeys: 

"We've got some who've reached the destination station, and some have gone on to the 

terminal and come back again. For the majority, we're probably ranging between leaving the 
terminus and being half way there .. -" 

(Philip, Registrar) [TRU5: 8.1: 54] 

He can only infer benefits from 'looking across' at departments that have already adopted the 

Standard, seeing ". -- coherency, teams, communication, a general perspective and attitude, that 

I believe are positive and supportive to organizational direction". Like many others, he finds it 
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difficult to see how these can be measured and is sceptical of simple'soap powder 

advertisement' comparisons. In his view, acceptance of the Standard's value is only likely to 

come after accreditation of a'broad platform'of credible departments. In support services, the 

style of individual managers could prove a barrier, but no more than a perceived lack of 

resouirce-including time-amongst all the other work pressures (Philip, Registrar) 

[TRU5: 4.2: 22]. He illustrates the gap in academic departments by reporting his recent 

presentation to new contract researchers during a training programme: 

I talked to them about some of the features [of good management practice], working as a team, 
and [a] heavyweight postdoc turns round and says, 'I think if you asked the colleagues in my 

department, I don't think they'd think working in a team is anything to do with them" 
(Philip, Registrar) [TRU5: 6.3: 44]. 

The senior players are generally more upbeat in their views of Investors, although they 

acknowledge, pragmatically, scepticism within their institutions. All describe how the Standard 

fits with institutional strategies and can point to positive outcomes in terms of staff development 

attitudes, awareness and practice. They are also keen to note that attribution of any one 

outcome to Investors in People is almost impossible. 

The reviewers' notices 

Tolbert and Zucker (1983) suggest that 'objectification' (implementation) often results in semi- 

institutionalization of innovations: "... while they have acquired some degree of normative 

acceptance, adopters nonetheless are apt to remain cognisant of their relatively untested 

quality, and consciously to monitor the accumulation of evidence ... on the effectiveness of the 

structures ... 
" (1983: 184). Brunsson and Olsen (1993) point to 'organizational forgetfulness'as 

a factor. Proposing to reform an organization in the same way as on a previous occasion may 

encounter criticism: "... there may even be cynics in the organization who have experienced so 

many reforms that they have become sceptical about the very idea of reform itself as a means 

of solving problems or improving performance ... so reforms are facilitated not by learning but 

by forgetfulness". Forgetfulness is helped by high staff turnover and changes in top 

management (1993: 41-42). 

At MCU, still undergoing implementation, objectification continues to be active, although some 

practices are already in serni-institutionalized stages. The earlier failed bid has proved 
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something of a hindrance, but new staff in key positions at both the top and ground level of the 

university have helped to some extent overcome this and most interviewees are able to reflect 

on positive changes in the new approach. 

Modern Community University: "high hopes for reworked flop" 

At MCU the consistency in interviewees' understanding of Investors (shown in the definitions 

they put forward) could be attributed to recent presentations about Investors in People. Most 

link staff development and business objectives, and emphasize those elements lacking in the 

university's first attempt. Change is evident in both approach and actors, with the training for 

managers and the new Staff Development Committee offered as illustrations. Most identified 

benefits from the Building Blocks approach, including flexibility, motivation, learning 

opportunities and provision of a common focus. The encouragement of ownership was seen as 

positive by those interviewed and the project management model with supporting training was 

believed to be one which could usefully be applied to future initiatives. A complete overhaul of 

appraisal is seen as imperative and closely linked with issues of acceptance of greater line 

management responsibilities. Investors has so far encouraged serious review of, for example, 

appraisal, local induction, training plans and evaluation and peer obse: ation of teaching. The 

'real world'for MCU is competitive, but increasing efforts are being made to survive and indeed 

excel: 

I just think we're a much more confident organization than when we were last assessed. We 
were always solid, but we were never spectacular, whereas I think we can do spectacular 

sometimes now" (Robert, Project Director) [MCU6: 9.2: 137] 

Full institutionalization or sedimentation is characterised by "... the virtually complete spread of 

structures across the group of actors theorised as appropriate adopters, and by the 

perpetuation of structures over a lengthy period of time" (Tolbert and Zucker, 1983: 184). At 

MCU, Alasdair notes the patchiness of take up in the sector of Investors whilst also recognising, 

with others, an increasing momentum for adoption. At FRU, several interviewees question the 

value of an award that everyone can have. Both MCU and FRU, discontented with the standard 

approaches, have developed new implementation methods which they hope will be adopted 

more widely. Brunsson and Olsen note that reforms often fail to be implemented, or are 

perceived to have failed, ". - -because 
the nature of the reform itself raises much higher 
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expectations of success and change than was originally intended leading to a need for 

further and more extensive reform. MCU's initial attempt raised expectations of success. The 

subsequent failure has proved an additional hurdle of negative perceptions that implementation 

has to overcome. Reforms can also be prevented by the proposal for a new reform 

particularly when an existing reform is not yet fully embedded. Its weaknesses or less than 

positive outcomes can be used to put a new reform in a better light" (Brunsson and Olsen, 

1993: 46-47). Although not a new reform, MCU's second attempt at Investors recognition is 

certainly adopting a new method which many see not only as ground-breaking but also a useful 

model for future change initiatives. Compared to the previous approach, the new method's 

emphasis on communication and involvement places Investors in People in interviewees' 

reports in such a 'better light'. 

At FRU, good practice in staff management and development are well-established and 

recognised, although not just as outcomes of Investors in People. The Business Excellence 

Model is now being touted as a new reform both within FRU and in the sector. 

First Regional University: "award-winner comes full circle" 

Several initiatives have emerged from staff development activities at FRU, all described in very 

positive terms by interviewees, and compared to earlier days when 'nothing'was available. 

They also praise good working conditions and a generally high level of support forpersonal and 

professional development, although those interviewed cannot attribute these directly to 

practices implemented as part of Investors in People. There is talk of 'being invested in'which 

supports the top-down approach that appears as a thread throughout-something that is 'done 

to' staff, albeit beneficially. There are indications of a survival instinct that allows learning from 

experience to lead to new initiatives and mediation of existing ones, influenced by: financial 

considerations; whether or not measurable benefits are demonstrable; and by the views of a 

sceptical new VC. However, Investors'move backstage is perhaps less to do with cultural 

alignment and embedding of new practices and attitudes, and more to do with a new opposition. 

The main risks at FRU appear to be the VC's lack of interest in Investors and interest amongst 

others in the university in a new initiative, the Business Excellence Model, about which Tim, 

Brian and Oliver are particularly enthusiastic. It is perceived as offering a 'wider picture': had 
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they known at the time, they say, they might have adopted it for whole university quality 

improvement and used CharterMark and Investors as frameworks to address specific issues. 

The legacy of being first and foremost seems to impact at all levels, whether relating to 

Investors or otherwise. A constant barrage of initiatives to support an external image focusing 

on visible 'badges' may mean that there is little real belief in any of them per se. 

Silver et al (1997: 4) suggest that there are a number of issues to be addressed in introducing 

planned or deliberate change "... which often means the bureaucratically sanctioned (perhaps 

as part of a programme, institutional policy or initiative). This, in contemporary higher 

education, may often mean a focus on projects and programmes, bypassing the incidental and 

informal process of transformation that can move the whole process ... from one paradigm to 

another". This notion of projects may be one factor to consider in the successful 'embedding'or 

otherwise of Investors in People-often perceived as 'another initiative' and referred to in 

several interviews as a project-most explicitly at MCU and FRU. Projects are usually single 

rather than integrated initiatives that may be seen as 'surface dressing' only rather than being 

well dug in. Although FRU interviewees recognised 'joined up'elements in planning and 

management strategies, those interviewed at MCU felt that there was still a need to improve 

joined-up management based on the university's last Continuation Audit. At TRU there is little 

notion of 'joined up' management and development amongst interviewees, at least not at 

university level. Departments report some improvements, but the lack of overall coherence is 

regretted. 

Traditional Research University: "Broadway smash with little local interest" 

At TRU, the understandings of the Standard expressed by interviewees show less overall 

consistency than at the other sites. Investors is described largely in terms of most relevance to 

interviewees' own departmental implementations or perceived gaps in university approach. 

There is a feeling of 'pre-institutionalization' about TRU five years after their initial interest in 

Investors, but also a healthy-if slightly pessimistic-recognition of there being some way to go 

yet. There is a small acknowledgement of fit and the benefit that might come from cultural 

change, but also of difficulties in implementation and evaluation. Without top level commitment 

and a strategic, university-wide plan, projects in departments feel some isolation. Resistance, 
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particularly from academic staff, is attributed to the perceived harsh, business-oriented nature, 

language and image of the Standard, an interesting point given comments elsewhere (e. g. in 

Catering at TRU and the Industry Centre at FRU) of the perception that Investors is much 

I softer' in people management practices than traditional commercial operations. The poor 

status of Staff Development centrally and their consequent lack of ability to push the project 

forward are also mentioned. Linda suggests that, unless more traditional universities achieve 

Investors as whole organizations rather than in parts, or there is an incentive attached in some 

way to external quality mechanisms or funding, then academic resistance will continue to be 

high as there is no perception of wanting or, indeed, 'needing it'. The university looks mainly for 

prestige-through subject reviews, RAEs and its research and teaching outputs-in nonlocal 

environments. Although its position in the sector is important, this is mainly in relation to a 

worldwide academic position of excellence. There is recognition of the potential benefits of 

Investors but the badge itself is less of a prize. Engagement in objectification has considered 

Investors and, in terms of the university's core activities, been found wanting. In service 

departments its underlying principles are beginning to be embraced, but there is still 

considerable ground to be made up. 

Third intermission 

I can now leave the ivory cages that have provided the theatres for performances on the stages 

of institutionalization and step back from the accounts of their social actors to consider the 

implications, for theory and practice, of my theoretical sticks and the environmental contexts 

that have been rattling them. 
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Chapter Eight: Conclusions: Rattling the ivory cages 

This study is driven by three key research questions: (1) Why is Investors in People adopted? 

(2) How is the decision implemented? and (3) What indicators are there that practices 

generated through implementation have been institutionalized or embedded, that it has 

transformed existing culture(s) in important ways? Although not articulated explicitly, Tolbert 

and Zucker's 1983 model of the component processes of institutionalization allows us to 

consider two arenas for adoption and institutionalization of Investors in People in higher 

education: perceptions and take up 1) in the sector generally and 2) within individual higher 

education institutions. I spent some time in Chapters 1 and 2 considering a range of theoretical 

perspectives that might be useful for my research. All paths from the conceptual woods 

appeared to lead to the framework offered by New Sociological Institutionalism. As explained in 

Chapters 2 and 3,1 selected and extended Tolbert and Zucker's model of the component 

processes of institutionalization to frame the study. The experience of attempting to find some 

answers to my research questions using this framework has been an interesting and stimulating 

one. Nonetheless, it would be useful, in this final chapter, to also reflect on and try to learn from 

that experience. I conclude the dissertation with reflections on (1) the insights provided into 

Investors in People implementation in English universities; (2) on the utility and limitations of 

New Sociological Institutionalism and, in particular, Tolbert and Zucker's framework, in this 

study and (3) on methodology and areas for further research. 

Insights into Investors in People implementation in Higher Education 

Environmental producers of change: carrots and sticks? 

Internal responses to successive waves of sectoral and wider mandated reform and increasing 

external scrutiny are key reported forces for changes in structure and practice and academics 

are indeed "hurting" as Dearlove (1998) suggests. Interviewees'accounts-from both service 

and academic departments-describe initiative overload and increasing work pressures, 

particularly for academic staff. Interviewees across all three sites also provide accounts of the 

impact of sectoral audit and competition in terms of QAA, RAE and League Tables. The status 

of such forces, and the extent to which their underlying premises have been adopted, can be 
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questioned. Few interviewees report much respect amongst their peers for such measures and 

Investors in People is perceived by some in a similar light. These pressures might help 

understand some of the reported resistance to yet another initiative that is (a) not compulsory 

and (b) appears to have no relevance to the university's core business of teaching and 

research. 

As well as the extent to which external forces can be mediated internally as a resistance 

strategy, indirect impact may also be evident in the new rationalities put forward by internal 

champions and the ways in which new practices for internal change can be legitimated in terms 

of external pressure. Reported direct legitimating activity was related primarily to contexts 

outside the sector, such as local businesses or regional networks. Image and position in the 

newly-created HE sector were important producers of change for the new universities, but the 

underlying force appears to have been resource dependent. For example, MCU desired 

accreditation to create a favourable impression with the TEC in order to obtain potentially 

lucrative training consultancy business. FRU needed to raise its place in sectoral League 

Tables to attract more students (and their funding) and the Standard was seen as part of a 

wider strategy for improving quality and thereby position. TRU's 'market' is international, not 

local nor regional. Investors in People offers no legitimating prize for top management and 

academics-nor even the service/hybrid departments that have been accredited. On the other 

hand, the badge is important for the Staff Development Office that works closely with 

professional colleagues in higher education and the TEC. Environment at TRU appears to have 

a negative rather than positive effect on adoption decisions. 

As we saw in Chapter Five, there were few models for FRU and its contemporaries to follow in 

the early 1990s. MCU did not even look for other models, feeling that accreditation was 'just a 

formality'. Traditional Research University still has no role models in England. Tolbert and 

Zucker (1983) suggest the likelihood of simultaneous invention amongst early adopters and this 

would appear to be so in all three cases, whilst the availability of resources and support from 

the TECs and internal advisers is a secondary reason for adoption. Although a groundswell of 

interest in Investors is now perceived in the sector by several interviewees, Chapters Six and 

Seven show that higher education's apparent need to be 'different' is leading some institutions 
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to turn to new, less common initiatives such as Business Excellence, and others to develop new 

methods for Investors in People accreditation, suggesting that external pressures on HEls are 

still high. All three sites are keen to share their experiences and disseminate their methods 

widely within the sector, yet have not looked to others' solutions. The focus is on developing a 

'Unique Selling Point' (the USP mentioned by Alasdair at MCU) in an increasingly competitive 

market. Even at TRU, there is a notion (expressed in the Library) of being marked as different, 

being one of the few pre-1 992 libraries to have adopted Investors in People. 

Adoption in the sector may also be hindered by a lack of clearly attributable benefits, as 

suggested in Chapter Seven. Hall and Taylor (1996) highlight the importance of perceived 

positive outcomes for institutionalization, yet universities have been subject to so much change 

in the past decade, that tracing effect to cause is invariably difficult. This raises a more general 

point in relation to Sociological Institutionalism, that is, there is an assumption that it is relatively 

easy to identify the extent of embeddedness of new practices and beliefs, and their source in a 

specific innovation. This is particularly difficult, as can be seen in this study, in an arena of 

continuing and widespread change, and where the focus of study is an innovation-like the 

Investors in People standard-that is itself being transformed both by Investors in People UK 

and, at least in approach, by adopting institutions. 

Staff development and management are also areas that many in higher education do not 

perceive as immediately relevant to institutions' core activities of teaching and research. 

Several interviewees in this study express the view that there are considerable overlaps 

between the practices required by Investors and those assessed in sectoral quality audits such 

as Continuation Audit and Subject Review. Some of the underlying principles are now finding 

their way into the sector through other mechanisms, for example employment legislation, quality 

audit, appraisal and HEFCE's recent call for universities to bid to develop and implement HR 

strategies, with large funding sums attached. Longer-term it would seem that the carrot, if not 

the stick, that Linda at TRU saw as imperative for wider Investors implementation, is being 

applied. 
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Key players, power and supporting structures 

The presence and status of champions of Investors in People and their ability to make use of 

internal cultures and structures to progress their visions also have a significant part to play in 

adoption decisions and implementation success. FRU's visionary leader and committed 

Personnel Director operated in a managerial culture that accepted leadership from the top. 

However, Investors'subsequent association with the Personnel function is reported to have 

lowered the Standard's status in the institution. MCU has a Personnel Director who, having 

persuaded the Executive to adopt Investors in People again, pragmatically recognises his own 

status amongst the community of scholars and instead supports from the wings the academic 

champion (the Dean of Law) nominated to spearhead the Investors in Peop/e implementation. 

The power of the Vice Chancellor at TRU and his awareness of scepticism and resistance 

amongst academic staff have effectiveiy blocked open adoption of Investors in People. The 

Standard's underlying principles are now being introduced at TRU by'stealth', by staff 

developers in collaboration with the university's internal quality unit, through processes set up in 

response to external scrutiny. Similar stealth 'tactics' are being employed by staff developers at 

FRU in response to the new Vice Chancellor's apparent lack of support for Investors. 

The coping strategies described in accounts of the 'games playing' of street-level bureaucrats is 

evident in some of the'deliberate misunderstandings' reported amongst the academic 

community that allow them to maintain their own rationalities of work in the face of new 

challenges. Understanding of the local context and degrees and sources of support and 

resistance appear to be important in decisions to employ particular implementation methods (or 

change them over time). 

Investors in People in the local context 

Interviewees at all levels of involvement in Investors implementation certainly appear to 

demonstrate that the Standard can be interpreted in a range of local contexts without losing the 

sense of the four key principles and the main underlying premise of aligning staff development 

with organizational objectives. it is clear that staff at the periphery of the organization-in terms 

of involvement with Investors in People implementation (those described as'in the wings' in 

Chapter Sevený--have less of an appreciation of the underlying principles of the Standard and 
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of their institution's progress. Local contexts and perceptions of how they are affected 

personally, often expressed in quite instrumental terms, predominate. They also question, as 

do the nominated departmental champions, how far Investors practices-generated by intended 

adherence to the four key principles-may have penetrated the organization. The latter also 

point to the difficulty in measuring benefits and attributing positive or negative outcomes directly 

to Investors in People, a refrain also taken up by the professionals and senior players across 

the institutions. Limited sectoral activity is also of concern to the professionals, underlining the 

continuing lack of opportunities for legitimation and imitation. Although senior players can point 

to the Standard's fit with wider institutional strategies for change, they also recognise aireas of 

resistance and of limited scope that could severely restrict institutionalization and lead to 

ghettoisation of the Standard in isolated types of institution or department. 

Conclusion 

This study raises questions about innovation in higher education, the influence of institutional 

cultures and the relationship with external environments. Where internal university culture is not 

too challenged by external conditions (for example, TRU), existing scripts can continue with little 

pressure to engage with new challenges to change. As described by interviewees from MCU 

and FRU in Chapters Five and Six, two of the ivory cages have more'porous' bars and are 

more affected than TRU by external environment, particularly at times of pressure. The notion 

of dichotomy-between new and old universities, and between service and academic units- 

raised at the beginning of the study returns, but as suspected, is not a simple division. Culture 

cannot be divorced from institutional history and its resulting internal structures, but different 

structures may be created as a result of opposition or support in the prevailing culture. 

Managerialism is evident - indeed celebrated-at FRU, which left local authority control with a 

charismatic VC at the helm. MCU has a similar history and position, but also a stronger feeling 

of collegiality that is only now beginning to be subject to encroachment by managerial concepts 

of planning, performance review and evaluation. The main forces for change are academic- 

related: improvements must be made for Continuation Audit and Investors might help. 

The wider landscape has a positive or negative impact on adoption decisions in the three 

institutions studied here. The impact-and resulting extent of internal transformation of practice 
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and attitudes-is largely indirect: similar sectoral forces for change prompt differing responses 

in institutions depending on their internal structures and cultures which are themselves the 

product of prior responses to change. Competition and development of unique selling points 

are leading to greater diversity rather than homogeneity in the sector-not least in response to 

Investors in Peop/e-although it would be interesting to review the position in five years' time. 

Some quality audit processes are, however, engendering greater convergence in other aspects 

of university activity. Internal environments and the leading actors within have a more 

significant impact, particularly in terms of implementation methods and on whether change is 

blocked, progressed unchanged or amended. Indicators of institutionalization are few, 

particularly at TRU and MCU. At FRU, still operating with the Standard after eight years, there 

are more signs that the underlying principles have been incorporated into many of the 

university's processes, structures and actors' behaviours. Nonetheless, we return to one of the 

key problems with Investors in People: the difficulty in attributing causality-in terms of changes 

in internal practices-directly to the Standard, both within institutions and across the sector. 

New Sociological Institutionalism: an appropriate stick? 

Environment 

A holistic framework is needed to take into account the complexity of organizations like 

universities. As we have seen, for some universities, their relationships with local, regional and 

sectoral environments are important, whilst for others, external environments generate fewer 

important internal responses. As my walk through the conceptual woods showed, it is difficult to 

find any one framework that encompasses all these satisfactorily. Tolbert and Zucker's 

framework avoids the normative elements of much of the implementation and policy analysis 

literature, providing for levels of analysis without prescribing what researchers are likely to find. 

It allows for an exploration of the internal dynamics of institutions as well as of external 

environment. However, the notion of the existence of several extents of surrounding landscape 

is not explicitly articulated. The ivory cages in this study sit within a complex matrix of 

environments ranging from local and regional to the higher education and other sectors. An 

institution's response to one set of contextual forces may be enacted within the confines of 
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another, as we saw in the universities' strategies for developing and maintaining image and 

Position in Chapter Five. 

Power 

The accounts from within the ivory cages suggest that the role, status and particularly the power 

relationships of actors must also be considered more carefully. Charismatic leadership (or the 

absence of) and structures that facilitate a leader's or champion's ability to drive through change 

are factors in successful implementation. New Leadership Theory could possibly offer some 

interesting insights, provided it could be extended also to take more account of external 

environment, although it is still 'light' on competing interests and mediating behaviours. The 

status of adopters and implementers, and the power of those able to impose and/or maintain 

dominant rationalities, is a key factor in diffusion and institutionalization, as is the notion that a 

leader's status might itself change-positively or negatively-as conditions change. New 

Sociological Institutionalism would appear to merit, to a certain extent, Hay and Wincott's 

criticisms of the absence of actors and of the fluidity and changing nature of the locus of power. 

The component processes framework implies the parts played by actors in the'arrows' shown 

between each of the stages, but is not specific about the role of leaders nor the impact that 

status and power of adopting decision-makers, implementers or dominant rationalities may 

have. 

Reflections on methodology and areas for future research 

Considerations of methodology 

The choice of conceptual framework indicated a core qualitative mode of inquiry, necessarily 

limited by the scope of the EdD. However, even this small number of interviews produced a 

huge amount of data which made analysis, synthesis and presentation difficult within the word 

limit imposed by the EdD. Some questions elicited responses that were not necessarily of most 

use where anticipated, although all questions prompted useful data. The almost 'secretive' 

approach that had to be adopted on request at FRU may have had an impact both on my tone 

of questioning and interviewees' responses. The fact that they were actually undergoing 

assessment during the same period may also have affected (and confused) some interviewees. 
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I was especially mindful that my questions did not imitate assessors' enquiries, although these 

might have elicited more useful data, particularly as indicators of institutionalization. I could 

also, within a larger study, have made more use of the background questions asked at the 

beginning of each interview to set interviewees' responses even more in context through their 

descriptions of their own roles and their histories in the institutions. The potential complexity of 

correlation and analysis of such data could lead to the unmanageable amount of data described 

by Winter (1990), rendering it, in any case fairly useless. 

Although I considered using a quantitative survey instrument (for example, an online 

questionnaire) either before or after the qualitative phase, I am not sure on reflection how useful 

this would have been given the questions I ultimately used in interviews. To persuade 

respondents to complete such a questionnaire, the questions would need to be brief and 

potentially leading. It is unlikely that the rich picture of key actors, complex cultures, structures 

and environments and perceptions of benefits and outcomes would have been elicited in this 

way. 

Reflections on further research 

The very richness of the pictures that emerged from within the ivory cages highlights a number 

of themes that warrant further consideration, It would be interesting to continue this line of 

: research, extending it to reach other staff within the same institutions to see whether similar 

perceptions are held beyond the seven people interviewed at each site. From the perspective 

of objectification and institutionalization of Investors in People within the sector, it would also be 

useful to pursue similar questions in other institutions that have adopted Investors in People. 

Given the practical geographical constraints of my study, a focus on institutions in another 

geographically-bounded environment (Scotland or Wales) could provide interesting 

comparisons with English contexts. Of particular interest would be a study of the opposite 

question to mine: why Isn't the Standard adopted? We have some insights from reports from 

TRU, but are these replicated across the sector amongst those who have rejected Investors in 

People, either as whole institutions or individual departments? It could prove more difficult to 

elicit views from a wide range of people in institutions: those in the wings knew little enough in 

institutions that had adopted the Standard. Reasons for rejection are even less likely to be 
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promulgated widely. A focus on decision-makers and professional groups could nonetheless 

provide a rich seam for exploration. 

As a researcher with an interest in people management and the workings of organizations in the 

higher education sector, a number of responses to my interview questions stimulated interest in 

other topics for research within the ivory cages. It would be interesting, for example, to explore 

further individuals' perceptions of different staff groups and the status accorded to various roles, 

given the prevalence of positive and negative notions of 'us and them'. Perceptions of 'the 

university' and other organizations as actors are also evident in interviewees' responses. 

Explorations of these could also provide for stimulating research. 

Conclusion 

This study has provided for a limited interrogation of what lies beyond and between the bars of 

a small number of ivory cages. I have learned a lot about my own preconceptions of new and 

old universities and of different staff functions within them, as well as about the influencing 

factors for adoption of Investors in People in higher education which I am certain will inform my 

future practice. The study has also given me an opportunity to stand back from the practices in 

which I am professionally engaged to use the theory as a lens to view practice from a different 

perspective, and also to see the limitations of my selected theoretical framework. Investors in 

Peop/e has proved a useful topic for study, in that I have been able to discover something about 

the conditions for adopting its practice and embedding its underlying principles in higher 

education management. It has also been a useful resource for exploring the possibilities-and 

limitations-of New Sociological Institutionalism and, in particular, the problematics of power. 

As we have seen, Sociological Institutionalism does not provide a sufficient focus on social 

actors and especially on power relationships at work in institutions, not only the power vested in 

the Chief Executives of higher education institutions, but also that wielded by, for example, the 

academic community in TRU and, to a lesser extent, MCU and FRU, in setting agendas and 

maintaining dominant rationalities of work. Sociological Institutionalism allows for the'touch'of 

external forces to be identified and made explicit in its impact on change in institutions. It does 

not, however, extend sufficiently to allow for explanations of how power-in authority or 
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dominant culture-can also exert a positive or negative influence on the extent of 

embeddedness or institutionalization. 
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The Investors in People Standard 

Principles Indicators Evidence 

Commitment 1 The organisation is Top management can describe strategies that they have put in place to support 

An Investor in People committed to supporting the development of people in order to improve the organisation's performance 

is fully committed to the development of its Managers can describe specific actions that they have taken and are currently taking 

developing its people 
people to support the development of peopie 

in order to achieve its People can confirm that the specific strategies and actions described by top 

aims and objectives 
management and managers take place 

People believe the organisation is genuinely committed to supporting their development 

2 People are encouraged to People can give examples of how they have been encouraged to improve their 

improve their own and own performance 
other people's performance 

People can give examples of how they have been encouraged to improve other 
people's performance 

3 People believe their People can describe how their contribution to the organisation is recognised 
contribution to the 

People believe that their contribution to the organisation is recognised 
organisation is recognised 

People receive appropriate and constructive feedback on a timely and regular basis 

4 The organisation is Top management can describe strategies that they have put in place to ensure equality 
committed to ensuring of opportunity in the development of people 

equality of opportunity in 
Managers can describe specific actions that they have taken and are currently taking 

the development of its 
to ensure equality of opportunity in the development of people 

people 
People confirm that the specific strategies and actions described by top management 
and managers take place and recognise the needs of different groups 

People believe the organisation is genuinely committed to ensuring equality of 
opportunity in the development of people 

Planning 5 The organisation has a The organisation has a plan with clear aims and objectives 

An Investor in People plan with clear aims and People can consistently explain the aims and objectives of the organisation at a level 

is clear about its aims 
objectives which are 

appropriate to their role 
understood by everyone 

and its objectives and Representative groups are consulted about the organisation's aims and objectives 

h l d w at its peop e nee 

to do to achieve them 6 The development of The organisation has clear priorities which link the development of people to its 

people is in line with the aims and objectives at organisation, team and individual level 

organisation's aims and People clearly understand what their development activities should achieve, both 
objectives for them and the organisation 

7 People understand how People can explain how they contribute to achieving the organisation's aims 
they contribute to achieving and objectives 

the organisation's aims and 

objectives 

6 The InvestOls jr, people Standard 



Principles 1ý Indicators Evidence, 

Action 8 Managers are effective The organisation makes sure that managers have the knowledge and skills 

An Investor in People in supporting the they need to develop their people 

develops its people 
development of people Managers at all levels understand what they need to do to support the 

effectively in order 
development of people 

to improve its People understand what their manager should be doing to support their 

performance 
development 
Managers at all levels can give examples of actions that they have taken 

and are currently taking to support the development of people 

People can describe how their managers are effective in supporting their 
development 

9 People learn and develop People who are new to the organisation, and those new to a job, can confirm 
effectively that they have received an effective induction 

The organisation can show that people learn and develop effectively 

People understand why they have undertaken development activities and what 
they are expected to do as a result 

People can give examples of what they have learnt (knowledge, skills and attitude) 
from development activities 

Development is linked to relevant external qualifications or standards (or both), 

where appropriate 

Evaluation 10 The development of The organisation can show that the development of people has improved 

An Investor in People people improves the the performance of the organisation, teams and individuals 

performance of the 
understands the 

organisation, teams 
impact of its investment and individuals 
in people on its 

performance 11 People understand Top management understands the overall costs and benefits of the development 

the impact of the of people and its impact on performance 
development of people People can explain the impact of their development on their performance, and the 
on the performance of performance of their team and the organisation as a whole 
the organisation, teams 
and individuals 

12 The organisation gets People can give examples of relevant and timely improvements that have been 

better at developing made to development activities 

its people 
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Rationales for interview questions 

Extracts from the literature providing a rationale Rationale relevant to Questions (see 
for questions: component processes question sheet 

and key factors derived overleaf) 
from literature: 

the value that became associated with [the Initiation : influences 3; 3.4; 4; 5; 5.1; 
innovation] in the many professional forums in which 
they participated and the validation it offered for their Implementation: 4; 5.1; 6; 9.1; 
broader roles and world-views". Need to ask whether influences 
adoption or otherwise of other organizations, or 
publicity in professional organizations, had any role to 
play in bringing Investors to their attention. (Hall and 
Taylor, 1996: 949). 

"... common institutional practices are said to emerge Initiation : influences 3; 3.4; 4; 5; 5.1; 
from a more interactive process of discussion among 
the actors in a given network - about shared Implementation 4; 5.1; 6; 9.1; 
problems, how to interpret them, and how to solve influences 
them ... " Need to find out about any professional or 
other networking that might have led to Investors 
consideration, what are perceived problems that led 
to Investors. (Hall and Taylor, 1996: 950) 

"... organizations embrace specific institutional Initiation influences 3; 4; 5; 5.1; 
forms or practices because the latter are widely 
valued within a broader cultural environment ... " Need to find out about perceptions and status of 
Investors in People in relevant sectors and 
interviewees' former experiences (Hall and Taylor, 
1996: 950). 

Tolbert and Zucker (1983) talk about 'objectification' Initiation : influences 3; 3.2; 4; 5; 5.1; 
and the potential role the monitoring of 'competitors' 
might have in persuading decision-makers to take up Implementation: 3.4; 3.5; 6; 6.1; 6.3; 
an innovation: "... the more organizations that have influences 
adopted the structure, the more likely will decision- 
makers perceive the relative balance of costs and 
benefits to be favourable". Need to find out whether 
there are role models in the sectors, what the 
perceived benefits are and whether they've been 
disseminated outside the institution (Tolbert and 
Zucker, 1983: 183). 

Tolbert and Zucker draw on recent decision-making Initiation influences, 3; 3.1; 3.2; 3.4; 4; 

studies (e. g. Banerjee 1992) which show that ". .. actors 5; 5.1; 
decision-makers will use information gained from 

observing the choices of others, as well as their own Implementation: 3.4; 3.5; 5.1; 6; 6.2; 

subjective assessments, in determining the'best influences, actors 7; 9.1; 

choice"'. Similar prompts as above. (Tolbert and 
Zucker, 1983: 183). 

Tolbert and Zucker note the transmission of Initiation : stories 3; 3.1; 3.2; 3.3; 3.4; 

innovation to new staff ... 
Need to find out if newer 4; 4.1; 5; 

staff have similar views of Investors in the 

organization as longer-serving members, whether Institutionalization stories 1; 1.1; 1.2; 2; 3.5; 
Investors is disseminated via induction, etc. 6.2; 7; 
(1983: 181-183) 
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Tolbert and Zucker "... conceive of both Initiation : influences, 3; 3.1; 3.2,3.3; 3.4; 
organizational and individual actors as potential actors 4.1; 5; 5.1; 
creators of new institutional structure (1983: 176). 
Need to find out who was involved in adoption 
decision-making. 

"--. many actors ... have deep stakes in whether Initiation : power 3.1; 3.2; 3.4; 4; 4.1; 
(innovations adopted] ... reform initiatives often 5; 
provoke power struggles amongst these actors" (Hall 
and Taylor, 1996: 954). Need to find out who was Implementation : power 3.5; 4.1; 5.1; 6.1; 8; involved in adoption decision-ma king, what their role 
was, why involved, why took decision, what 
interviewees' perceptions are of those people, 
whether any coherent support or resistance 
noticeable. 

Tolbert and Zucker also refer to organizational Initiation : influences, 3; 4; 5; 5.1; 
change literature's concept of the 'champion' and actors 
refer also to the role of consultants (as champions) in 
total quality management programmes. (1983: 183) Implementation: 3.1; 3.4; 6; 6.1; 6.3; 
Need to find out what interviewees' perceive as influences, actors 9.1; 
'champion' and whether anyone was regarded as a 
champion. Also what role, if any, external or internal 
consultants played in adoption and implementation. 

"The ievel of opposition intra-organization and inter- Implementation: power 4.1; 5.1; 6; 6.1; 6.2; 
organization will affect the level of diffusion and 6.3; 8; 9; 
therefore sedimentation ... " (Tolbert and Zucker, 
1983: 184). Need to ask about perceptions of support Institutionalization 5.1; 6.1; 6.3; 7; 
and resistance: where from and why, and what effect support, resistance 
this had on implementation method and perceived 
outcomes. 

Hall and Taylor suggest that persistence of an Implementation : benefits 6; 6.2; 7; 9.1; 
institution often depends upon the benefits it can 
deliver... " (based on their review of the rational Institutionalization 6; 6.2; 7; 8; 9; 
choice literature), although they question this as a benefits 
reason for adoption (Hall and Taylor, 1996: 952). 
Need to ask what interviewees perceive as benefits of 
Investors and what theirperceptions are of others' 
perceptions ... 

Comparative studies are recommended to "... provide Initiation : influences 3; 3.4; 4; 5; 5.1; 
important insights into whether (or not) there are any 
similarities in the processes through which adoption Implementation: 4; 5.1; 6; 9.1; 
and diffusion of different types of structures occur" influences 
(Tolbert and Zucker). Need to find out similarities and 
differences in approach in different institutions (and 

same institutions over time if changed). Also whether 
institutions are adopting standard approaches 
recommended by Investors in People UK or 
developed in other sectors. 

Throughout need to get interviewees' understandings Throughout Ail 

of Investors in general and in the institutional context 
in particular. Also of what goes on in the institution - 
evidence of communication. Are there coherent, 
consistent stories told? Do perceptions differ widely? 
Are there 'stories', illustrations, of particular events, 
activities, roles, or accounts of practice and attitudes 
that indicate sedimentation? 
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Need to get to interviewees''history' in Investors in Institutionalization stories 1; 1.1; 1.2; 2; 3.3; 
peop/e and what, if anything, may have coloured their 6.3; 7 
views of it. Want to know if the person actually 
understands the concepts behind Investors - whether 
repeated verbatim or paraphrased and set in context. 

Tolbert and Zucker suggest that 'objectification' in the Institutionalization 7; 8; 8.1; 9; 
stages of institutionalization often result in semi- evaluation 
institutionalization: ". while they have acquired some .. degree of normative acceptance, adopters (throughout, but 
nonetheless are apt to remain cognizant of their specifically: ) 
relatively untested quality, and consciously to monitor 
the accumulation of evidence ... on the effectiveness 
of the structures. It is not until a structure has 
reached the stage of full institutionalization that 
actors' propensity to engage in independent 
evaluation of the structures significantly declines" 
(1983: 184). Need to find out whether there has been 
an evaluation, measurement of the Investors journey; 
whether people are still thinking about Investors as 
something separate, or whether it's fully integrated 
into day-to-day thinking. 

Tolbert and Zucker also suggest a need to determine Institutionalization 6; 7; 7.2; 8; 9 
relationships between the elements of structure, benefits 
within and across institutions (1983: 176). Need to 
find out whether there is any 'fit' between Investors 
and other university strateg ies/practices/ope rations 
within institutions and with external structures (QAA, 
RAE, other standards, etc). 

They also suggest identification of the functional and Institutionalization : 6; 7; 7.2; 8; 9 
dysfunctional consequences of innovation (1983: benefits 
177). Need to find out perceived benefits and 
negative outcomes. 

Tolbert and Zucker suggest that the most important Institutionalization : 6; 7; 7.2; 8; 9 
implication for research using institutional theories is benefits 
"... the need to develop more direct measures and 
better documentation of claims of the 
institutionalization of structures, since outcomes 
associated with a given structure are likely to depend 
on the stage or level of institutionalization" 
(1983: 184). Need to find out how, if at all, 
interviewees think Investors has succeeded and what 
evidence they offer. 

They note some of the determinants for Throughout All 
institutionalization: the social status of those in 

reduce institutionalization: "... as the o osition ma pp y 
status of those opposed increases, the degree of 
institutionalization decreases" and "... the scope or 
range for which a given structure is theorised to be 

relevant" - the broader the range, the less evidence 
there is likely to be of its effectiveness; the number of 
champions; the higher the initial investment (cost) the 

greater the institutionalization ... 
Need to ask about 

perceptions of status of supporters, initiators, 
implementers and resisters and find out about 
balance of power and effect on implementation 

method and outcomes. Also whether Investors is 

widely diffused, in terms of understanding and 

operational ization of underpinning principles, 
throughout institutions, throughout sector. 
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". 
-- full institutionalization of a structure is likely to 

depend on conjoint effects of relatively low resistance 
by opposing groups, continued cultural support and 
Promotion by advocacy groups and positive 
correlation with desired outcomes". (Tolbert and 
Zucker, 1983: 183). Ask about resistance, support, 
benefits directly attributable to Investors. 

Institutionalization 
benefits 

Institutionalization : 
support, resistance 

6; 7; 7.2; 8; 9 

1; ý6.1; 6.3; 7; 
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Questions 

1 How and when did you first hear about Investors in People in your university or 
department? 

1.1 Had you heard about it previously elsewhere/in other contexts? 
1.2 What did it convey to you then? 

2 How would you define the guiding principles, key elements of UP? 

3 Where do you think the idea of committing to Investors first came from in your 
organization? 

3.1 Which person/group do you think led the idea? 
3.2 Which person/group made the decision to commit? 
3.3 Did you have any personal involvement in these decisions? 
3.4 Who else was involved? 
3.5 Are the same people/groups still involved? 

4 Why do you think the idea of going for Investors was taken up? 
4.1 What do you think were the key persuading factors for going for it? 
4.2 Were you aware of people arguing for/against, pockets of support/resistance? 

Who? Why? 

5 Was there any pressure or influence for taking up IiP? Where did the influence come 
from? 

5.1 Do you think there's any pressure now from within the HE sector or 
government? 

6 Can you describe the approach your uni/dept has adopted to Investors implementation? 

6.1 Has the presentation of Investors in People in the university been overt or 
covert? Hidden? 

6.2 Has the approach changed over time? 
6.3 Would you think most people in the university/dept know that the university is 

involved in/has got Investors? How do they get to know? 

7 How beneficial do you think the approach has been? 

7.1 How do you think the approach could have been improved? 
7.2 How do you think Investors 'fits'with the other activities and monitoring of those 

activities, quality assurance, etc in your university? 

8 Do you think the Investors 'journey' has been/will be difficult for your 
university/department? 
8.1 What stage in the journey have you reached? 

9 Do you think your uni/dept has changed because of IiP? How? 

9.1 Do you think the university's experience with Investors has been/wili be 
shared? How? 

10 Anything else? 
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LETTER OF APPROACH TO CONTACTS 
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[name, address] 

date 

Dear [name] 

Request for assistance with interviews: 
Doctoral Dissertation on Investors in People in Higher Education 

We have met at various HE practitioners' groups (most recently at Bristol) and I am hoping you 
might be able to help with a dissertation I am working on for a Doctorate in Education (EdD). My 
dissertation looks at cultural and institutional aspects of take-up of Investors in People: I hope to 
gather qualitative data through interviews with various people at three selected university sites. 
[university] is one of the sites I would like to visit and this is where I need your help! The EdD is 
a taught programme, so the dissertation is half the length of a PhD: the number of interviews 
and sites therefore has to be kept quite small. A copy of extracts from my dissertation proposal 
and the rationale for selection of sites are attached for your information. 

I have identified the kinds of people I would like to interview at each site: interviews will be 
taped, take about 60-90 minutes and would involve up to eight people at each site. I would like, 
if possible, to complete the interviews at each location over a two-day period between now and 
the end of October 2000.1 wonder if you would be prepared to identify some potential 
interviewees on the basis of the list below, and ask whether they would be willing to participate 
in a doctoral research project on Investors in People? 

If so, I could then contact them to arrange dates, times and places. I would also like to interview 
you (or possibly one of your colleagues) as the'HR Professional' involved. The others I would 
like to see include: 

Role Possible candidates 

'Top management': 

two from: 

Head of institution (e. g. VC, Principal, PVC, Dean or senior committee 
member involved in decision) 

Head of Department (Director, Professor, Dean) and/or Departmental 
Manager 

HR Professional* Staff Development and/or HR Manager at institutional level 

Facilitator Staff Development coordinator/facilitator at departmental level 

Staff (1 or 2) Long-serving staff member (academic or related/non-academic) 

Staff (1 or 2) Recently recruited staff member (academic or related/non-academic) 
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I know this kind of request doesn't exactly have the highest priority, and that you may feel that 

You would prefer in any case that [univeristy] isn't involved. I would be happy to give you and 
any participants sight of the dissertation before publication if you wish: no site or subject will be 
identified other than in general terms. I would be grateful for an early reply, whether you're able 
to help or not! 

Yours sincerely 

Lesly Huxley 

Email: lesly. huxley@bristol. ac. uk 

Direct tel: +44 (0)117 928 7196 

URL http: //www. ilrt. bris. ac. uk/-relh/ 

Enc: Copy of proposal for Dissertation for EdD 
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APPENDIX D 
LIST OF ASSIGNED NAMES, CODES & 

INTERVIEWEE TYPES 
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List of assigned names, breakdowns by interviewee types 

List of assigned names, identifier codes, job titles and type, by university: 

,.., 
Modern Community Universityp, 

Assigned name/code 
ý 

Job Title Principal Type 
Klasdair MCU7 Personnel Director HR Profess iona I/Staff Developer 
Tommy MCU2 Staff Development Manager HR Profession a I/Staff Developer 
William MCU1 Law School Manager Investors Departmental Facilitator 

(academic dept) 
Rob , rt MCU6 Dean of Law/Project Director Investors Coordinator at University 

Level 
Shula MCU4 School Administrator Long-serving member of the non- 

academic staff 
Kate MCU5 Lecturer in Law Recently-recruited member of the 

academic staff 
Tony MCU3 Dean of Arts Senior Management 

First Regional University 
Jill FRU2 Director of School Investors Departmental Facilitator 

(academic dept) 

Tim FRU1 Assistant Personnel Director Investors Coordinator at University 
Level 

Kevin FRU3 Catering Manager Long-serving member of the non- 
academic staff 

Elizabeth FRU4 Student Service Administrator Long-serving member of the non- 
academic staff 

Oliver FRU6 Assistant School Director Recently-recruited member of the 
academic staff 

Alan FRU5 Industry Centre Director Senior Management 

Brian FRU7 Pro Vice Chancellor Senior Management 

raditional Research University 

David TRU4 Subject Librarian Investors Departmental Facilitator (non- 
academic dept) 

Caroline TRU7 Catering Manager Investors Departmental Facilitator (non- 
academic dept) 

Linda TRU1 Staff Development Manager Investors Coordinator at University 
Level 

Siobhan TRU2 Subject Librarian Recently-recruited member of the 
academic-related staff 

Kirsty TRU3 Sec atary, Postgraduate Recently-recruited member of the non- 
Dentistry academic staff 

Phillip TRU5 Registrar Senior Management 

Matt TRU6 Dean, Postgraduate Dentistry Senior Management 
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2. Breakdown by type and institution 

Interviewee Type 
_ _ 

Institution Number 

1iP ýR PrOfess'lonal/Staff Developer (not ýNith lead Modern Community University 2 

-- - - - Tn ves-tors C-oord-inator at Un-wersity -Leve-l 
' 

Research University f raditional 
_ _ - 

1 
In ve-stors -Coord-inator Tat Urflvers-ityLev-el Community University odern iýi 1 
Investors Coordinator at University Level First Regional University 1 

Investors Departmental Facilitator (academic dept) Modern Community University 1 
Investors Departmental Facilitator (academicdept) First Regional University 1 
Investors Departmental Facilitator (non-academic Traditional Research University 2 

Long-serving member of the non-academic staff Modern Community University 1 
Long-serving member of the non-academic staff First Regional University 2 

Recently-recruited member of non-academic staff Traditional Research University 1 

Recently-recruited member of the academic staff Traditional Research University 1 
Recently-recruited member of the academic staff Modern Community University 1 
Recently-recruited member of the academic staff First Regional University 1 

Senior Management Traditional Research University 2 

Senior Management Modern Community University 1 

Senior Management First Regional University 2 

3: Breakdown by Institution and type 

Institution Interviewee, Type Number 

Modern Community University HR Profession a I/Staff Developer 2 
Investors Departmental Facilitator (academic 1 
Investors Coordinator at University Level 1 
Long-serving member of the non-academic staff 1 
Recently-recruited member of the academic staff 1 
Senior Management 1 

First Regional University Investors Departmental Facilitator (academic 1 
Investors Coordinator at University 'Level 1 
Long-serving member of the non-academic staff 2 
Recently-recruited member of the academic staff 1 
Senior Management 2 

Traditional Research University Investors Departmental Facilitator (non-academic 2 
Investors Coordinator at University Level 1 
Recently-recruited member of the academic staff 1 
Recently-recruited member of non-academic staff 1 
Senior Management 2 

NOTE: Some interviewees could be categorised under a number of types. They are shown as 

the 'principal'type which formed the basis of their se 
I 
ection. 
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